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EDITORIAL

We very much regret that you have had to wait so long for this

issue. This has been due partly to circumstances beyond our

control and partly co sheer lack of time to devote to it due

to other commitments. However, we hope this special double issue

for the year will help mitigate the delay.

We have decided to discontinue the serialised English trans-

lation of the udanavarga from the French version, as the latter

is now outdated and was never completed anyway - at least, no

trace of the second of the two proposed volumes has ever been

found

.

Owing to ever-mounting costs of both production and postage,

we have reluctantly bad to raise the subscription charges as

from 1991. The individual subscription will be £7.50, and the

institutional rate £12.50.

As long as our plans go according to schedule, Buddhist

Studies Review will henceforth be prepared by computer which,

we hope, will lead to better quality. W« also hope to catch

up with ourselves and not let so much time elapse before the next

issue appears.
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THE PANCAGATI VAGGA, SUTTA NO. 10 RESTORED
1

(SAMVUTTA LVI. VAGGA XI)

John D. Ireland

Thus have I heard... at Savatthi...

Then the Lord, taking up a little dust on the tip of his
nail, said to the bhikkhus: 'What do you think, bhikkhus, which
is greater? This little dust on the tip of my nail or the great
earth?

'

'This great earth is surely greater, venerable sir. Compared
with it the little dust on the tip of the Lord's nail is insigni-
ficant, it does not amount to the merest fraction of it, set
beside the great earth,'

'Even so, bhikkhus, few are those beings who deceasing as
devas are reborn among men; many more are those beings who de-
ceasing as devas are reborn in hell (niraya). What is the reason?
It is not seeing the four ariyan Truths, bhikkhus. What four?
The ariyan Truth of suffering; the ariyan Truth of the origin
of suffering; the ariyan Truth of the cessation of suffering;
the ariyan Truth of the course leading to the cessation of suf-
fering. Therefore, bhikkhus, to realise, "This is suffering",
an effort must be made; to realise, "This is the origin of suf-
fering", an effort must be made; to realise, "This is the cessa-
tion of suffering", an effort must be made; to realise, "This
is the course leading to the cessation of suffering", an effort
must be made .

'

This was said by the Lord and those bhikkhus were pleased
and delighted with the Lord's talk.

The other surtas of this vagga arc various permutations showing how few

beings deceasing from any of the five places of existence (the paticagati:

devas, humans, animals, ghosts and hell-beings) are born again among devas

or men, the majority are born again tn hell. Each sutta employs the same

simile and the same conclusion, and all are entitled 'Paficagatt Sutta'.

THE TECHNICALISATION OF BUDDHISM:

FASCISM AND BUDDHISM IN ITALY

GIUSEPPE TUCCI - JULIUS EVOLA

Bhikkhu Sanajivako

3

VI

In 1916 the Pali Text Society published Manual of a Mystic - 'A

translation from the Pali and Sinhalese work entitled The Yoga-
vachara's Manual'. According to the Sinhalese authorities quoted
by C. A. F.Rhys Davids in the Preface and Appendix, 'at that time
Buddhism in Ceylon was so decadent that there could not have

been much samadhi and jtiana practice among the monks. The life

they led was apparently so loose that King Vimala Dharma Suriya

(1684-1706) and his successors had to gee theras from abroad
(Siam etc.) to hold ordination ceremonies, and thus impart new
life to the Buddhist Sasana ' . Such was the situation in Sri Lanka

when there arose 'the moving spirit in the reform of the eighteen-
tn century '.... 'We see , then, that the old Theravada tradition
had either survived in Ceylon, or was flourishing in Siam, or

both, when this Manual was written. And this venerable skeleton,
with its incrustations of later thought and fancy, lends a quite
special interest to the little work which... is from a literary

point of view so unsatisfactory". The existence of this 'Dhyana

book was ascertained by the Anagarika H.Dharmapala in... 1892'.

At that time 'the bhikkhu Dorat iyaveye , Thera, was incumbent

of the Hangurangketa Wihara in the Western Province of Ceylon,

and was living so recently as 1900. He came by the knbwledge
of the system...' instructed by his guru, 'then an aged monk'

who instructed him as 'his chosen disciple in the system, and

not long after passed away. The disciple, it is said, did not

practise the process himself...'.

About the same time, at the beginning of this century, the

old method of Buddhist meditation was also rediscovered in Burma

in a fragmentary form, apparently even more incomplete, but it

found a much better acceptance in the revised practice and later

became, from the time of Buddha Jayantl (1956). internationally
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popularised. This 'Burmese method' is called sukkba-vlpassanB or
'bare insight', because it entails 'dispensing with the prior
development of full concent rative absorption IjhSna)' 33

, By virtue
of skipping over the meditation-development of 'tranquillity'
(samazha-bbSvanZ) as the first condition for 'right concentration'
(samnA-savadhi) - whi ch is the highest and 'the last link of
the 8-fold Path, , .defined as the A meditative Absorptions (jhSna)'
in the 'one-pointedness of mind' ( cittass' nkaggatS )

34 - this
Burmese method is criticised as a 'shortcut to Njbbana' bereft
of its fundamental psychological condition.

About twenty years prior to the Buddha Ja'yanti, Evola ' s Hoc-trine

had the fortune and advantage of being written before the popula-
risation of the artificial reduction by a psychologically impos-
sible vivisection and transposition into 'dry* words ofsi/Akha-
vipassana, or 'objectified' Insight, from samazba -bha vana , or in-
ner stillness of a mind appeased by introverted cultivation in
jhanam. The dead remainder of this hair-splitting cleavage on the
side of samatha is thus 'appeased' and explained away in rele-
gating It eventually to Indo-European mythology, although Buddhism.
as in its historically preceding archetypal model of Jainism,
was of a different, much deeper extraction, and also belonged
to a logically rationalised mythology .

'If a bhikkhu should frame a wish, as follows: ... Let me through
the extinction of intoxicants ( isavanam khaya } in the present
existence attain by myself the freedom of Bind from intoxicants,
the freedom of wisdom by proper understanding - then he must
attain perfection in virtues (sliesu), bring his mind to a state
of quiescence, practise diligently the jhanas, stabilise insight
(vipassana), and tend to frequent lonely places.'

(Akarikheyya Sutta, M 6)

'With his mind so collected, made pure, clean, stainless, without
defilement, supple, ready to act, firm , imperturbable- he applies
and Inclines his mind to the knowledgeable insight Just as
if in a mountain current there were a pool of water, clear trans-
parent, undisturbed; and a man of clear sight, standing on the
bank should perceive the oysters and the shells, the gravel and
the pebbles, and the shoals of fish as they move about or lie
within it. He would know: 'This pool is clear, transparent, un-
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disturbed, and there within it are the oysters and the shells,...

and the shoals of fish are moving about or lying still..,. This

is, maharaja , an immediate fruit of the life of a recluse,

visible in this world....'

( Samahnaphala Sutta, D 2)

'Just as a woman or a man, or a clever boy or girl, looking at

the image of his own face in a clean and brilliant mirror or

in a basin of clear water, and if it had a mole on it, would

know that it had, arad if not, would know that it had not,...

so the bhikkhu in his mind - concentrated, purified, translucent,

blameless, free of moral defilements, supple, ready Co act, firm

and imperturbable -directs and inclines his mind to that knowledge

which penetrates the heart....' (D 2, 92)

In Zen and other Mahayana schools, to which Evola turns for

'technically' preferable alternatives at che end of his Doc-

trine, the mirror represents (also in rituals and ceremonies)

the best visible symbol of archetypal purity described in these

and several other Pali texts on the 'invariable sequence' " of

the threefold training {nivldba sikkhiy. Progress is made by fol-

lowing safely, slowly and with an aesthetically cultivated enjoy-

ment the 'way of purification' { visuddhlmagga ) consisting of 'the

aggregate of virtue, the aggregate of concentration and the aggre-

gate of wisdom', without any danger of shortcuts, so pernicious

for 'modern', and still more for 'post-modern blue riders' on

the 'tiger's back', or hair-splitting pundits entangled in psycho-

logically impossible and physiologically dangerous attempts at

dislodging the tomdalini vital force of their spines by vivisection,

anaesthetised with psychedelic dope.

The same texts bear testimony also to the criterion for the

selection of prerequisite virtues in the ethos of knowledge of

'those sons of noble families who having trust in me have gone

forth from home into the homeless life' and 'found contentment

in their ascetic life' (H 68).

Buddhaghoea 's manual of meditation par excel lence, Visuddhimagga

('The Path of Purification' 37
, 5th c. A.C.), which is the best-

-known text in classical Pali literature, is increasingly cited

by followers of the Burmese 'dry insight' (v ipassana ) method and

by their opponents as the basic authority for introducing 'a
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distinction between two types of yogis, differentiated by their

paths of contemplative development', the samatha-yani ka and the

vipassani-yaniAa. Pointing out the superficiality of this kind
of word-splitting, Kheminda Thera quotes the commentary to the

Visuddhimagga, the Parama tthamanjusi by Dhammapala: 'By mere
knowledge alone one Is not established in Purification of Mind',
and concludes that 'since the fipassanayani fca has completed Purifi-

cation of Hind he must therefore have previously gained jhana.

too' 38 .

When Evola was writing his Doctrine , in the pre-Jayanti era.

the danger of this dilemma was not yet formulated in the exegeses
of the dogmatic dialecticians of our days. Otherwise he might

have been attracted by this apparent analogy with the absolutism
of neo-Hegelian dialectics by whose fascist trend he was educated
and ultimately ruined in the way in which political revolutions

'devour their children'. Saved at least from this premature pit-

fall, however, he could continue writing in the following un-
disturbed way at the outbreak of another world war:

'In A IV 170 it is said that the bonds give way and the patti

opens when samatha is combined with vipassans.

'If to this "knowledge" [of vlpassana J is added the calm and

the control of samatha, then its development is assured and trans-

f igured , and the result is the ascesis which leads to awakening.
In any case, these two factors are such that they reciprocally

integrate each other {cf.A V 92-94).

'And if this mastery is not to be of an entirely psychological

char acter . and therefore ephemeral , the ascetic must, in his

earthly existence, have developed to a high degree both the con-

templations that produce a superior calm (samatfca) and the "wis-

dom" that is closely connected with the will for the uncondition-

ed, which leads to change of heart and detachment, and which
brings realisation of the non-substantiality of all that is sam-

sa"ric . . . (cf.A IV 124 ).
'

This doctrinal discussion refers to Chapter XVIII of Part

III of the Visuddhimagga, on 'Purification of View'. Concerning

the same discussion, the orientation of the author of the present

survey was predetermined - at the same time and in the same direc-

tion as Evola 's - by another, preceding and more fundamental
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passage in the Visuddhimagga . Its purely descriptive import

to direct experience of individual essences of the first and

second jhana in their logical sequence (.savitakka-savicara) bracketed

by the avitakka-avicara state of one-pointed concentration) and

specific distinction - suggested, still unawares, a preliminary

definition on the unprejudiced background of the primordial event

and the hub of meditative cultivation ( bhavana ). Its analogy

became for me the most suggestive guideline to understanding

the entire Visuddhimagga as the basic manual of Buddhist medita-

tion and its application in ascetic practice during the last

thirty years - since Buddha Jayanti when I first read it in Nyana-

tiloka's German translation (Konstanz 1952):

'So it should be understood that sec lusion-by-suspenslon of lust

is Indicated by the phrase quite secluded from sense desire ,

and seclusion-by-suspension of all five hindrances by the phrase

secluded from unprofitable things .. ..So far the factors abandoned

by the jhana have been shown. And now, in order to show the

factors associated with it, which is accompanied by applied and

sustained thought it is said: Herein, applied thinking (vitak-

kana} .... hitting upon, is what is meant. It has the characte-

ristic of directing the mind on to an object.... Its function

is to strike at and thresh - for the meditator is said, in virtue

of it, to have the object struck at by applied thought.... It

is manifested as leading the mind on to an object. Sustained

thinking ( vicarani) . . . is continued sustainment. It has the cha-

racteristic of continued pressure on the object.... It is manifes-

ted as keeping consciousness anchored on that object. And though

sometimes not separate, applied thought is the first impact of

the mind in the sense that it is both gross and inceptive, like

the striking of a bell. Sustained thought is the act of keeping

the mind anchored, in the sense that it is subtle with the indivi-

dual essence of continued pressure, like the ringing of the bell.

Applied thought intervenes , being the interference of conscious-

ness at the time of first arousing thought, like a bird spreading

out its wings when about to soar into the air , and like a bee

diving towards a lotus when it is minded to follow-up the scent

of it. The sustained thought is quiet , being the non-interference

of consciousness , like the bird flying with outspread wings afte r

soaring Into the air , and like the bee buzzing above the lotus
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after it has dived towards it.... This difference becomes evident

in the first and second jhanas (in the fivefold reckoning).,,.

Thus it is said in the text "The mind arrived at unity enters

into purification of the way , is intensified in equanimity , and

ie satisfied by knowledge " ( Patisarabhidamagga I, 167).... There

let him find joy with a mind that is glad in seclusion .
...

'

To the question 'Why is only the second jhana said to have

confidence and singleness of mind? , it may be replied as follows:

It is because the first jhana is not fully confident owing to

the disturbance created by applied and sustained thought, like

the water ruffled by ripples and wavelets.... Also, it is said

in the Vibhartga: "So this applied thought and this sustained

thought are quieted, quietened, stilled, set at rest,... done

away with,... dried up,... made an end of; hence it is said:

without applied thought, without sustained thought" (Vibh 258).,.

In the same way this (second) jhana is without applied thought

and without sustained thought, not as in the third and fourth

jhanas... with just absence, but with the actual act of stilling

the applied and sustained thought... so that it does not indicate

the bare absence of applied and sustained thought.... So only
40

this jhana is called "born of concentration"...'

The pivotal point for the whole structure and procedure of

jhana is contained in the Kolita Sutta (S XXI 1): the noble silence

(ariyo tunhl-bhavo) - 'And what is the noble silence? My experi-

ence of it, friend, was as follows: In this state the bhikkhu,

with the stilling of conceptual and discursive thinking^* tak-

ka-vicazd-. attains the second Jhana : the Internal clearness,

the one-pointedness of mind without conceptual and discursive

thinking, the alertness and ease (plti-su*ha ), and abides therein.

This is called the noble silence.'

In another text of the same collection (S XXII 80). the Buddha

exhorts a group of new disciples: "Bhikkhus, it is advisable

to cultivate markless concentration (animicta ssmadhi )• Markless

concentration, when cultivated and continuously practised, brings

abundant fruits and great advantage.

According to some other texts, the noble silence should be

understood as the fourth jn h~na . ™A the bhikkhu who has attained

that -jftSna. as well as he who has taken It for the basic subject
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of meditation (mula-kammat tftana
) , should be considered as dwelling

in noble silence.

Consequently it is stated in Dhammapada 134: 'If you make

yourself as still as a btoken gong you have attained Nibbana

(extinction), for agitation is not known to you.'

Evola showed a sensitive understanding of this 'noble silence*

and its importance for alertness in the cultivation of meditative

a ttenti veness upon which the integral proceeding of jhSna -bha-

vana is based. Under the heading 'Sidereal Awareness - The Wounds

Close', in the chapter preceding the main part of Doctrine on 'The

Four Jhana' (designated as the 'Irradiant Contemplations' - Ch.

VI-VI et seq. ), 'the initiation into the doctrine of the Ari-

ya', described as 'the discipline of the watch over the senses

or binding the wounds,... is shown by the simile of the man who

has at a cross-roads a thoroughbred team and can guide them wher-

ever he pleases' (S XXXV 198). 'The man who does not know or

who forgets this practice is dominated by forms, sounds, smells,

tastes, contacts and thoughts, instead of being their master."

The continuation of this essential connotation of jhana is adequat-

ely compared with its closest analogy in Greek religious philo-

sophy: 'In another way this discipline can also be summed up

by the word silentiura ... in the sense of the Eleusinlan siops.

Impressions are arrested at the periphery, at the limit of the

senses. Between them and the 'I' there is now a distance, a zone

of silence which consists of not pronouncing either the exterior

word or the interior word, and this in turn implies not hearing.

not seeing, not imagining ,41

(a) The first part of Patanjall's Yoga-sutrani , samadhi -pads
,

deals with the same problem of the relation and sequence

of the first two dhyanas , Even the basic structure of this section

shows the development of dhyana - bhavana On this level not only

on an analogical way but also in a homologous sequence of synony-

mous constituents corresponding with the Buddhist model in whose

scholastic sequel it seems to have been formulated. The cardinal

constituents in this common essential structure on both sides

are:

Pali Sanskrit

nirodho nirodhah
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vltakka-vic<rra vltarka-vicirah

appamaniia aparimaria

brahma-vihara

According to sutra 2 'yogah is inhibition (niradhah , cessation,

or bracketting in terms of modern phenomenological philosophy

to a wide extent) of the mental processes'

Ulrodha, the third "noble truth' - ariya-sacca of the Buddha,

referring to dukkhakkhaya - extinction of suffering, is defined,

according to sutra 2.15 of Patafijali, as follows; 'Because of

the sufferings caused by changes and anxieties and the samsfca-

rah (aggregates of existential factors), to the one who sees

clearly, everything is pain,'

The definition corresponding to the first jhina is given in

sutra 1.17 of Pataiijali: 'It is cognitive (sampra jna zah > because

accompanied with reasoning and reflection { vi tarka- vlcara ) , with

joy and the consciousness that "I am" (asmita).'

Sutras 1.42-44 describe the relation between savitrarKa and

nirvi tarka samadhi, corresponding to the first and the second

dhyana I

1.42 -
' Sa-vltarkaf dhyana ) is disturbed by uncertainty concerning

understanding of the proper meaning of words.'

1.43 - 'When pure awareness (smrti , Pali sati ) is attained,

nlr-vl carka< dhyana ) with the object alone (cf. noeraa in

the phenomenological philosophy of Husserl) shines forth

apparently devoid (cf . Husserl " s epochs) of the own nature

of knowing (subject; Husserl's noesis).'

1.44 - *In the same way are explained the subtler objects (on

the subjective side, i.e. of noesis) of discursive think-

ing - sa-vicari and nii-vicara ' and their abstracting in

bracketing { svarupa-sunyeva in sutra 1.43 quoted above).

The last attainment mentioned In the sequences of our homology

appamanna ( Skt aparimana) is explained both in Pali and Sanskrit

context as brahma-vihara ~ the four 'boundless states' or 'divine

abodes' described as moods of sublime virtues, appeased in perva-

sive emotional attainments on the subjective side of mindfulness,

corresponding to rational purification (inhibition by epoche )

as results in the 'pilgrim's progress' on the way to the four

jhanas : friendliness (empathy, metta, Skt maitrl), compassion (fca-

Buddhism and Fascism in Italy III 1 1

runa ) , gladness (sympathetic joy, mudita), equanimity (upe*Jtha).

It is only on this same track of encompassing attainments

that I can understand the parallel reflective (patifcimbiia) progress

of 'objective' (noematic) contents in harmony of arupa- with

rupa-jjhanas ( - see chart on next page).

(b) In the Pali Buddhism of the late Sinhalese Theravlda tradition

the practice of meditation has been reduced to schematised

rudiments of a primitive ' teehnicalisation ' , as described in

the Manual of a Mystic. Its 'mystical' method of presenting the

system of the classical meditation subjects ( kamma t cJiina ) consists

in 'the way of making wax-taper offerings for the fivefold rap-

ture'* 3
.

The early schematisation of the Abhldhamma scholasticism was

decaying between its accomplishment at the time of Asoka (3rd

c.B.C.) and the Sinhalese compilation of the Abhidhammatthasahgaha

(in the late Middle Ages), the 'historically latest layer of
4 4

dry bones survived archaeologically , .

,

'

Already at the time of the early, but still Indian, formation

of Mahayanist philosophy, Nagarjuna's dialectic ignored the mecha-

nically vivisected atomisation of Abhidharma 'elements' (dJia-

tu), fixed as 'the ultimate constituents' of the world as a whole,

in keeping with 'the simile of the butcher' (H 10). The analysis

of structural elements of the phenomenal world, from a revived

biological viewpoint at the time of transition from the Theravada

statically deadened conception of abhidbamma vibhaj javada to the

Mahayanist thesis of the vi jliaptl -mitrata -siddhih
, occurred in Va-

subandhu's Abhidharmakos'a . This determined the specific diffe-

rence of the vi jttanavada trend from the Madhyamaka dialectical

logic. Whilst in modern European philosophy, Kant's transcendental

criticism preceded Hegel's relapse into metaphysical speculation,

in Buddhist philosophy the historical ripening followed in a

slower and more extensive natural course of time from the specula -

t lve idealism (analogous to Hegel) to the critical idealism in

transcendental logic (analogous to Kant).

(c) This is the situation in its broadest historical complexity,

as seen from the alienated standpoints of 'modern' and 'post-

modern', 'contra- and infra-cultural' groping for 'alternative

solutions', applicable by mass media and emergency 'techniques',
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Buddhism and Fascism in Italy III 13

primarily with 'psychedelic' effects, on existential problems

viherefrom the last traces of ethical conscience have been exclu-

ded, 'scientifically' reduced to pure verbal meanings, and banish-

ed by ' hermeneutical analysis'. The l^st traces whatsoever of

any 'ancient path of purification' have been erased to make room

for new 'post-structural shortcuts'.

To recapitulate the actual position of all such gropings indi-

cative of the crisis in our Kali Yuga and symptomatic of the

rapid decadence from the beginning of this century:

On the one hand the primitive 'technique' of 'mystical' sterilisa-

tion inherited from the preceding centuries (as the last remnants

of the Sinhalese yogavacara have been dubbed by C. A. F.Rhys Davids)

were dismissed in the concluding section of Evola's Doctrine

in his advice to 'the reader who is attracted by true spiritua-

lity' who should turn to more authentic traditional doctrines

'to understand what a "spiritual science" really is: these doc-

trines will teach him the clarity of pure knowledge, divorced

from all forms of visionary "clairvoyance", joined to a spiritual

sovereignty, and to the will to break not only the human bond,

but the bond formed by any other "world". Modern Ban has not

only to fight against materialism, but must also defend himself

from the snares and allures of false supernaturalism" .

On the other hand the Burmese 'dry insight 1 method of trouble-

shooting results in the strictest cutting short the practice

for fear of unpractical and therefore unnecessary erratic pene-

trations in the states of jJiana . The slow way to these states

is called the way of tranquillity { saoatna-i/ana ) and requires

('technically') two 'relays' , leading from 'access concentra-

tion' to 'full concentration'. But a suddha-vipassana-yani*a

,

i.e. 'one who has pure insight as his vehicle', proceeds 'without

developing either of these concentrations'.... 'Access (or Neigh-

bourhood) Concentration (upaclra-samacfhi) is that degree of mental

concentration that approaches, but not yet attains, the Full

Concentration ( appanS ) of the First Absorption (jitine )'* 8
. For

the follower of pure 'dry insight' the access-concentration may.,

remain a tolerably sufficient signal to turn away from the danger

of 'full concentration' and absorption in jhana and samadhi. Con-

sequently, the dread of jhlna-f ac tors which constitute the whole
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scheme of virtues synoptically presented in our table on the

preceding page, results as a consequence of the still worse dread

of 'asceticism' {comparable, for me, to Kant's most meaningful

'radical evil ' ).

Ultimately, in the most precarious situation at the fin de

sl6cle of our Kali 'Yuga , when all ethical requisites of such

'practical' references have been precluded, all that remains

for our serious consideration appears to be reduced to exclusively

'scientific' experimental psychiatric investigations. An unsurve-

yable jungle of treatises on such, mostly pseudo-scientific,

investigations has mushroomed in this field of 'Meditation as

Hetatherapy' , on 'Psychotherapy and Liberation', 'Mysticism and

Schizophrenia', 'Drugs and Mystical Experience'...
4
? since Evola's

prophetic warning nearly fifty years ago: 'A thing then occurs,

with reference to which the doctrine in question is singularly

in agreement with what "psychoanalysis" - even with its deforma-

tions and exaggerations - has presented to our modern eyes in

the guise of theories of the libido and of the "Oedipus" or " Elec -

tra complex" '
.

William James, among the founders of experimental psychology,

in his Gifford Lectures (1901-2) spoke of the strong impressions

and influence that Swaml Vivekananda (the first outstanding Indian

missionary in America) made on him. At that time the Swami was

still under the strong influence of Buddhism. James met him in

New York in 1895 and read his book on Raja Yoga . Unfortunately,

James also became the first who started experimenting for scienti-

fic purposes with hallucinogen drugs. His younger contemporary,

Henri Bergson, tried to explain it in defence of his friend James

by the historical analogy of the irruption of Oriental mysteries

in Greek religion with the cult of Dionysos:

'If mysticism is really what we have just said it is, it must

furnish us with the means of approaching It, as it were experimen-

tally.... Indeed, we fail to see how philosophy could approach

the problem In any other way,

'As a foreign god from Thrace, Dionysos was by his violence

a sharp contrast to the serenity of the gods upon Olympus. He

was not originally the god of wine, but he easily became so,

because the intoxication of the soul he produced was not unlike
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that of wine. We know how William James was treated for having

described as mystical, or at least having regarded as such for

the purposes of study, the condition induced by inhaling pro-
52

toxide of nitrogen. People took this to be a profanation....

Carl Gustav Jung, in his extensive comparative studies of

archetypal mythology, remained ambiguous and often inconsequential

in his assessment of the comparative value and applicability

of Eastern (Indian and Chinese) criteria for Western psycho-

therapeutic purposes, notwithstanding his early pre-War diagnosis
53Asia ante portas

Erich Fromm remained always more of a positive, consequential

and assiduous student and direct collocutor with such Asian ex-

perts as D.T.Suzuki , always ready to extend the scope of his

universal culturological interest beyond the limits of a psychia-

trist technician's object considered more or less exclusively

as a geographically conditioned givenness

.

Prof .j.H.Schultz (Berlin) in his 'clinically-practical' pre-
55

sentation of 'the autogenous training' also describes refe-

rences to Indian and Japanese motives appearing in his clinical

praxis with symptoms of dsia ante porta&The fundamental denotation

of his method as 'autogenous training' has the exceptional advan-

tage of non-passivity of samma vayima , or the proper effort as

an essential quality for the 'high level' of psychotherapy In

its 'closest relations to the rational wakefulness', underscoring

the importance of mindfulness for the ethical aim of 'psycho-

katharsis ' .

Chapter XI, under the heading 'The Yoga' is the central chapter

of the last part (C) on the 'Procedures related' to the method of

Schultz. This comparative part begins in Ch.IX with detailed

references to 'Analogies in ethnology and psychology of religion".

Special attention is paid to books on religion by W.James. In

the whole context of the psychology of religion, the most valuable,

in my estimate, are the pages (213-4) on 'Nirvana-therapy' for

psychosomatically incurable patients, 'leading to religiously

coloured experiences of diving into states of meditation'

( - Versenkung
t the term for dhyana adopted In German Buddhist

literature ) .
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(d) Reverting at the end to the contemporaneous aspect of the

philosophy of religion, it may suffice to mention A. N. White-

head ' s book, Religion in the Making (1926), where religion is

defined as the 'force of belief cleansing the inward parts' ot

the human character. 'For this reason the primary religious virtue

is sincerity, a penetrating sincerity' - the opposite of all

Dionysian ecstasies and trances, invariably misleading the modern

and post-modern revamping of thirst for religious short-cuts

since W.James' experiments with Varieties of Re-ligious Experience,

According to Whitehead's definition, 'religion is solitariness,

and if you are never solitary, you are never religious'. It is

'the direct negation of the theory that religion is primarily

a social fact 1

. 'Religion is the art and the theory of the in-

ternal life of man', and, consequently, meditation is 'what the

individual does with his own solitariness'.

Let the reader judge for himself how far Evola in his fascist

attempt 'to ride the tiger' has fallen short of understanding

the Buddhist philosophy of conscience, and not merely of formal

consciousness with its logical and 'technical alternatives',

in order to avoid renouncing, giving up (pahiya) the way of puri-

fication {visuddhimagga) through jhana
, and to escape the 'extinc-

tion with remainder' (anavasesa nibbana) .
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1HE TRANSMISSION OF TRUTH IN THE BUDDHA'S FIRST SERMON
1

Peter Harvey

Discussion of the Buddha's first sermon often centres on the
four Ariyan (Holy) Truths, the essential message of the discourse,
tf we look at the context of that message, however, we gain a

greater insight into it and Its importance. The fullest version
of the text is given at Vin I 4ff.

After his Enlightenment , the Buddha reflected: 'This Dhamma,
won by me. is deep, difficult to see, difficult to understand,
peaceful, excellent, beyond dialectic, subtle. Intelligible to
the learned. But this is a creation delighting in sensual plea-
sures.... So that ... this were a matter difficult to see, that
is to say, dependent co-origination. This too were a matter diffi-
cult to see, that is to say, the calming of all tannic activities,
the renunciation of attachment, the destruction of craving,
dispassion, stopping, Nlbbana,'

Because of the profundity of this Dhamma (Truth, Reality)
which the Buddha had discovered, he hesitated to teach it to

others, for it might prove too subtle for them to understand.
At this, Brahma Sanampatl, a great compassionate god, became
alarmed: what if this Enlightened One were not to pass on his
rare and precious knowledge - a great opportunity would be lost
to the world. He therefore approached the Buddha and respectfully
asked him to teach, pointing out that there are some who will
understand, who are spiritually mature. When asked three times,
the Buddha surveyed the world with his "divine eye' and saw that,

this was so. He then made the momentous decision to teach. Having
previously attained full wisdom, his compassion now unfolded
and he proclaimed 'Open for those to hear are the doors of Death-
lessness '

.

Having decided that his five former companions in asceticism
are the audience most receptive for his message, the Buddha then
made his way, by foot, to the deer park at Sarnath, some 150
miles away. The five ascetics saw their old companion in the
distance, but resolved to snub him. They were continuing in their
arduous asceticism, while Gotama 'lives in abundance' and 'wavers
in striving': he had gone soft and given up their shared quest
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to find the end of suffering. Nevertheless, they perceived that

a great change had come over Gotama and, in spite of themselves,

respectfully greeted him and washed his feet.

At first the ascetics addressed the Buddha as an equal, as

'your reverence', but in response the Buddha insisted: do not

address a Tathagata - a Thus-gone, Truth-attained One - like

this, for he is fully Awakened, a Buddha; listen! - the Deathless

has been found (I've attained it!); I instruct. I teach! The

five hesitated to accept Gotama as their teacher, but when he

repeated his affirmation three times they acknowledged that he

spoke with a new-found assurance and authority: they accepted

that he had never spoken to them like this before. This is because

a Buddha has 'become Dhamma' (D III 84) and so is supremely well

equipped to teach Dhamma.

In many later sermons, the Buddha often prepared the minds

of his listeners with a 'graduated discourse': on the goodness

of giving, of a virtuous life, how these led to a heavenly rebirth,

and on the emptiness of sense-pleasures. With the listeners'

minds in a state which was calm, clear, uplifted and open to

change, he then taught the four Holy Truths. In the first sermon,

the Buddha prepared the way for these Truths by establishing

his right to teach and by pointing out the f ruitlessness of the

two extremes of harsh asceticism (as practised by his listeners)

and the mere pursuit of sense-pleasures. The Path he had dis-

covered is a Middle Way.

The Truths state that suffering is inherent in life, that

its cause is craving, that it can be transcended by rooting out

craving, and that the Holy Eightfold Path is the way to transcend

suffering. Elsewhere, the Buddha put his teaching in an even

briefer form: 'Suffering and the cessation of suffering only

do I teach'. In the first sermon, suffering (dukkha ) Is explained

as both physical and mental suffering, as frustration, and as

the very composite nature of one's personality. In addition,

suffering is explained as being of three kinds: suffering as

(mental or physical) pain, suffering which arises due to the

changing nature of things we grasp at, and suffering in the sense

of the limitation and imperfection of our conditional nature.

The transcending of suffering, Nibbana, is talked of in many
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ways in the Buddha's sermons. In a powerful passage at S I 62,

the Buddha says that our lived-world (vitiated by ignorance and

craving) - this is equivalent to suffering - exists in one's

'fathom length body', as does its cause; Its cessation, Nibbana,

and the Path to its cessation can also exist in it. The state

of one who has attained Nibbana is also said to be that of com-

plete (mental) health.

The Holy Eightfold Path beyond suffering essentially consists

of virtue, meditation and wisdom: It involves restraining and

purifying one's actions, developing the heart/mind ( citta ), and

growing the insight which brings letting go and going beyond.

The role of samatfta (calm) meditation in this process is to focus,

calm, clarify, purify, strengthen and integrate the citta , It

is likened to the process of purifying gold (S V 92-3): it weakens

the spiritual hindrances and allows the natural purity of the

citta to emerge from its depths to its surface. In a citca which

is clear and bright, the conditions for developing liberating

insight are ideal.

The first sermon does not end once the four Holy Truths are

given. The climax comes immediately after this when one of the

audience, Kondanfia, 'gets it' and gains insight into the Truths:

'the Dhamma-eye, dustless, stainless, arose in the venerable

Kondanfia .. .having seen Dhamma, attained Dhamma, known Dhamma,

plunged into Dhamma, having crossed over doubt...'.

This marks the 'Stream-entry' of Kondanna, his entry into the

'stream' of the Holy Path which will certainly bring him to full

NibbSna. This transforming experience is one in which he gains

the 'Dhamma-eye', with which he sees that: 'whatever is of the

nature to uprise, all that is of a nature to cease'. This is

much more than an insight into impermanence , It indicates the

first living glimpse of the Dhamma 'won' by the Buddha at his

Enlightenment: dependent co-origination and Nibblna. Insight

Into the continuous conditioned arising of phenomena (all of

which are suffering) is insight into dependent co-origination.

Insight into their liability to stop brings a vision of Nibbana

which is a blissful 'stopping': its transcends the incessant

process of rising and falling which is inherent in the process

of the world, and so transcends dukkha , In seeing the goal of
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the Path. KondaHfia knows it exists, and he can see the Path which

leads to it: this is what brings his entry to the Ho_l£ Eightfold

Path, which moves beyond the ordinary Eightfold Path.

Kondanna 's using the Dhamma-eye to 'see' Dhamma reminds

us of the Buddha saying: 'He who see the Dhamma sees me, he who

sees me sees the Dhamma" (S III 120). The 'me' here is not the

individual Gotama, but his nature as a Tathagata: one who is

Thus-gone, Truth-attained (note that it is as such a Tathagata

that Gotama teaches the first sermon). At the end of the first

sermon, Kondaftfia (and later his four companions) 'see' the Dhamma

with their Dhamma -eye , and so 'see' the Tathagata. That is,

they 'see' his real nature, Nibbana. for it is the experience

of Nibbana that makes a person a Tathagata and makes him "Dhamma-

become . At Stream-entry, one 'sees' and 'plunges into' the

'hard to see' Dhamma which the Buddha awakened to and fully won.

In doing eo, one 'fathoms' the Tathagata, who is 'hard to fathom

as is the great ocean' (M I 48). A person who has done this

is on the Path which assuredly leads to Nibbana, becoming a Tatha-

gata, an Arahant, attaining "unshakable freedom of cicra 1

.

The first sermon refers to Kondafifia , at his Stream-entry,

as having crossed over doubt, having put away uncertainty, hav-

ing attained without another's help to full confidence in the

teacher's instructions'. As a Stream-enterer , he attains 'un-

wavering faith' In the Buddha, Dhamma and Sangha . This is be-

cause Stream-entry involves a profound going-f or-ref uge -" one

which is supramundane , focused on that which transcends the con-

ditioned world. Not only is Kondanna taught by the living Buddha,

but he 'sees' and 'plunges into' his nature as an enlightened

being. Not only does he hear the taught Dhamma, but he 'sees'

Dhamma as Nibbana, and is established in Dhamma as the Path going

to that goal. His refuge-taking in the Sangha is outwardly ex-

pressed by his wish to be ordained as (the first) member of the

Community of Honks, but his profound inner refuge-taking in the

Sangha is his becoming a member of the Arlyan Sangha: the com-

munity of those who have had an insight into Nibbana. In sum,

he has deep, experientially-based faith in that which is Thus-

gone, for, as described in the well-known Ratana Sutta, the Bud-

dha , the Dhamma and the Sangha refuges are each described as
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being Tathagata.

As pointed out previously, the climax of the first sermon

Is when Kondafiiia attains Stream-entry. At this momentous event,

a joyous cry spreads throughout the heavens from one set of gods

to another: 'The supreme Dhamraa-wheel rolled thus by the Lord

at Benares in the deer-park at Sarnath cannot be rolled back

by any recluse or brahmin or god or by Kara or by Brahma or by

anyone in the world'. This message is given out not when the

Buddha finished speaking but when Kondanna gets the Dhamma

-

eye: the crucial point in the first sermon, then, concerns the

transmission of an experience , prepared for by teaching. When

this occurs, one can say that 'Buddhism' begins: the transmission

of something of the Buddha's enlightenment-experience. In sym-

bolic terms, it is the setting in motion of the ' Dhamma-wheel '

,

the Inauguration of the spiritual reign of the Buddha and Dhamma,

and of their power for spiritually transforming thoss who revere

and live by them. This inauguration is portrayed, in the first

sermon, as an event of cosmic, universal significance: the gods

spread the good news far and wide, the earth shakes, and light

spreads throughout the world.

Of course, when the Buddha sent out the first sixty enlight-

ened arahants to teach Dhamma compassionately, he said that they

should teach both gods and men. Many of those who benefited from

this teaching became members of the Holy Sangha: those who glimp-

sed or fully realised Nibbana. These included monks, nuns, lay-

people and gods, even Sakka, or Indra, ruler of the pre-Buddhist

Vedic gods. This community of enlightened beings has continued

down to the present day, as the Sangha-ref uge , represented by

the Sangha of monks and nuns. The biography of the great Thai

meditation-teacher Acharn Mun shows that there can still be ara-

hants in the twentieth century; the long life-span of gods en-

sures that even those gods who became Stream-enterers in the

Buddha's day are still alive today, so the world is not empty

of Holy beings to inspire one. The goal we should aspire to

is to become like them: to enter the Holy Eightfold Path by at-

taining Stream-entry. This was very common in the Buddha's day

and is still possible today. By Stream-entry, we greatly reduce

the dukkha in our lives, escape rebirths as animals, frustrated
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spirits or tormented hell -beings , and attain the certainty of

full Nibbana within seven lives at most, . Seven lives might sound

a lot, but compared to a previous string of lives with no known

beginning, it is as nothing. Indeed the Buddha likened the duk-

kha left to a Stream-enterer , as compared to the dukkha he had

previously undergone, to a pinch of dust ash compared to the

mass of the earth CS II 133),

ROTES

A slightly amended transcript of a talk given at. che Samatha Centre (now

The Manchester Centre for Buddhist Meditation), VesSkha 1983,

2
See the author's article "The Nature of the TattiSgata' in Buddhist Studies.

Ancient and Modern, ed. P. Denwood and A. Platigorsky, London 1983.

Dr Peter Harvey

( Sunder land Polytechnic

)
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THE LIMITS OF THERAVflDA BUDDHISM

Phra Khantlpalo

The word 'Theravada' has a long history and in that time it has

gathered a number of interwoven meanings. Theravada Buddhism

is not easily defined and to do this the various layers of mean-

ings must be examined. Along with this question goes another:

where are the boundaries of Theravada to be drawn? By examina-

tion of this latter question the complex meanings to the term

will come into focus,

I. Definitions of Theravada's Limits

There are quite a number of possibilities for defining these

boundaries or limits which will be explored from the most limited

'fundamentalist' approach, through the broadest scholastic one,

to considerations of practice, ordination and geography.

(i) Scholastic Definitions

In the most ancient texts, the Vinaya and the Sutta collec-

tions, we find repeated references to the Buddha's Teachings

as Dhamma- Vinaya , while in the accounts of the first two Councils

appended to the Vinaya collection only the Vinaya and Sutta are

mentioned as having been chanted. There is no mention of Abhi-

dhamma. It Is possible to use this as a definition for the basis

of Theravada: that the Vinaya and Sutta are original teachings

of the Buddha but that the Abhidhamraa has been added and is there-

fore not his teachings. The old Commentaries (atthajtatfia ) do

not adopt this approach as by the time they cane to be written
the Abhidhamraa was already established. It should be noted that

the Pali Vinaya and Sutta collections are virtually the same

(with spine omissions and elaborations) as the comparable Vinaya-
Sutta teachings of Buddhist sects now extinct but whose writings
are preserved in Chinese and Tibetan. This does provide one
standard, a rather 'fundamentalist" position, for Theravada's
boundaries

.

A second scholastic definition would be to accept the tradi-
tional (not actually the Buddha's term) and Inclusive group: Tipi-
taka, the Three Baskets of the Buddhist teachings mentioned above
as Theravada's delimitation. In this group the Abhidhamma is
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included though there is no account of how it came into existence

until the time of the Commentaries. It ts important to realise

that the seven books of the Pali Abhidhamma are unique to Thera-

vada and while other Buddhist Schools had an Abhidharma (only

that of the Sarvastivadins survives in translations into Chinese

and Tibetan), their works though similar were not the same.

It could be said that, together with a few earlier books (Petako-

padesa, Nettipakarana ) , the Pali Abhidhamma is the first distinc-

tively Theravada production. However, a definition of Theravada

that was limited to the Tipitaka would seem very deficient to

most Theravada scholars who are accustomed to use Commentaries

to interpret the basic texts.

This brings us to the third definition: Theravada is the

teaching and practice of the Tipitaka plus their ancient Commen-

taries or Atthakatha, All Indian texts have commentaries, at

first oral and given by teachers to pupils, later written down

as the accepted tradition for interpreting the root texts - which

were often brief and in need of explanation. The Atthakatha

represent a further ordering of the Vinaya and Sutta material,

which had begun with the Abhidhamma. The Suttas especially are

rather chaotic with regard to their material: In them the Buddha

is concerned to lead living beings out of ttukkha, not to present

a scholastic system which could be studied easily. The Abhidham-

ma is much easier to study than the Suttas as it has been com-

piled systematically, but 'the heart 1 that one feels in the Sut-

tas has gone and 'the head' with its analyses and syntheses has

replaced it. The Atthakatha go further and often try to analyse

the Suttas in terms of the Abhidhamma. (It would be an interes-

ting study for someone of analytical bent to see how much of

the Abhidhamma and its Commentaries can be justified on the basis

of the Suttas.) Thus the Commentaries present a distinctively

TheravSda interpretation of them (occasionally even twisting

their obvious meaning) and make them fit into a Theravada system,

as it now became. If all the interpretations of the Commentaries

are accepted as a definition of Theravada ' s limits, then it should

be quite easy to add the remarks of the Tika or sub-commentaries

as further buttresses to the system. And there are even Anutlka

which comment upon the Tika. it may be a measure of Theravada 's
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limitations (rather than limits) that the past thousand years,

since the time of the TIka's writing, nothing much has been writ-

ten in Pali, certainly nothing interesting or inspiring. The

system had been rounded off and it appears monk-authors went

to sleep, Even the last century has seen nothing impressive

in Pali writings. To return to the Tfka - difficult words and

passages do need elucidation and in the course of explaining

these matters definite philosophical positions are usually adop-

ted. Eventually a complete system Is constructed which is hoped

to be, though such a thing is an impossibility, logically and

philosophically impregnable to the attacks of non-believers.

Buddhists in India had to contend with such attacks, both from

non-Buddhist opponents and from other varieties of Buddhists.

It would have been better had more of them listened to the Bud-

dha's wise words on the fruit lessness of arguments ( Sutta-Niplta

878-914) and the necessity of practice. It seems that a lot

of Indian Buddhists viewed matters the other way round! This

was the cause for decline in Indian Buddhism. All such argument

comes from adopting a philosophical position, having constructed

a Buddhist system, and then having to defend it. The Buddha

was not at all concerned with such matters. One of the merits

of Nagarjuna's much later critique of scholastic Buddhism was

that he presented no system needing defence and tried to return

to the Buddha's non-dogmatic teaching. Perhaps, though, this

could only be done by one who had accomplished the Dhamma within.

(ii) Practical Definition

There is also an effort to return to non-dogmatic Buddhism

in what could be called 'practical', as opposed to scholastic,

Theravlda. Though there are some traditions of Theravada prac-

tice which do not employ scholastic terminology such as the con-

cepts of the Abhidhamma and the Atthakatha, an example being

the Hahasi SatipatthSna technique from Burma, most practical

teachers eschew these complications. Examples of this can be

found in the large numbers of Acariyas (teachers, acharn in Thai)
who continue the forest monastery tradition in north and north-
east Thailand. Host of them have some connection with the teach-
ings of the Enlightened Masters, Tun Acharn Sao and Tun Acharn

"> a °d teach a strictly practical approach to Dhamma and Vinaya.
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Many of these Acharns, as well as their pupils, have not formally

studied the Tipitaka and know only a little Pali. The Vinaya,

as it applies in Thailand, is practised well and a few Suttas

will be known by heart. When they speak Dhamma it is on the

basis of their own realisation of it, a contrast with town-dwel-

ling scholastic monks who often quote the Suttas, the Abhldhamma

and the Commentaries. This direct approach combined with some

local custom and tradition constitutes 'Theravada' for those

who train with such Acharns. The majority of Westerners now

entering the Theravada Sangha go into the forest tradition

of practice and therefore tend to have this view of Theravada.

,lii) Sangha Definition

The narrowest of all definitions of the Theravada when view-

ed in terms of persons rather than of texts, would be by ordina-

tion lineage. Thus a bhikkhu is a Theravada bhikkhu because

his teachers and ordination ceremony are of Theravada tradition,

conforming to the Vinaya in Pali. In Buddhist countries of South

and South-East Asia such a bhikkhu would follow not only the

Vinaya as preserved in Hagadhi (or Pali) but also the teachings

of the Suttas and Abhldhamma in the same language. He would

hardly be able to follow any other tradition as other Buddhist

sects (e.g. Chinese Buddhism in Thailand) are Insignificant and

use other languages for their scriptures and teaching. It should

be noted that this position of Theravada ordination automatically

guaranteeing study of only the Pali Tipitaka was not always the

case in the past. Theravada bhikkhus in India in Hsiian-tsang ' s

time studied (and presumably practised according to) Mahayana

sutras. We know that some of them did this in Sri Lankaj perhaps

up to the end of the Polonnaruwa period. In India, it seems,

followers of so-called Hinayana and Mahayana - having the same

ordination lineage, lived side by side in the same monastery,

a real exercise in tolerance, patience and loving-kindness.

This possibility presents a very different situation to that

mentioned at the end of the last section (1,11),

( iv ) Geographic Definition

In this case Theravada is defined in terms of countries

where it predominates or by groups of people who follow it.

The majority of Burmese, Cambodians, Laotians, Sinhalese and
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Thai in their own countries are followers of Theravada Bud-

dhism, as also are Bengali and hill-tribe Buddhists in Bangladesh

and large numbers of Cambodians in Vietnam. The Thai in China

[and the younger generation of Chinese in Malaysia, Singapore

and Indonesia - Ed

.

] are also Theravadin. Where Theravada has

been the religion of the majority in a state and therefore the

ruler's religion too, it has acquired a strong and distinctively

different flavour, as is evident to anyone familiar with Thai,

Sinhalese or Burmese forms of Buddhism. This does reflect adapt-

ability and flexibility to particular peoples and cultures within

the framework of Theravada boundaries. It means also that follo-

wers of Theravada acquire in those countries a strong nationalis-

tic attitude.

II. Some Modern Considerations of Theravada Limits

The points discussed above Bhould now be reviewed in a more cri-

tical way, taking Into consideration modern knowledge and condi-

tions .

(i) Critical Analysis of the Tipitaka

Traditionally the words of the Vinaya, Sutta and Abhldhamma

are regarded as all spoken by the Buddha. This is a view which

only some Asian scholars now hold, quite untenable in the light

of modern critical analysis. The latter attitude agrees with

the words of the Buddha himself (ma pitaka-sampadaya, Kalama

Sutta, A III 65), while the former traditional attitude is close

to fundamentalist ideas in thelstic religions.

The traditional attitude is based on strong faith which

makes acceptance of the whole Tipitaka as the Buddha-word easy.

However, it is weak on wisdom and cannot bear much examination

of its position. When all the Tipitaka is believed to be Buddha-

vacana - The Buddha's Words, Theravsda seems to have a very

strong base, but when careful examination of the Pali is under-

taken in comparison with the Vinaya and Sutta translations in

Chinese and Tibetan, the former dogmatic assumptions have to

be relinquished. Lines which formerly could be clearly drawn,

'This is Theravada, that is not Theravada', can no longer be

made ,
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(ii) Traditional Sangha Organisation
From ancient times the Commentaries have wade much of the

difference between the work of books (gantfiadfcura) of the town-
dwelling (gamavasi) monks, and the insight-work ( vipassanidhura )

of the araiiflavasi or forest-dwelling monks. At present in Thai-
land this leads to a rather sad situation where town-dwelling
monks do no meditation and forest-dwellers have no scholarship.
Two quite distinct forms of Theravada are then found in the San-
gha with not very much common ground. This is surely an unheal-
thy sign, especially for Westerners who often want only to medi-
tate and no study at all. There Is as much danger in ignorant
monks who only meditate as in limited monks who only study.

(Hi) Theravada and other Buddhist Traditions

Since Theravada is no longer sheltered in Theravada-only
countries such

1

as Sri Lanka, Burma and Thailand, it Is inevit-
able that its practitioners will come into contact with Buddhists
of other traditions. Wherever Theravada has been established
in the West it has had to meet with other Buddhists and to some
extent exchange ideas with them In Western countries the devo-
tees of other Buddhist traditions cannot be ignored, as is still
the case In Theravada countries, and must be seen as fellow-
practitioners whose ways are somewhat different but not inferior.

All Buddhist traditions tend to have some kind of 'one-
upmanship' over others, a reflection of the conceit of those
who formulate such positions. While the one-upmanship of Maha-
yanists is obvious in the claim of being followers of the Great
Vehicle, and that of Vajrayanists has been the claim to the fast-
est and ultimate vehicle, Theravadins have relished their own
supposed purity of tradition (as against the corrupted traditions
of others). All these kinds of attitudes are out of place in

our present shrunken world,

<iv) Theravada and Nationalism

In all Buddhist countries there is a strong nationalist
identification with Buddhism. This causes strange distortions
in thought and speech, as when a Thai sees a Westerner ordained
and remarks that he has 'ordained as a Thai'. The nationalist
m.xLure In Asian Buddhism is unattractive to Westerners, much
of it being merely exotic while some features of It are repulsive
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and actually anti-Buddhist. It is unlikely that Theravida as

It becomes acculturated in the West will ever develop nationalis-

tic attitudes, that is, not until all the great cathedrals become

Buddhist temples and the rulers of Western countries become

Buddhists!

(v) Theravada and other Religions

The countries that have become known as Theravida Buddhist

states had, prior to the introduction of Buddhism, no very strong

religious tradition. This applied to Sri Lanka where some sort

of Deva worship existed, to Burma with its Nat, and to Thailand

and Laos with their Phi. It is interesting that Theravada did

not persist in India where there has always been religious tradi-

tion, or rather, a great variety of them. It may be noted here

that other so-called Hlnayina Buddhists were very successful

in India and right up to the end of Buddhism there remained as

the majority of temples, monks and practitioners. The fact that

Theravida did not flourish in India could mean that it has usually

retreated from such contact and exchange in order to preserve

itself 'unchanged'. (We shall review this idea of an unchanging

pure tradition below.) In Western lands, Theravida has to face

a culture with some kind of Christian background. What sort of

exchange of ideas will come out of this encounter? It is difficult

to see what Ideas Theravada Buddhists could borrow from Christia-

nity, though the latter, especially in the realm of meditation

has much to learn from Buddhist teachers. Religious exchanges

in the past have occurred slowly over the centuries and even

in our days of instant communications will still take a long

time to mature. All religions tend to be conservative and change

comparatively slowly.

(vi) Theravada and the Psychotherapies

While the latter have learnt some techniques of mindfulness

and meditation from Buddhist and other sources, it Is doubtful

whether such therapies could lead to much change in Theravida. In

general, modern therapies aim to restore people to their 'normal'

(greed-hate-delusive) selves so that they can cope with ordinary^

life, whereas Theravida Buddhism on its highest level urges people

to live rather extraordinary lives and dissolve themselves away!

However, many people at present who wish to practise meditation

intensively need first to straighten out the major kinks in their
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personalities with some kind of therapeutic treatment .

( v 1 i ) Theravada and Feminism

Here there Is a very great need for Theravada to change,

that is, if it is to make much impact on just over half the world's

population - women. In Theravada Buddhist countries women have

mostly been content to play a secondary role in Buddhist learning

and practice. This has come about largely due to the disappearance

of the Bhikkhuni Sangha in Sri Lanka during the 10th century

A.C. A woman's place has been either that of fetnale devotee,

a married or unmarried laywoman who supports the monks at the

local temple and who, if more pious, undertakes Eight Special

Precepts on Moon Days, or that of a 'nun' whose position is some-

what ill-defined. As she has no Sangha, a nun can live at home

in a special room, or with other nuns altogether observing Eight

or at most Ten Precepts. They would be welcome in some temples,

mostly there to lead a life of 'holy domesticity' - cleaning

the shrines and arranging the offerings as well as cooking tor

the bhikkhus, but quite unwelcome in others. Generally they had

to arrange their own support as none would be given them in the

same way as the bhikkhus. Sometimes they had their own senior

and experienced nun teachers but usually they had to rely for

teaching on the monks. On the whole they were not encouraged

to study and only where meditation was emphasised would they

get a chance to practise. While older women who had retired to

the nun's life after raising a family were more acceptable, youn-

ger women were usually regarded with suspicion as the possible

seducers of bhikkhus.

As it is now, Theravada has almost no facilities for training

Western women. That- this is true is confirmed by a comparison

of the numbers of Western bhikkhus in Buddhist countries with

those of Western nuns. There are hardly any of the latter because

conditions are too difficult, particularly with regard to sexual

discrimination. Nuns are looked down on (as having only Eight

or Ten Precepts and probably little or no learning and no oppor-

tunity to practise much), viewed very much as only modified lay-

women with no Sangha structure of their own, and generally expec-

ted to make a resolve to be men in their next life when they

will be able 'to do it properly' as bhikkhus. Hardly an incentive

for Western women to be nuns! Though this position la slowly
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beginning to change in traditionally Theravada countries, no

prospect is yet to be seen there in favour of re-establishing

a Bhikkhuni: Sangha. The only Theravada Western nuns in any numbers

are associated with the Chithurst and Amaravati aramas in Britain.

However, because the tradition exemplified there has to tread

a precarious tightrope between orthodox Thai Theravada on the

one side and Western needs to change on the other, to fit in

with a world very different from either the one that Gotama the

Buddha taught in or from a contemporary Buddhist country, nuns

are still lacking both a Sangha tradition and ordination lineage

as bhikkhunls.

In a summary of this section we should consider the justice

of the label often attached to Theravada - that it is conservative

(and even rigid according to some authors), and therefore whether

change is possible in the various areas indicated here. Anyone

who knows Theravada in an Asian setting will be aware that, in

contrast with the picture that Eight be gleaned from books, it

has quite a 'liquid' frontier. Some extraordinary modifications

are made for the benefit of uneducated followers, so that local

deities, festivals and even superstitions are accommodated: things

seemingly opposed to the principles of Theravada as found in

the suttas. There is a limit to such adaptability, however, for

once the standard of conduct of the Sangha appears to be declining

reform movements arise which not only purify the Sangha but dis-

card many of the concessions to popular taste. Theravada is,

then, not so inflexible as some have supposed, or it could not

have flourished in so many countries for so long. It can be shown,

too, that in the past it has changed, that the label Sthavlravada

in India of Hauan-tsang 's time did not mean what Theravada does

now in Sri Lanka. The change is not only temporal but also geo-

graphic for Theravada does not look or sound quite the same in

Sri Lanka, Burma [Myanmarj, Thailand, Laos or Cambodia. Each

of these 'Theravadas' has a rather different taste. If then Thera-

vada is as adaptable as these examples show, there seems no reason

why it should not grow and adapt, with its liquid frontier in

the West. Indeed, whatever body cannot change in changed circum-

stances is doomed to extinction, its 'purity' the whiteness of

its skeleton, the dusty records of its past life.

^
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III. Directions of Probable Change in Theravada

What is written here combines observations of present trends

with some- personal preferences. Others may well have different

views on Theravada's future. If it is to have a future outside
Asia, which is particularly troubled just now, it has to change.

Ci) Balanced Study and Meditation

This is a necessary prescription for monks and nuns but

also one for lay people. The study should be directed to encour-
age practice, not to encourage the development of views. This

means that most scholastic ballast will have to be dumped because
in the main it is not practical. There are examples of such

'ballast* even from early Theravadin days; such books as the

Petakopadesa (Picaka-Disclosuie , PTS 1964) and the Nettipakarana
(The Guide, PTS 1962) will find few indeed to open them now.
This means that study should be centred on the Vinaya and the

Sutta and a non-dogmatic approach be used in teaching them.

As was mentioned above, study must not be divorced from practice,
especially mindfulness-meditation practice. The results of years
of study and no meditation can be seen in many Asian monks -

it does not lead to a deep or balanced appreciation of the Dhamma.

On the other hand, we find Western Buddhist monks and nuns who
only want to meditate, never to study. This is understandable
in that few Buddhist institutions offer any course of study of

Vinaya-Sutta which stimulates enquiry into and analysis of this

material. Without such study and with only application to mind-
fulness and meditation, people cannot present the Buddha's teach-
ing lucidly when they are asked about it. The Suttas especially
offer so many frameworks upon which to hang experience so that

It may be clearly seen by others. Views can as easily, perhaps
more easily, arise among the meditation-only group, as among
the study-only group, for those of the former are likely to be

deeper and more divisive than those of the latter.

(il) An analytic and cautious Approach to Vlnaya/Sutta

This kind of approach is needed so that the study of the
Buddha's teachings is stimulating and interesting, leading to,

as it certainly will, the abandonment of many dogmatic positions.
MS Pitafcasampadaua <not believing in the authority of the record-
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ed canon) is the right spirit to adopt in studying both Vinaya

and Sutta. There is no need to force meanings onto texts so

that they fit into a rigid system - a pastime of the Commentators,

rather than let outstanding and even opposing ideas stimulate

the mind. At the same time, analysis of the content of the Sut-
tas and Vinaya should be encouraged, a cautious analysis based
on wisdom rather than speculation. These two Pitakas should
not be treated as though their ideas cannot be explored for signs
of change in Buddhist ideas, for ways in which change can come
about according to Dhamma.

(ili) Leaving aside the Abhidhamma and Commentaries

These are precisely the texts that receive the most atten-

tion in Buddhist countries. They are studied by monks and re-

quire years of diligent study to master the whole system. They
are therefore not very interesting or attractive for most lay

people to study. One who has mastered the seven formidable books
of the Abhidhamma with their Commentaries will indeed be a great
scholar, but it is likely to be scholarship without much applica-
tion to the real life of people in this century. The Commenta-
ries are sometimes helpful in understanding diffcult words and

phrases in the Sutta and Vinaya, but in general their pronounce-
ments should be accepted with a grain of salt. If the Sutta
and Vinaya material itself is to be examined in the light of

the Kalama Sutta, how much more should this principle apply to

the Commentaries!

(iv) The Use of Traditions from various Countries

Theravada countries, as we observed before, preserve or

have developed differing emphases in study and practice. Asian
Buddhist monks tend to follow the traditions of only their own
country so that their institutions preserve as far back as possi-
ble the appearance of Buddhism 'back home". Asian Buddhist devo-
tees generally require this and would be unhappy with any signi-
ficant changes. There seems to be no reason for Westerners or-
dained into Theravada to follow rigidly only the traditions of

one country when others might be more appropriate. It is worth
remarking, though, that there are very few Westerners who have
this sort of experience, while many of them (nearly all men)
know only one tradition from one Buddhist country. This may
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be good for faith - faithfully following the way of one's teacher,

but is scarcely good for breadth of experience.

( v) Incorporation of 'Kahayana' Elements

When the records of the past are consulted, Theravada Bud-

dhism can be seen to have flourished best when it had a little

adversarial stimulation: there are examples of this in Pagan,

Burma and Anuradhapura , Sri Lanka. Without such stimulation

and supported by Buddhist governments, as in Thailand at the

present day, there is a tendency for the hierarchy of senior

monks to become complacent and arch-conservative policies to

preclude necessary changes. A little Mahayana influence in Thera-

vada countries could be seen as a good thing, probably beneficial

to both sides: Theravada needs stimulation from Mahayana so that

it does not ossify, while the latter needs some Theravada princi-

ples of Vinaya so chat the proper direction of its practitioners

is maintained. A close study of the SuttaS reveals that much

that is thought of as Mahaylna is already present there, at least

in embryonic form. What sort of practices are adapted will de-

pend on individual teachers, but a more lively devotional and

ritual attitude, incorporating some varied chanting and perhaps

prostrations would seen to be needed. Some of the possible prac-

tices that could be incorporated, while quite foreign to Thera-

vada in the present Buddhist countries, would not have been so

to Theravada as it existed a thousand years ago in India. It

may not be beside the point to remark that the various Buddhist

traditions spread throughout Asia now are rather like various

limbs without a body, or perhaps a body lacking a heart: the

native Buddhism of India no longer lives and shows little sign

of coming back to earth [except amongst the so-called 'Untouch-

ables', thanks to the FWBO - Ed . ]

.

(vi) A Better Deal for Women

There is a great deal of opposition in traditional Thera-

vada. mostly from senior monks, to the ordination of nuns as

bhikkt-.nnls. All kinds of objections are raised: historical, moral

and political, all of them perhaps underlain by feat. Theravada

monks now have had no experience of working with a BhikkhunT-

sangha for over a thousand years. Certainly such a Sangha of

dedicated women would precipitate many changes in the Theravada
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Buddhist world which would mean that the monks would have to

relinquish some of their power as well as changing their atti-

tudes towards women. As the rules for a Bhikkhunl-sangha stand

now (as they were collected and formulated by the Bhikkhu-sangha

after the Buddha's Parinibb5na ) , the bhikkhunis are dependent

in many ways on the bhikkhus. This situation is hardly appropri-

ate at the present day and can rightly be highlighted by feminist

critics as just another example of patriarchal religion. What

is needed now is a well-trained group of Western nuns who are

willing to set up their own Bhikkhunl-sangha .* This would serve

as a real focus for the faith of lay women and give them an ideal

for which to strive.

Some of the richness and complexity of Theravida has been

explored in this article, along with some notes on its limita-

tions. Our times are exciting ones for the Buddhist religion

which now has the first chance since its destruction In India

to begin an exchange of ideas and practices between its various

traditions. Theravada has a very important part to play in this

exchange and of course, as must be the case, its limits and limi-

tations will change in the process.

* fid. This has now been accomplished in all but name. In December 1988,

at the Hal Lai Temple, Hacienda Heights, near Los Angeles, over 200 women

received ordination in the main Chinese Vinaya lineage, the (Hlnayanisr

)

Dharmaguptaka. Representatives from the major western European countries

and, significantly, from Sri Lanka, Burma and Thailand, participated. For

a full report, and discussion of the Bhikkhunl-sangha. see N1BWA (Newsletter

on international Buddhist Women's Activities) No. 18, Bangkok, Jan. -March

1989.
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THE PLACE OF RATIONALITY IN EARLY BUDDHISM

Karel Werner

Rationality is one feature of early Buddhist doctrine which some

Western scholars and many European followers of Buddhism, or

at least sympathetic readers of Buddhist scriptures and books

on Buddhism based on Pali sources, have rated highly. They have

very often seen in it what they regard as the most important

quality, or perhaps even the core of, Buddhism as a religion

or philosophy of life. This was the case particularly in the

early years of the Western world's encounter with Buddhism -

in the last century, in the early years of this one, even up

to the 1930s. Academics like H.Oldenberg or von Glasenapp belonged

to this category and so did some Buddhist monks of European ori-

gin such as Nyanatiloka, and lay followers writing on Buddhism

like Paul Dahlke.

As a result, the public at large was presented with a doc-

trinal picture of Buddhism which was stripped of most of those

specifically religious features which it shares with other reli-

gions around it. And so the result of an encounter of an educated

European traveller, or a newly-ordained Buddhist monk from Europe,

with popular Buddhism in Asia was often one of disappointment

if not shock, and frequently led to judgments in which the notion

of 'superstition' played a part.

Same of those European intellectuals who were inclined to

accept certain tenets from Buddhist thought on the grounds of

their rational soundness and even some members of Buddhist move-

ments in the West adopted a selective attitude to Budhist doc-

trines, eliminating those elements which seemed to them non-

rational or even irrational. One such casualty has been the teach-

ing on rebirth in successive lives. This appears for some reason

unacceptable to some Western minds, although it is essential

to the central doctrine of Buddhism which is the final attainment

of Nirvana /Nibbana , hardly conceivable as to be accomplished

in a single life. Yet this objection can still occasionally be

met with even in Buddhist circles. Another casualty hs been the

belief in or acceptance of beings from invisible worlds partici-

pating in events at the same time as humans, like the Buddha's

birth and death, listening to and taking part in many of his
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discourses or' even becoming members of the ariya savaka sangha

or the community oE saints.

Although, as has already been partly indicated, the exces-

sively rationalistic tendency in interpreting Buddhism has not

entirely disappeared, the knowledge and appreciation of Buddhism

as a global and all-embracing system of religious and philosophi-

cal tenets as well as meditational , devotional and even ritual

practices has gained wide currency in all the circles concerned.

It has come about by a widening of academic research to cover

the many schools of Mahayana Buddhism, the spread of Buddhist

meditational practices in the West, the popularity of Zen Buddhism

and the influence of the Tibetan Buddhist presence in the wake

of the Chinese seizure of Tibet.

Nevertheless, rationality has to be acknowledged as an im-

portant component of Buddhism, particularly of its early doctrinal

message, even If it is clear that it does not reach or encompass

the higher layers and the highest point of the edifice of the

Buddhist system. But it would probably be agreed among sympathetic

students and followers of Buddhism, if not among all academic

scholars, that whatever Is, In the Buddhadhamma , outside the

range of rationality has to be regarded as suprarational , never

as anti-rational. Rationality should be able to accompany one

as far as the threshold of the transcendent stages of experience

as presented by the teaching. From there on the plunge can only

be individual. However, even that can be rationally motivated:

to see for oneself that, or whether, the promise of a supramundane

achievement can indeed be verified by personal experience even

if not in the sense of the modern philosophical or scientific

requirement of objective verification.

An academic enquiry Into the aspect of rationality In early

Buddhism can be seen as an Important undertaking which could

correct much that lingers in the minds of Westerners and westerni-

sed Asian Buddhists from older studies referred to above, since

some of them are still read and influential.

*
The book under discussion is a slim volume adapted for

publication from the Ph.D. dissertation written by the author

whilst a postgraduate student in the Department of the History

and Philosophy of Religion in King's College, University of Lon-
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don. The Head of Department, Prof . S . Sutherland (now the Prin-

cipal of the College), commends the book warmly in a short Fore-

word for its achievement as a sensitive contribution in depth

to the dialogue between East and West. The author now lectures

in the Philosophy of Religion at the University of Montevallo

in Alabama.

As can be expected In a work derived from a doctoral thesis,

its theme is narrowed down to specific well-defined issues. The

rationality it is concerned with does not cover the whole of

the Buddhist doctrine as a philosophy of life and a 'world view'

but focuses on those of its aspects which are relevant to contem-

porary Western philosophical enquiry and the handling of which

in the Pali Nikayas, when measured by Western academic standards,

would secure or deny Buddhism the status of a rational doctrine

by those standards. The acceptance or denial of that status de-

pends, in the first place, on the willingness of Western philo-

sophical minds to look at the issues in the Pali sources and

then on their ability to understand and Interpret adequately

the originally intended meaning of the textual formulations.

Buddhism has all too often been dismissed as containing logical

contradictions, being unintelligible in some of its statements

and favouring undue pessimism in Its view of life. Buddhist follo-

wers and some of Its sympathetic interpreters have always maintain

-ed that such Judgments are based on inadequate understanding

of the texts, This would stem from the fact that Western philo-

sophers could not read the original texts whilst textual experts

lacked the philosophical sophistication to grasp the subtle issues

of logic and meaning and present them adequately so that they

could be identified on the appropriate conceptual level and sub-

jected to analysis by Western philosophical techniques.

The author of this book has been trained in these techniques

and has also acquired proficiency in reading the original Pali

texts, and this greatly enhances the relevance and Importance

cf his contribution. In the first Chapter, 'Understanding Early

Buddhism', he outlines his methodology. He regards the Nikayas

as the earliest source for the study of Buddhism which need not'

be supplemented by the study of the Commentaries, and indeed

should not be if one wants to see what early Buddhism says about

topics which concern rationality and mind. Even other canonical
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1

texts, such as the Abhidhamma, have to be excluded, because they

treat the matter on a different level. Limiting oneself to the

Nikayas is, for the purposes of the author's enquiry as he has

conceived it, a methodological necessity.

In Chapter Two, 'Rationality and Logic', the author concen-

tates on the question whether there is a contradiction in the

so-called fourfold logic of Buddhism. Its best known instance

is, of course, the question whether the liberated one, the TathI-

gata after death, (1) is, (2) is not, (3) both is and is not

or (4) neither is nor is not. However, this fourfold logic Is

applied also to other utterances and it has been the source of

accusations that Buddhist logic violates the law of contradiction.

The author's solution is to show that while Buddhist texts did

not develop, at that stage, proposltional logic so that the at-

tempt to translate their sentences into propositions expressed

in formal symbolism does not work, the principle of contradiction

was fairly observed and used as a binding rule and an heuristic

principle for debate - an important methodological device without

which nothing could be found out, discovered or established.

But the fourfold pattern was not always applied in debates, pre-

sumably because it was not always relevant to the issue discussed.

And it is not unique to 'Asian logic', either: the author quotes

an interesting example of it from David Hume's Dialogues Con-

cerning Natural Religion . The third and fourth statements in

the fourfold formula can be understood on the basis of being

elliptical which makes the third one realistic whilst the fourth

one, although sometimes conceivable, appears to be almost always

rejected by the Buddha. Example: (1) dukkha is self-caused; (2)

dukkha is not self -caused (but other-caused); (3) dukkha is (part-

ly) self -caused and (partly) other-caused; and (i) dukkha is nei-

ther self -caused nor other-caused (but arises by chance). This

solution would have to be tested by Its application to less ob-

vious examples. We shall have to wait and see what Chapter Six

has to say about the problem of the Tathagata's existence after

death

.

Chapter Three tackles the accusation of irrational pessimism

on account of the universality of dukkha . But what is dukkha 1

We all know that many Buddhists reject Its translation as 'suffe-

ring' and prefer ' unsa tisf actoriness ' or other substitutes, al-
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though these do not cover all Instances where dukkha appears in

the texts. The author points out that It has at least two meanings.

One is derived from statements which indicate that whatever Is

Impermanent is dukkha , and in these Instances unsat isfactoriness

fits in (- at a certain, point the author uses in this case the

term 'unease'). The second is derived from the description of

the first Noble Truth which lists birth, ageing, death, grief,

etc. These are clear examples of suffering as such and are not

described by the substitute translations such as 'unsa tisfactori-

ness '

. I.B.Horner translates it often in this context as 'anguish"

What is clear is that dukkha has a wide meaning covering a range

of experience which is minimally that of deprivation and which

may also be that of mental and/or physical pain. Its root is

craving (tanha) and since everybody craves happiness and would

recoil from pain , dukkha is not only a descriptive, but also an

evaluative term. It represents the inclusive recognition that

what is impermanent is always dukkha which enables one to see

the profane character of Samsara in contrast to the 'sacred'

nature of Nibbana which is beyond impermanence . But since Nibbana

may be achieved, in the long run, by anybody even whilst still

living in Samsara and dukkha itself is, therefore, impermanent.

Buddhism cannot be logically regarded as pessimistic. Even within

the sarasaric context itself temporary consolations from dukk-

ha in the narrow sense can be worked for, and attained, for long

periods of time, for example being reborn in the worlds of bl

Chapter Four is called 'Mind and Rebirth' and attempts to

tackle the logical problem of rebirth without anything being

reborn or the accusation that 'rebirth ( punabbhava ) and no-

soul { anatcS ) are logically inconsistent". The author regards

this objection as a misconception. There is nothing Illogical

in a continuum such as viflflana , which is not an unchangeable

substance and therefore not a sou I il
; ta in the Hindu sense,

to be reborn, even if between lives it is sometimes called

habba, Esrlj Buddhist terminology for the rebirth liriK i ?

settled. Other candidates in the texts are sa/iJtharas and (

(but never mano). This Is enough to indicate that continuity

and moral responsibility across lives are affirmed. Howrver,

what is It that ensures canlinulty between lives in the absence

of the UpanisadlC atman as controller? Or what are the criteria
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for reidentlf ying a person across lives? In a protracted and

formally complicated argument, the author finds explanations

of various Buddhist writers inadequate, rules out memory of past

lives as incomplete and unreliable and does not find other 'reaso-

nable grounds' for believing that continuity across lives a*r<

be verified. And so he suggests that rebirth may be viewed as

part of the 'background' for other tenets, for example the first

Noble Truth which presupposes rebirth, but it can never be accep-

ted as an empirical proposition since it is not a verifiable

theory as understood in the West today.

The argument continues in Chapter Five, 'Hind and Verifica-
,

tion'. Much is accepted by Buddhists 'on faith 1

( saddha ) even

prior to investigation despite the admonition of 'come and see'.

And that goes also for rebirth as a doctrine. Even enlightenment

is a subject of belief which in turn is a condition of the enligh-

tenment experience, namely the sixth abhitins or knowledge of the

destruction of the asanas, and this experience functions to con-

firm the faith. Even then some liberated ones would have to accept

rebirth on faith, since few adepts attain the threefold knowledge

which includes retrocognition of past lives (pubbeni vasanussa ci

-

nana) and clairvoyance (dibbacakkbu) which enables one to see

the rebirth of others. Besides, even if, for the sake of argument,

it is granted that there have been those who acquired the three

knowledges, this does not make the doctrine of rebirth and destruc

tion of the asanas verifiable in the usual sense for everybody.

In fact. Buddhism is not an empiricism and is not even a doctrine

in the sense of a set of verifiable propositions. No religion

can make that claim. Religions do not provide knowledge as science

does, although they may provide 'religious wisdom* which, however,

cannnot be defined in a set of propositions but may be embodied

in practice, in the lives of religious people.

With the conclusions arrived at so far the author approaches

the problem of 'The Deathless (amata)' in the last chapter. Basic-

ally, it Is a short enquiry into the nature of Nibbana coupled

with the problem of the difference between Nibbana before and

after death, the latter often being termed Parinibbana. The author

rejects attempts to prove from the texts that there is no diffe-

rence between the two, a view which would allow the status of

the Tathagata after death to be understood as transcendental
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(possibly indicated by the fourth statement of the fourfold for-

mula, namely that he 'neither is nor isn't'). So what does
^

«-c- mean In relation to Nibbana? Certainly not endless lif
.

It simply means the destruction of the isavas; the two expressions

mean precisely the same, at least during the lifetime of the

arahant But what, then, is Parinibbana? An immortal existence

in a transcendental state has already been ruled out. Moreover,

nowhere in the early Buddhist sources does the Buddha say anything

about the afterlife of a Tathagata. The word 'exists' does not

apply here in any of the forms of the fourfold formula. One simply

'does not philosophise about the matter, because philosophizing

i. just another source of attachment'. That Is. of course, the

Buddhist stance, but the author himself feels, naturally, free

to proceed further with the matter and maintains that there are

textual considerations which point to the conclusion that implicit-

1, even If it is never explicitly stated, the early Buddhist

position on Parinibbana su^-ts the Tathigata's extinction rather

than continued existence after death. This is because a person

is a composite of five aggregates ikbandbas) and cannot continue

ln Nibbana which Is not a composite of any kind; and because

consciousness Cvinnina) depends on conditions, it does not conti-

nue in the absence of conditions, nothing whatever remains of

a Tathagata when Parinibbana occurs. Why did not the early texts

explicitly state that Parinibbana is extinction? (1) To avoid

putting forth views for argument and counterargument and (2)

to avoid confusion with Carvaka . the materialist, who believed

in the extinction of everybody, whereas early Buddhism suggests

that 'extinction must be earned by adherence to a religious path .

This sounds a strange interpretation and a gloomy prospect to

work for over a period of many lives. Yet the author does allow

what to my mind, amounts to a rather extraordinary loophole.

Because Parinibbana, although being truly the extinction of the

person - which rules out the belief in immortality as 'endless

life' - is nevertheless amata , the deathless, it allows, in

fact room for belief in 'eternal life' which is independent

of d'eath and. by way of the absence of composite personality

and conditions, also presumably free of personal consciousness.

However, what kind of eternal life is It? The author does

not elaborate and refers to Sutherland's theory of it which takes
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its cue from Kierkegaard, That in itself suffices to indicate

that we here face a religious concept of eternal life which,

therefore, cannot be art eternal "nothing' of materialism, whether

Carvakian or of any other variety. Limitations of death and per-

sonal consciousness may be absent from it, but it has never been

envisaged as a 'hlank', rather it has been understood as a 'glori-

fied' or 'transfigured' if not downright Divine consciousness.

Are we not here dangerously near or even within the territory

of Advalta Vedanta? The term for 'eternal life' which is not

'endless life' and is beyond the limitations of time, space and

any kind of conditions is there - brahman , the only true, unchan-

ging reality. But brahman is identical With aeman (Pali: atta),

the inmost essence of man which is universal as the early Upeni-

?ads already proclaim, whilst the Individual soul or jlvitman,

the acta of the Buddhist anatta statements, is discarded in Ad-

valta just as the empirical personality of the khandhas is dis-

carded in Buddhism.

It may not be without irony that a highly skilful attempt

to translate the important tenets of the Buddhist philosophy

of life and salvation into the academic language of post-Wit tgen-

steinian logical analysis finishes with a hint which to most

Buddhists would be pointing in the direction of the most dreaded

heresy', namely a variety of Attavada. It only stresses what

the author himself fully understands as the early Buddhist stance:

the renunciation of philosophizing, at least about the 'unanswered

questions'. But even among Buddhists there are examples of the

Attavada: D.T.Suzuki is one, George Urimm another. However, it

is possible to philosophize in Buddhism even about the unanswered

questions of the early discourses without falling into the trap

of Vedantism. The great Hahayana schools of Madhyamaka and Vijflana

vada and some other minor ones are a proof of that. It might

even be profitable for the purpose of an academic analysis of

the early teachings to consult the Hahayana philosophical develop-

ments if one wishes to bring out the implicit meaning of the

early sources before resorting to the employment of modern Euro-

pean (in this case neo-Chrlstian) philosophical concepts, although
the latter method is in itself perfectly legitimate as well,

despite exposing Itself to criticism of the kind I have just

Indulged In.
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So what is the merit of this book? It certainly succeeds

in competently articulating the issues involved in the basic

tenets of Buddhism, using the current Western idiom of logical

analysis: the nature of the Buddhist view of life, the problem

of consciousness and mind, the question of the feasibility of

verification of rebirth and personal continuity across lives

and the possible alternative interpretations of the final outcome

of the Buddhist endeavours, Nlbbana . It thereby demonstrates

that rational discussion of issues of Buddhist philosophy of

the earliest period is possible in the context of modern academic

research and that- early Buddhism does not represent only a pre-

-logical stage in doctrinal system building in India. It also

throws light on the claim of many Buddhist writers that Buddhism

is an empirical doctrine, perhaps even on a par with science.

There is, it is true, an affinity between Buddhist methodical

approaches to the final result which is experiential and ultimate-

ly not based on faith (and here I disagree with the author) and

between scientific procedures of verification; on this point

Buddhism differs from other religions, particularly those which

expect salvation through faith which usually cannot be experien-

ced in this life, whereas Nibbana can. But the author does have

a point: the Buddhist 'come and see' is not of the same order

as the scientific demonstrability of results for anybody to see

which Is what the Western notion of empiricism requires. The

case histories on retrocognition collected by Ian Stevenson do

not have that power of empirical proof and an arahant can only

be recognised reliably by another arahant.

What it amounts to is that Buddhism, besides being a religion

in the conventional sense on one level and a rationally grasp-

able teaching on another, is above all a spiritual discipline

with an outlook which points to transcendence. Science could

come in only if scientists - individually, but in significant

numbers - adopted methods leading to heightened perception, in

the way advocated by Frits Staal for research into mysticism

or by myself into v oga. This might eventually push the frontiers

of shared knowledge into the realm of transcendence. In the mean-

time the plunge is a matter of individual choice based on Initial

faith but motivated by the promise of individual verification

by experience.
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The author covers in his book only a small section of ratio-

nality in Buddhism and does not concern himself with the vast

areas of the Buddhist system which are not open to direct rational

scrutiny but do require elucidation from the angle of rationality.

Every religion has such areas and it is philosophy of religion

whose province it is to undertake their Investigation. We cannot,

of course, expect too much from a Ph.D dissertation, but we learn

from the dust cover that the author's current research involves

a synthesis of philosophy of religion and Pali Buddhist studies

with a view to producing a philosophy of Buddhist religion. We

can only wait and see.

* Batlonalitu and Mind in fariy Buddhism, Flank J , Hoffman

.

Motilal Banarsldass, Delhi 1987. xii, 126 pp. Rs 75
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THE BUDDHA'S REDEFINITION OF TAPAS (ASCETIC PRACTICE)

Rla Kloppenborg

The earliest religious literature of India refers to certain

persons who abandoned life in society and their own family circle

in order to search for release from the endless chain of birth

and rebirth. Escape from the misery of Samsara, it was thought,

could be effected by following a special way of life in separation

from the community, and by practising specific observances termed

ascetic .

When speaking of 'ascetic', 'asceticism' etc. in this context

we mean those individuals and groups which follow a special way

of life: i.e. apart from what can be considered as the normal

and accepted way of life in a community and which is characterised

by adherence to strict rules regarding food, clothing, dwelling

and communication with others, and by practising - usually tem-

porarily - some prescribed observances which are designed to

free the body and mind of the practitioner from physical, emo-

tional and mental bonds, so as to prepare him or her for release

and freedom. floJssa , muJcti, nirvana and other terms are used to de-

note this state.

The Vedas only incidentally mention ascetics, i.e. munis,

'silent ones' who were supposed to have mastered supernatural

powers, like flying through the air and reading other people's

thoughts. The ffis, the inspired sages who inhabited the remote-

ness of the Himalayan ranges are, however, mentioned only briefly

in these writings. The reason for their comparatively rare occur-

rence in Vedic literature seems to be connected with the fact

that they formed a group which was clearly distinct from the

dominant orthodox brahmins, the authors and commentators of these

texts. It might be suggested, moreover, that most of those who

deliberately placed themselves outside the Vedic social and reli-

gious system, thereby opposing the supremacy of the brahmins,
belonged to the warrior ( Asatriya ) class with very few coming
from the priestly elite.

During the era of the earlier Upanisads (7th-5th c.B.C.)
these groups of ascetics gradually became more accepted, and

the way towards salvation followed by them became better known
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and practised, and by greater numbers. For them, the principal

means to attain Insight into the highest reality, which is called

the release from mundane suffering and worldly bonds and the

inner realisation of the ultimate unity of the microcosmos and

macrocosmos, was by prac tislng tyaya or samnyasa , i.e. renunciation.

It involved relinquishing the established social and religious

structures, symbolised by the Vedic cult and its social consequen-

ces, by the maintenance of the sacrificial fire in the home,

by wearing the sacred thread ( upavlta) and the tuft of hair (si

kha}. Those who intended to practise this kind of renunciation

did so either individually or in groups. Among these a new style

of religious life evolved, together with stricter rules for the

ascetic life. Living in isolation outside a community was con-

sidered essential for breaking all bonds with Samsara. Therefore,

ascetics chose to live in a forest, in a deserted area or on

the outskirts of towns or villages. Clothes were made of cast-

-off rags, leaves or of bark. The hair and beard were shaven

or matted. Food was obtained from plants and roots or by begging.

One of the motives underlying the practice of such asceticism

was based on their opposition to the rigid social structures

and the strong discipline of the Vedic religion. A feeling of

freedom from worldly cares and religious obligations is expressed

many times in the literature of this period: as a reward for

the hardships they took upon themselves. Another motive seems

to have been the wish to attain supernatural powers. From the

earliest time onwards, such an acquisition of supernatural powers

was connected with the practice of acquiring tapas ('heat'). It

provided the ascetics with an opportunity to rise above the btah-

minical. sacrificial priest; not only on the level of spiritual

development, but also in their social status and in the eyes

of the people. The ascetics who achieved their goals were consid-

ered more powerful than any other person in the universe; even

the gods could be challenged and made subordinate to them.

The Dharmasfistras tried to incorporate this kind of renuncia-

tion within the system of the stages of life {airama ); i.e. as

the last stage, that of the samnyasin ; 'he abandons his house

and family and does not take the sacrificial fire with him' (Apa-

stamba Dharmasutra )
l

. Often he keeps a vow of silence. He is
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allowed to beg for food in the villages and to clothe himself

with rags or walk naked (Hanu VI, 41-58).

Apart from the practice of asceticism during the last stage

of one's life, as is allowed by the Dharmasastras, it remained

possible to cut one's ties with society and start one's search

for insight at any time. Those who did so were called parivra-

jakas, i.e. 'the wandering ones'. Some lived in a community whilst

others wandered alone. Although they did not share identical

ideas concerning the nature of the way towards insight and the

state of release, they had many common characteristics. They

all rejected the social system by leaving their places in society;

i.e. by performing the pravrajya - ceremony, thereby denouncing

the symbols of brahminist supremacy, the upavlta , the slkha ,

the sacrificial fire and the Vedas. For a long time they were

regarded as outlaws and were sharply opposed by householders

and brahmins.

At the beginning of the 5th century B.C. they became the

forerunners of the various heterodox groups which would emerge

later in order to give an answer to the changed and changing,

turbulent social, economic, political and cultural circumstances

in Northeast India. During the life of the Buddha, this ancient

tradition of asceticism and the need to find new ways to shape

and value the changed ways of life seemed to have reached its

culmination. At the same time, we can see the emergence of ideas

which would become closely related to this search for insight

through a life of asceticism, namely, those emphasizing the impor-

tance of the individual and his personal way towards salvation.

Upon examination of the pre-Buddhist ascetic tradition,

a development in the meaning given to the notion of tapas( 'ascetic

practice') and in its practical elaboration can be clearly obser-

ved, Tapas originally was used to denote the, in principle, amoral,

austere practice of ascetic observances by which the practitioner

was considered capable of acquiring 'heat' (ra/j,is ). This would

give him or her power; indeed, so much power that it enabled

the practitioner to challenge the divine and thereby reach immor-

tality and become deified. During the Upanisadic period, attempts

were made to redefine the Vedic heritage in the light of the

emerging individualistic interest: the Vedic sacrifice had to

become 'internalised', the deeds, words and sacrifices being
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performed in the meditator's mind and heart. A similar redefini-

tion can be seen in the case of tapas : there was a tendency to

'internalise' the ascetic practices as well. This actually led

to an intimate connection between asceticism and morality in

the whole process of salvation; and also to a reinterpretation

of the term, so that tapas became more closely related to medita-

tion and the spiritual life.

In contrast to this development during the same period were

the orthodox brahminical efforts to harmonise the aspect of so-

cial protest in 'leaving the established society in order to

attain personal salvation' with the ideals of the Dharmasas-
2

tras (which were being drafted in the later part of this period)

and to bring it under orthodox control. In this process, the

main emphasis is not placed on the individual and spiritual as-

pects of asceticism, but on its technical and social dimensions,

on rules of conduct, behaviour, regulations for the contacts

between ascetics and brahmins, special observances, food, clothing

and other outward features. This should be understood against

the background of the task the writers of the Dharmasastras had

taken upon themselves, namely, to organise society according

to orthodox religious beliefs and attitudes. They considered

this organisation as an important condition for the individual
3

to live in accordance with his or her dharma , which would even-

tually offer him or her a chance to attain perfection and immor-

tality.

At the beginning of the Buddhist era, numerous groups of

orthodox, but mostly heterodox, ascetics and wandering monks

were found either living alone or following a leader, dwelling

in the forests or wandering freely as mendicant monks. Buddhism,

as well as Jainism, was inspired by their ideals of the religious

life; ideals which emphasised the importance of withdrawal and

introspection for the attainment of liberation. Both Buddhists

and Jains considered that renunciation of life In the world was

essential for the attainment of release. Thus, they continued

the tradition which stressed the individual, solitary way towards

enlightenment

.

From the traditional accounts of the Buddha's life, It iB

clear that he himself had intimate personal experience with all

the ascetic practices which were known and practised at that
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time. Therefore, he considered renunciation as an important first

step on the way towards insight. Nevertheless, he rejected the

ideals of austere asceticsm and self-torture as well as the prac-

tice of ritual. In fact he proposed an alternative, namely, the

so-called Middle Path, which was to lie between extreme ascetism

on the one hand and worldly involvement on the other

.

At this point, it is instructive to consider in detail the

development and reinterpretation of the concept of tapas in the

Pali canonical writings.

In this process of reinterpretation several layers or levels

can be distinguished which cannot always be clearly separated

and sometimes overlap, but which do indeed Indicate how an ancient

concept and practice has been redefined to adapt to the new needs.

This redefinition was not only possible because of the Buddha's

personality and his efforts to present a religious way of life

with primary emphasis on its individual and spiritual aspects,

but was also a result of increasing popular criticism of the

austere practices of brahminical and sectarian ascetics and,

presumably, because the concept and the practice itself seem

to have become more and more meaningless and reduced to the level

of mere conformity. It can also be shown that this process of

redefinition does not necessarily imply that the classical conno-

tation of the concept actually disappeared. Also at a later stage,

we can find both connotations and both interpretations of the

same concept. It is interesting to see that the word tapas might

then occur in the same text in Its traditional meaning, which

is disapproved of, as well as in its redefined meaning. It is

because of this sometimes confusing use of the term that we might

find the basis for the future developments of the concept and

practice of ascetism in the history of Theravada Buddhism. There-

fore, we are repeatedly confronted with the results of the co-

existence of these two interpretations: both the ancient one

- more or less revised and adapted as the case may be - and the

Buddha's reinterpretation, which in turn also becomes subject

Co later Buddhist criticism. This means Chat in the history of

Buddhist monastic Institutions we can still recognise the con-

sequences of these earlier discussions. The possibility of choo-
B lng a particular ascetic observance has remained for individual

"onks. And in the history of the Theravada we are regularly con-
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fronted with the emergence of ascetic movements which, with their

criticism of the traditional life of the Order (Sangha) and puri-

fication of the older interpretations of the ascetic life, created

a tension, a dichotomy even, within these institutions,

The terms tapas ('asceticism, ascetic practice'), tapasstn

('ascetic"), samana ('wandering ascetic') and similar, i.e. cog-

nate terms have been redefined by the Buddha. This redefinition

coincides with the redefinition of such terms as bxatimana ('brah-

min') and fcrafimaca-riya ( 'religious life', originally the celibate

life of a Vedic student).

The Buddha himself is repeatedly called a samana (e.g. D

1 4,87; Sn 91,99; Vin I 8,350), as explained for example in DA

I 246: 'In this connection samana should be understood as: because

of the fact that evil has been appeased (by him)' (tattha sami

-

tapapatna samano ti vedi tabbo) , And the commentator continues:

'For this has been said: "Appeased are his evil, unwholesome,

elements", etc. "The Lord is one who has appeased evil by means

of the highest noble (eightfold) Path" '.

Here we find not only the well-known and popular etymological

connection of samana (< V sram-), 'wanderer', with samita (<

V sam) 'appeased', but also one of the main emphases in the Budd-

ha's redefinition in which he connects the ascetic life with

the Noble Eightfold Path, the way towards insight and freedom

which he has developed on the basis of his own personal experience

with the ascetic life.

A similar definition of tapas can be found at Khp.A 151

where it is said that 'tapas means: he burns ( tapati ) the evil

elements' . (Cp. also DA II 359, where tapas is explained as:

'he burns ( tapati )' , 'This is the name of the energy which burns

the defilements ( Ai iesa-santapa-viriyass 'et am namam) 1

, which is a

prerequisite for entering the way towards enlightenment).

There are several places in the Pali canonical texts where

a redefinition is made clear by placing side by side the two

connotations: i.e. the traditional one (as criticised by the

Buddha) and his own interpretation. In Vin I 233 (- Vin III 3;

A IV 175 and 184 - note the regular recurrence of the passage),

in a discussion with Siha , a follower of the heretical sect of

the Niganthas, the Buddha states: 'There is, Stha. a way of speak-
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ing, by which one might, speaking truly, say of me: the samana

Gotama is who detests ( jegucchi ; namely evil); he teaches a doc-

trine of detestation by which he guides his followers.... There

is, Siha, a way of speaking, by which one might, speaking truly,

say of me: the samana Gotama is an ascetic (tapassin); he teaches

a doctrine of asceticism by which he guides his followers'.

Elaborating on this he also states (Vin I 234): 'And, Siha,

which is the way of speaking, by which one might, speaking truly,

say of me: the samana Gotama is an ascetic {tapassin )? 1, Siha,

say that the evil, unwholesome, elements are to be burned (ta-

paniya), bad conduct of the body, in speech and mind. For, Siha,

he whose evil, unwholesome, elements, which are to be burned,

are eliminated, with roots cut off, uprooted like a palm tree,

made unable to sprout again, having no elements left to come

up again in the future, him I call an asceric ( tapassin ). And,

Siha, of the Tathagata (the Buddha) the evil, unwholesome, ele-

mets,,,have been eliminated.... Therefore, Siha, this is the

way of speaking, by which one might, speaking truly, say of me:

the samana Gotama is an ascetic . . . .

'

A complete rejection of tapas can be found, e.g., in D III

232, where the practice of tapas is divided into four categories:

(1) persons who practise asceticism on themselves; (2) those

who (advise) It for others; (3) those who both practise it them-

selves and (advise) it for others; (4) tho-i who neither practise

it nor (advise) it for others. The first three categories are

rejected whilst the fourth is considered as the one leading

to Nibbana in this very life.

Another passage where the criticism is clear is S 1 29.

Here it is said that: 'Ascetics and brahmins practise a hundred

years according to the five (?) Vedas, but their minds are not

rightly released. They are of the nature of lowness and not going

beyond (the suffering of Samsara ) . Seized by desire, bound to

observances and ethical rules, they practise a hundred years

severe asceticism, but their minds....

There is no self-control for the one who loves pride,

there is no ascetic quality for the one who is not concentrated,

even when one lives in the forest alone, when one is careless,

one may not reach beyond the realm of death.'
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And again at S IV 117-8;

'They were fond of Dhararaa and meditation,

those brahmins who ancient tradition remembered,

but (now) they, having deviated, say: "Let us recite ,

and intoxicated by their family of birth they go forward on the

wrong way

.

Overcome by anger, exceedingly violent,

they fail among the weak and the strong;

useless are they for the one who does not control himself,

as the wealth a man has received in a dream.

Fasting, sleeping on the ground,

bathing early in the morning and (reciting) the three Vedas,

(wearing) rough hides, with matted hair and dirt,

(uttering) sacred syllables, following ethical rules and

observances, using ascetic practices, hypocrisy, deceit, sticks,

the various ritual uses of water, these are the characteristics

of the brahmins, practised for some insignificant gain.'

And yet again at A II 200:

'Those ascetics and brahmins, Salha, who profess that ascetic

practice and disgust are a reason <for release), who see ascetic

practice and disgust as essential, who adhere to ascetic practice

and disgust, remain incapable of traversing the flood. For, Salha,

those ascetics and brahmins are endowed with an impure behaviour

of body, speech and mind and with impure ways of living and there-

fore they are incapable of knowledge and insight, of the highest

complete enlightenment.' '....(201) They are impure inside...'.

Those monks who possess the traditional views of the ascetic

life and use tapas thus, are also rebutted: 'The monk who prac-

tises the religious life, praying to some group of deities, think-

ing "I myself wish to become a god or some deity oi other by

using this observance, or by using ascetic practices, or by using

the religious life", his mind is not bent on zeal, on practice,

on perseverance, on exertion' (A III 250).

In the Thera- and Therlgitha we can also find the personal

confessions of those monks and nuns who have attained the goal

of liberation. Some speak of their former wrong practice of

asceticism, e.g. Thag 219: 'Seeking purity by the wrong method,

I tended the (sacrificial) fire in the wood. Not knowing the

path of purity, I practised asceticism to gain immortality."

And again at Thag 283-5: 'For fifty-five years 1 wore dust and

dirt; eating a meal once a month, I tore out my beard and hair.

I stood on one leg, I avoided a seat.

I ate dry dung and did not accept special food.

Having done many such actions leading to a bad rebirth, being

swept along by the great flood, I went to the Buddha as a refuge.'

And Sn 901: 'Some trust in asceticism, some in detestation. And

some in things they see or hear or feel: tall speakers are they,

who continually talk about purifying and who thirst for becoming

this or that .

'

In other passages tapas is allowed in the sphere of personal

choice; but it is limited to the norms of the Buddhist Order.

And finally Thag 228-30: 'If one wishes to live happily, full

of longing for the ascetic's state, one should not despise the

Order's robe, nor its food and drink.

- one should make use of (the Order's) lodging, as a snake a

mousehole

.

- one should be satisfied with whatever comes one's way and de-

velop the sole Doctrine.'

By rejecting the austere pre-Buddhist interpretation of

tapas the Buddha became engaged in a discussion with other groups

of samanas , who continued to emphasize the overall importance

of the ascetic practices for the purification and destruction

of the burden of former kamma , as the J-ins did (see, e.g.,

M II 214 and A I 220). Several times he is asked by other, con-

cerned, ascetics why he rejects the traditional practice and

interpretation. In D I 161-2 (= S IV 330) the naked ascetic Kas-

sapa asks him: 'I have heard this, dear Gotama: "The samana Gotama

disapproves of asceticism (tapas), he reproves and blames absolu-

tely every ascetic ( tapassin) who leads the hard life." Those,

dear Gotama, who speak thus... were they repeating what has been

said by Gotama and did they not accuse the Lord Gotama falsely?'

In reply the Buddha states that he indeed was quoted wrongly

for: 'I see, Kassapa, in this world, some ascetic or other who

follows the hard way, and with my divine eye, which is pure and

transcends the human (eye), I see that after the dissolution

of the body, after death, he attains an unhappy, bad form of

existence, a place of suffering and hell.* Whereas one who follow-
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ed the same hard way attains a good rebirth. In the same way,

some who follow an ascetic life of less hardship can be seen

attaining a bad rebirth as well as a good one. Therefore, 'How

could I disapprove of all asceticism, and reprove and blame

every ascetic who follows the hard way absolutely?

"

A little later in their discussion Kassapa tells the Buddha

(D I 165-6) that: 'There are, venerable Gotama, these kinds

of ascetic practices ( tapas ) which are by some samanas and

brahmins considered as (really) belonging to the state of a

samana and to the state of a brahmin'. And he begins to give

an interesting list of ascetic practices which can be quoted

here to provide some idea of the kind of practices which they

discussed (D I 165-7, cp.D III 40-2; M I 77ff; cf.Bolle'e 1971

and Dutoit 1905): 'The one who goes naked, who is of loose (im-

polite) habits, who licks his hands (after a meal), who does

not accept food when on his almsround he is requested to come

nearer or to wait, who does not accept food that is specially

prepared for him, nor an invitation for a meal. Who does not

accept food straight from the rim of the pot or pan, nor food

that is placed within the threshold, nor among the faggots or

the rice-pounders, nor when two people are eating, nor from

a pregnant woman, or one who is feeding a baby, nor from a woman

who has had intercourse with (another) man...'.

After this enumeration of restrictions for accepting food,

Kassapa lists several prohibitions regarding the nature of the

food (166): 'who feeds (only) on herbs, on millet, on wild rice,

on the skin of rice, on water-plants, on the powder of rice

husks, on the flour of oil-seeds, on grass, on cowdung, on roots

and fruits from the forest, or on fallen fruits only'.

Then the ways in which various ascetics clothe themselves

are enumerated (166-7): 'who wear clothes of hemp, of different

materials together, of rags taken from corpses, made of refuse-

-rags, made of bark, of antelope-hide, of strips of hide, of

kusa grass, of bark, of strips of wood, of human hair, of animal

hair, of owl's feathers...'.

And regarding bodily conduct (167): 'who plucks out his

hair and beard, who stands upright, refusing to sit, who squats,

who sleeps on a bed consisting of iron or natural pins covered
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with a skin, ... on a plank, ... on the bare ground, ... always

on one side, who "wears" dust and dirt, who lives in the open

air, who accepts any seat offered to him, who lives on dirty

food (dung, clay, urine, ashes), who refuses to drink cold water,

who goes down to the water to wash away this evil three times

a night '

.

The Buddha's answer to Kassapa 's question of whether one

can truly speak of ascetics in these cases is clear (167): 'If

he practises this nakedness etc . and has not his attainment

of morality ( sila), of the cultivation of the mind by meditation

and of wisdom cultivated and realised, then he is far away from

either the state of an ascetic or the state of a brahmin.' And

again he redefines the concept: 'But, Kassapa, from the moment

that a monk ( bhikkhu) [note that now he does not speak of a

samana or brahmana but of a bhikkhu, a member of the Buddhist

order ) cultivates a loving mind, without enmity or ill-will,

and having himself realised and experienced, by the destruction

of the evil influences (of sensual desires, of the wish to live

forever, of ignorance), the freedom of mind which is without

evil influences and the freedom of wisdom in this very life,

aod remains in this state, this monk, Kassapa, is called a

samana , a brahmin! '

In the course of this discussion, Kassapa emphasizes the

difficult life of the ascetic, whereupon the Buddha replies

(168): 'It is a common saying, Kassapa, in the world - "Difficult

to practise is asceticism".... But it would not be right to

call it difficult if only the application of ascetic practices

is meant'. In fact, anyone, even a slave-girl, can decide to

practise one of those observances. 'But as, apart from these

ascetic practices, the life of an ascetic or brahmin is hard,

very hard to live, then one is justified in saying that the

life of an ascetic or brahmin is hard to live'. He also speaks

of the bhikkhu who cultivates a loving mind and destroys the

evil influences by following the Middle Path as an example of

the true ascetic way of life.

Here the Buddha mentions the development of a loving mind

( wttacitta) which is free from enmity and ill-will, as a first

Phase of the true ascetic way of life. There are other proofs

that he deliberately emphasized this loving mind in his new
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interpretation of tapas , It seems to be a first attempt to In-

corporate social emotions in the - formerly and by nature

rather anti-social practice of asceticism. See, e.g., D II 49

and Dhp 184 (cp. A III 371) where we find this verse:

'Forbearance (Jcfianti) is the highest tapas, endurance,

Nibbana is the highest of all, say the Buddhas.

For he who has entered the religious life is not one who

injures others,

a samana is not one who hurts another person.

The commentator CDA II 478) connects the Injunction not to injure

by a samana with the popular etymology of the word (
papanam

samitatta samano ci: 'he is a samana because he has quietened (sarai

ta) the evil elements'): 'He is not one who hurts another person.

Why? Because he is not quieting (his evil elements) by hurting

(others)'. So tapas is presented here as a means to quieten

down, also in combination with loving-kindness ( metta) and for-

bearance (*/ianti), the mental disturbances which make the practice

of meditation impossible.

Another passage in which the Buddha speaks of his new inter-

pretation is described in D III 40-52. Here, the question posed

by the wandering ascetic Nlgrodha is (40): 'We, venerable one,

remain professing asceticism and detestation (jiguccha ; namely,

of evil Influences and those mental states that oppose the endea-

vour to attain enlightenment), for us asceticism and detestation

are essential, we adhere to asceticism and detestation. When,

venerable one, are asceticism and detestation complete, when

incomplete? '

Then the Buddha enumerates all the types and practices of

asceticism which he knew and asks Nigrodha (42): 'What do you

think, Nlgrodha? When they are like this are asceticism and

detestation complete or incomplete?' 'If they are like this

they certainly are complete and not incomplete'. 'I, Kllgrodha,

declare that there are various defects ( upakkllesa ) in the

asceticism and detestation which you call complete'. He then

enumerates sixteen 'defects' which he has noticed in ascetics

(D III 42-5):

1 . An ascetic is content with this achievement and considers

his purpose fulfilled.
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I. On the basis of that feeling he exalts himself and despises

others (cp. also M III 37-45 where it is stated that the

pride of the ascetic who exalts himself and disparages others

because of his ascetic achievement is the first reason for rejec-

ting tapas , whereas the true ascetic will always remember thai

others who do not practise his type of asceticism, or follow

no ascetic way of life, can also be considered as persons capable

of living according to the Doctrine).

3. He is so enthralled by his ascetic practices that he becomes

careless

.

4. By his practice of asceticism he receives possessions, honour

and fame and, content with these, considers his purpose to

be fulfilled.

5. On the basis of that he exalts himself and despises others.

6. He is enthralled by his possessions, honour and rame

.

7. He becomes faddy with his food: 'This seems nice to me, that

does not', and gives up wanting what does not seem nice and

becomes greedy for what seems nice.

8. He practises asceticism out of a desire for profit, honour

and fame.

9. He accuses his fellow samanas or brahmins of living in abun-

dance and eating all.

10. When he sees another samana or brahmin being honoured in

families, he vents his anger towards those families and

adopts a selfish attitude towards them.

11. He lies down visibly (for the laypeople to see).

12. Or he does not show himself, whilst pretending to practise.

13. He resorts to some hidden fault. When being asked: 'Is this

approved of?', he replies, knowing It is not approved of,

'It is', and vice versa, thus deliberately telling lies.

14. He does not acknowledge the Dhamma of the Tathagata or of

a disciple of the Tathlgata who preaches it as it is, as

well as the instruction that is to be appreciated.

15. He is angry and grudging.

16. He is hypocritical, spiteful, envious, selfish, treacherous,

deceitful, hardened or proud, wishing for the evil of evils,

overwhelmed by his desires, of false views, allied with wrong

views, infected with worldliness, holding his own position and

be is one who finds renunciation difficult.
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Then follow the sixteen opposite characteristics of the

true ascetic (D III 45-8), which are called pure but do not

lead to the highest or the essence (insight). The attainment

of this level of ascetic practices and detestation, even if

they are pure or complete, is compared to the attainment of

the outside of the bark of a tree. On the question whether it

is possible to attain the highest and the essence by means of

asceticism, the Buddha offers his eightfold Kiddie Path as the

only method of achieving that aim (D III 48ff.), which he explains

here as consisting of:

(i) Morality, the basic ethical rules.

(ii) Resorting to a solitary place, a forest, the root of a

tree, a mountain cave, and sitting there practising mind-

fulness ( sati ), (By the practice of mindfulness the Five Hind-

rances { nivarana } for further spiritual development will be

overcome, namely, covetousness , malevolence, sloth and torpor,

excitement, worry and doubt.)

(ill) When the hindrances have been destroyed, lovingkindness

should be practised, as well as compassion, sympathy and

equanimity, the four so-called Immeasurable States, which Conze

(1962* 80ff. Kloppenborg 1983) calls the social emotions of

Buddhist practice. On this level, the highest and essence has not

yet been attained. The practice is pure, but the attainment is

compared with the attainment of the inside of the bark of a tree.

(iv) Next comes the attainment of the so-called Higher Knowledges:

the remembrance of one's former existences. The practice

is pure but the essential has not yet been attained. The attain-

ment is compared to that of the wood surrounding the pith of

the tree, inside the bark,

(v) The following level provides the ascetic with another Higher

Knowledge, the 'divine eye', by which he sees the mechanism

of the cycle of rebirth of other people. This can finally be

considered as pure as well as leading to the essential (the

pith)

.

The Buddha himself experienced many varieties of asceticism

in the period preceding his final enlightenment. He speaks about

these experiences in several passages, e.g. M I 77 where he

declares: 'I, Sariputta, being a practitioner, fully understand

the religious life with its four aspects: (1) I became an ascetic
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(eapassin), the foremost ascetic, (ii) I became one who chose

the hard life (whereby the body Is not taken care of at all),

the foremost of those..., (iii) I became one who was disgusted

(with evil), the foremost of those..., (iv) I became one who

chose a solitary life, the foremost of those...'. Speaking of

his own practice of tapas , he gives a similar list of practices

as the one quoted above; severe restrictions in eating, living,

clothing etc. And he concludes (M I 81): 'Even by this behaviour,

Sariputta, by this method, by this hard practice, I did not

reach the transcendental conditions, the distinction of the

truly noble knowledge and insight. And why? By this (method)

there is no attainment of the noble wisdom which, when attained,

Is noble, leading to salvation and leads, for the doer thereof,

to right destruction of suffering.'

S I 103 gives a discussion of the Buddha shortly after his

enlightenment when he expressed his joy on finally attaining

freedom and insight. Mara (Death), who adopts the stance of

the defender of traditional asceticism, remarks:

'Having abandoned the ascetic practices, whereby young men are

purified

,

the Impure thinks he is pure, whereas (in reality) he had left

the way towards purity.'

And the Buddha replies:

'Having come to know that it belongs to the useless, whatever

ascetic practice there is, it brings no good at all, like oar

and rudder in a ship on land;

(but) morality, meditation and wisdom produce the way towards

insight

.

I have attained the highest purity. You are slain. Death!'

In M I 27 If f . he offers his new interpretation of the career

°f samanas and brifcroanas, which can be equated with the Eightfold

Path: 'As samanas , samanas , monks, do the people know you, and

you, when you have been asked "Who are you?", should acknowledge,

'We are samanas ".... And what, monks, are the things that are

tasks of samanas and hrihmanas ?
' ret again he incorporates the

practice of tapas, i.e. the life of a samaria, within the Eightfold

Path, which is condition for meditation and insight which follows.

Cp. also D II 151: 'In which doctrine and practice, Subhadda,

the Noble Eightfold Path is not found, therein also a samana
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is not found .

'

So samana-ship means:

1. Being endowed with modesty and shame.

2. The conduct of the body should be pure and controlled.

3. The ways of speech should be pure and controlled.

4. The ways of the mind should be pure and controlled.

5. The way of living should be pure and controlled.

6. The guarding of the doors of the senses.

7. Moderation in eating.

8. Intent on watchfulness.

9. Being possessed of mindfulness and attentiveness

.

When these conditions of the ascetic life have been fulfilled,

the actual search for insight can commence: i.e. by choosing

a solitary place and practising mindfulness, thereby destroying

the Five Hindrances. This prepares the way for the final medi-

tations ( j/ilna ) which will lead to the attainment of the Higher

Knowledges and arahantship; or the knowledge of final release:

'Birth is destroyed, the religious life is practised, done is

what was to be done. 1 know no other existence beyond this one'

(M I 280).

In another discourse on the same subject (M I 281-5), the

Buddha tackles the same problem from another point of view:

(281) 'How, monks, does a monk (bhikkhu) become one who does

not follow the practice that is proper for a samana 7' He then

gives a list of negative moral characteristics which a monk

was hitherto unable to overcome. The main point of asceticism

is, then, to overcome them,

'Monks, I do not say that the ascetic way of life of one who

wears a a robe depends solely on his wearing of the robe. Monks,

I do not say that the ascetic way of life of one who goes naked

depends solely on his going naked. Monks, 1 do not say that

the ascetic way of life of one who lives in dust and dirt depends

solely on his living in dust and dirt. Monks, I do not say that

the ascetic way of life of one who lives at the foot of a tree...

in the open... of one who stands erect... of one who feeds only

at regular intervals .. .of one who meditates on sacred syllables...

of one who wears matted hair depends solely on his wearing of

matted ha ir . . .

.

'Because, monKs, i see someone who wears a robe etc., who is
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covetous, with a malevolent mind, angry, grudging, hypocritical,

spiteful, jealous, greedy, fraudulent. deceitful, with evil

desire, with wrong views, therefore I do not say that the ascetic

way of life of one who wears a robe, etc.. depends aoleJy en,

his wearing of the robe.' (cp. Carrithers 1983: 62-66).

Passages can also be found where the words tapas and sama-

na are used in an approved sense, without the usual discussion

and explanation. They often occur in parts of the Canon which

contain descriptions of the lifestyle of monks and nuns, and

seem to have accepted the new Interpretation to a certain degree.

Sn 267 Khp 3 says: 'Ascetic practices and the religious life,

insight into the Noble Truths, and the realisation of Nibbana

,

this is the highest good.'

Here too the right sequence, also according to the Commentary

(KhpA 151-2) is: tapas -> destruction of hindrances -> meditation

-> insight.

Some verses in the Suttanipita, as well as in the Theragatha,

are of the same kind; e.g. Sn 655 - Thag 631: 'By ascetic practice,

by the religious life, by self-control and self-restraint, by

this one becomes a brahmin. This is the highest state of being

a brahmin.' (Note the occurrence here of three new interpreta-

tions: of tapas, of brahmacariya and of brahmana .)

The Suttanipita verses (the Khaggavisana Sutta first) and

the Theragatha especially exalt the solitude of the ascetic, his

life In the forest, his self-restraint, his disgust for the

impermanent and the worldly, and his struggle for emancipation.

Here are some relevant examples:

Thlg 329 - 'May that intention of yours, which you seek, prosper,

Sundari. Leftover scraps and gleanings (as food) and a rag from

a dustheap as a robe, these are sufficient. (You will be) without

evil influences in the next world.'

Thag 312-3 (cp.Thag 223) - 'Let this body be broken willingly,

let the lumps of flesh be dissolved, let both my legs fall down

on the knee-joints. I shall not eat, I shall not drink, nor

shall I go forth from my cell. I shall not even lie down on

my side so long as the dart of craving is not removed."

ISamanas according to the new norms) Thlg 285 - 'Lady, you fell a-

sleep saying "Ascetics"; you woke up saying "Ascetics", you
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praise only ascetics; assuredly you will be an ascetic. Ifou

bestow much food and drink upon ascetics, Rohini. Now I ask

you: why are ascetics dear to you?

(The popular rejection) 'They are not dutiful, lazy, living

on what is given by others, full of expectation, desirous of

sweet things; why,..?

(The new views) 'Truly for a long time you have been questioning

me about ascetics, father. I shall praise to you their wisdom,

virtuous conduct and effort. They are dutiful, not lazy, doers

of the best of action. They abandon desire and hatred: therefore

ascetics are dear to me. They shake off the three roots of evil,5

doing pure actions; all their evil is eliminated. Therefore....

They are spotless like mother-of-pearl, purified inside and

out, full of good mental states. Therefore....

Having great learning, expert In the doctrine, noble, living

in accordance with the doctrine; they teach the goal and the

doctrine. Therefore....

Having ... doctrine; with intent minds, they are possessed of

mindfulness. Therefore....

Travelling far, possessed of mindfulness, speaking in moderation,

not conceited, they comprehend the end of pain. Therefore....

If they go from any village they do not look back (longingly)

at anything; they go without longing indeed. Therefore....

They do not deposit their property in a storeroom, nor in a

pot, nor in a basket, (rather) seeking that which is cooked.

Therefore ....

They do not take gold, coined or uncoined, or silver: they live

by means of whatever turns up. Therefore....

Those who have gone forth are of various families and from various

countries; (nevertheless) they are friendly to one another.

Therefore ascetics are dear to me.'

Although discussions about the redefinition of asceticism

seem to have been intense and well-known, the ideal of the soli-

tary recluse, not only during the preparatory phase preceding

the practice of meditation, but as a special way of life, remained

present in the minds of many who entered the religious life

under the Buddha's guidance.

His unwillingness to make several ascetic rules obligatory

for all monks, as had been asked e.g. by Devadatta, illustrates
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one of the main problems in the early community. Devadatta wanted

the monks to live in the forest, to feed upon beggftd food, to

wear cast-off rags, to sit and rest at the foot of a tree, and

to abstain from eating fish and meat. However, the Buddha refused

to make these rules compulsory for all and allowed only indivi-

dual monks, who expressed the wish, to practise them. Those

who anticipated a life of asceticism by joining the Sakyaputtiya

Samanas, were opposed to the flexible and moderate way of life

of the monks. It appears that the Buddha at first did not wish

the Order to be subject to too many rules; rather, he regarded

it as more of a community in which individuals could work out

their own salvation.

For those who preferred the life of a solitary recluse,

he sanctioned a loophole: they could follow their particular

choice of ascetic practice after ordination or at least after

having received some instruction; but then with the obligation

to remain in contact with the rest of the Order by attending

the tiposat/ia ceremony. The thera Mahikaesapa, who had a great

reputation for wisdom and was held in high esteem, was the first

of those who chose to make retreat into this kind of solitary

asceticism. Hot seldom did he complain about the decay of the

ascetic tradition: 'Formerly the monks lived in the forest...

on begged food... with rags as clothes; they possessed only three

garments. . .were not desirous .. .were satisfied ... living solitarily

without social contacts.... But now the mor's no longer practise

these virtues' (S II 208-9).

In contrast to earlier criticism of the ancient ascetics,

which concentrated on the futility of their o-utward activities,

the criticism now focussed on the worldly involvement of the

monks. This created such an unrest as to have unbalanced some

of the monks. In fact, it is a criticism of the relative freedom

which the Buddha's alternative ascetic way of life allowed and of

the encouragement of the social Interests of the monks. The

following quotation is clearly a criticism of the 'easy' way

of life of most of the monks when compared with the earlier,

SLricter observance of asceticism, which has also been accepted

as belonging to the Eightfold Path, e.g. Thag 920-45:

"The behaviour of the bhikkhus now seems different from when

^
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the protector of the world, the best of men, was alive. (There

was) protection from the wind, a loin-cloth as covering for

their modesty;

they ate moderately, satisfied with whatever came their way.

If it were rich food or dry, little or much, they ate it to

keep alive, not being greedy, not clinging to it.

They were not very eager for the necessities of life, for medi-

cines and requisites, as they were for the annihilation of the

evil influences ( asava ), In the forest, at the foot of trees,

in caves and grottoes, devoting themselves to seclusion, they

dwelt making that their aim, devoted to lowly things , of frugal

ways, gentle, with unstubborn minds, uncontaminated , not garru-

lous, intent upon thinking about their goal.

Therefore their gait, eating, and practices were pious; their

deportment was smooth, like a stream of oil.

Now these elders with all evil influences completely annihilated,

great meditators, great benefactors, have attained Sibbana.

Bow there are few such men,..'.

From this and similar passages in the Canon, it can be con-

cluded that the earlier way of life of the Buddhist samanas ,

which was more in accordance with the ancient ascetic practices,

was, by virtue of the reinterpretation of tapas and samana
,

already changing in the time of the Buddha. The development

was increasingly towards a communal life, which was more open

to the outside world . This was considered by some as both the

result of and, simultaneously, the cause of a weakening of spiri-

tual values. Mahlkassapa 's complaint, for instance, recurs fre-

quently in the history of the Theravada

.

Traces of the earlier ascetic tendencies have been left

in the Buddhist texts. One important trace is found in the de-
scriptions of the figure of the Paccekabuddha. As I have dealt

with this subject elsewhere (Kloppenborg 1974 and 1983), I would
like to confine myself here to those observations that are relevant

to this particular subject. In the figure of the Paccekabuddha

('who is enlightened by and for himself'), who was supposed

to have attained insight during a period in which the Dhamma

had not been preacbed, the earlier ascetic tradition has found

its continuity in another form. His individual way of life,

his solitariness, going (the way) which had to be gone alone.
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his silence regarding those revelations which cannot be trans-

mitted, his superior, condescending attitude in his contact

with the people who feared his curses and supernatural powers,

his subtle, indirect way of inspiring others to start on the

way to liberation, all these are characteristics of pre-Buddhist

Indian ascetics as well. What makes him 'Buddhist' is that we

do not find a reference to his use of any of the austere 'external'

ascetic practices which the Buddha rejected.

The conviction that the Way can only be followed indivi-

dually and that the truth can only be recognised by the one

who strives for it hy adhering to a special and necessarily

ascetic way of life, belong to the Indian ascetic tradition .

They recur In the Buddhist texts in connection with the Pacceka-

buddha. By thus giving the ascetic tradition and the pre-Buddhist

ascetics a place within the scriptures in the form of the Pacceka-

buddha, the validity of their attainment, which means the validi-

ty of the attainment of pre-Buddhist ascetics, was affirmed.

And part of this asceticism and individualism was included in

Buddhism. This has, for instance, been expressed in the canonical

descriptions of the dhucaiigas , 'the expedients to shake off

(the defilements)', as advocated by Mahakasaapa and others after

him.

Buddhaghasa deals with them extensively in his Visra, ch.II,

pp. 71-3. They are enumerated as follows: to clothe oneself in

cast-off rags, to wear only three robes, to beg for food, to

go from house to house during the round of alms-begging, to

eat only once a day, to eat only what is collected in one begging-

-bowl, to take no second meal, to live in the forest, to rest

at the foot of a tree, to live under the sky, to live in a ceme-

tery, to pass the night at the place where one happens to be,

to sleep in a sitting position. According to Buddhaghosa, a

monk can, after having consulted his teacher, choose from this

list of ascetic observances one or two which attract him or

agree with his character. Since many of the rules, however,

no longer fitted into the pattern of living as it had developed

In the monasteries In Buddhaghosa ' s time (5th c.A.C), those,

who wished to practise, e.g., ara/iniJc.i , living in the forest,

or pamsukulika , to clothe oneself in cast-off rags, usually

left the monastery to live the ascetic life in individual huts
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in the forest or in remoter areas. Some just vandered around.

The scope of this article does not allow for the elaboration

of later developments in Theravlda practice, which are based

on this choice in favour of the renovation and reinterpretat ion

of asceticism and ascetic practice by the Buddha, the discussions

and the reactions thus evoked and on the process of interaction

between this proposal for reinterpretation and the earlier prac-

tice (cp. Kloppenborg 1981; see also Silber 1981, Nanajivako

1980. Carrithers 1979, Yalman 1962).

The Buddha's reinterpretation of asceticism has proved to

have given Buddhist practice and Buddhist monastic life the

necessary new outlook on living the religious life in a community:

withdrawn but also interacting with others, inside as well as

outside the religious community, with monks and nuns as well

as with the laity, aith Buddhists as well as with non-Buddhists.

This might very well have contributed to the vitality of the

Buddhist tradition. It Included a new interpretation of spiritual

life by emphasizing the necessity of knowing and controlling

one's mental and emotional states in the struggle against the

suffering which results from wrong desires and ignorance.

This was a strengthening and a redirecting of the indivi-

dual's concern for release and salvation which had begun to

emerge in the early Upanisadie period. By doing so, the Buddha

offered his contemporaries, who were confronted by the psycho-

logical problems of the transition from a closed agricultural

society to a more open and pluralist society, characterised

by the advent of cities, crafts, a monetary economy, trade and

increasing political involvement, a newly adapted world-view

together with a means of escape from worldly turmoil in order

to attain personal rest and release, in the history of Buddhism

it has, up to the present day, retained its attraction to many

who felt the need to escape from the burden of life in society,

from pain, and to realise their own inner stillness and freedom.

The reinterpretation of the Buddha was a result of his evaluation

of his own experiences with ascetic practices and meditations.

That personal experience is his main argument for them and has

been accepted by his followers as a sound argument. Did he not

present himself as a therapist, rather than as a teacher or

theoretician; did not his followers expect his guidance as they

sought to find their personal way towards salvation?

The space which he created for the individual choice of

the religious life made it possible for traditional ascetic

practice to continue amongst monks and nuns. We can still find

it in the list of dhucaiig^s . The historical continuity of two

'ways* within the Buddhist Order, i.e. the monastic and the

socially involved way, which developed out of the earlier commu-

nity, as well as the ascetic way, which emphasizes the indivi-

dual, solitary Path, have also been noted. The asceticism found

among these last groups or individuals never really conflicted

with the Buddha's new interpretation; though it is not congruent

with the way of life of the established monastic Order as it

developed in the Theravada , despite its basis in the reinterpre-

tation of the Buddha,

NOTES

Ap.DhS II 9,21.9-13; see also Bhagat 1976, Chakraborci 1973, Skurzak 1948,

Ollvelle 1975 and 1976, Sprockhoff 1976, Kaelber 1979, Riiplng 1977, Hasson

1976.

Ap.DhS II 22,6-23; Manu VI 1-24. Skurzak 1948 and Chakraborti 1973.

The ethical and social norm, laid down in the Vedas and worked out in

the Dharmasutras and Dharmasast ras, stating a person's duties in society

and religion.

4 --___
The translations of the Theragatha and Thengatha are by Norman 1969 and

1971.

5
Greed (iofcha), delusion (mn/ja ) and haired (dusa).

6
The Commentary explains: devoted to humble things', i.e. cast-off rags,

begged food etc.
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A CONVERSATION WITH KING PASENAOI

John D. Ireland

Pasenadi, the king of Kosala, is often represented as meeting

the Buddha and having various conversations with him. The gradual

development of the king's faith in the Buddha can be traced in

the Pali suttas. However , there is one sutta in particular that

contains some unusual features which emerge upon a careful study

of it. This is the Kannaka tthala Sutta of the Majjhima Nikaya

(H 90). Superficially, this sutta is not all that interesting

doctrinally since no complex or profound teaching is expounded.

It merely contains the answers to some questions about caste

and the existence of devas posed by King Pasenadi.

Here is a synopsis of it:

The Discourse at Kannakatthala

The Lord is staying in the deer-park at Kannakatthala and King

Pasenadi has arrived nearby upon some business. The king sends

a message to the Lord proposing to visit him after he (the king)

has finished his meal . The sisters Soma and SakulS, who are

said to be wives of the king but are not mentioned elsewhere,

ask the king to convey their respectful greetings to the Lord.

When the king passes on the message of Soma and Sakula the Lord

queries why they could not have sent someone else. The king

then asks if what has been reported as a statement by the Lord

denying human omniscience is true . The Lord says it- is not

true and he has been misrepresented. The king then turns to

Vidudabha, his son and commander-in-chief of the army, asking

who brought this topic of conversation into the palace. Vidudabha

says it was the brahmin Sanjaya of the Akasa clan and the king

immediately sends someone off to summon Sanjaya into the king's

presence .

Meanwhile, having for the present dealt with this subject of

omniscience, the king asks a question about the four castes:

Is there any distinction and difference between them? The Lord

replies that there is a distinction in the mode of address and

respect for the two higher castes, but the king says this is
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not what he meant. He ia not asking about the 'here and now ,

but about the 'future'. The Lord then discourses on the five

qualities for striving: having faith, good health, not being

deceitful and possessing energy and wisdom. Having these quali-

ties one may attain freedom from suffering to whatever caste

one belongs. Thus there is no difference between the four castes

in this respect. The similes are given of the trained and un-

trained elephant, etc., and that fire can be produced from dry

sticks of different kinds of wood,

The king next asks, 'Are there superior devas (adJiideya)?'

Instead of replying the Lord repeats the question adding, 'Why

do you ask?' The king then says, 'Are these superior devas re-

turners to this state or are they not returners?' The Lord re-

plies, 'Whatever devas are malevolent (sa vyipa j jtta ) will be re-

turners, whatever devas are non-malevolent will not be returners.

At this point the commander-in-chief, Vidudabha , enters the

conversation asking if those superior devas who are malevolent

and returners could drive out or banish those who are non-malevo-

lent and non-returners. The venerable Ananda then interposes

to answer Vidudabha, claiming that he stands in the same relation-

ship to the Buddha as Vidudabha does to the king. Ananda says

this cannot be as those superior devas who are malevolent cannot

even see those other devas, they are outside their sphere of

influence. Just as the devas of the heaven of the Thirty-three

are beyond the Jurisdiction of King Pasenadl. The king is deligh-

ted with Ananda 's answer, asks who he may be and praises him.

He then asks another question, this time about the existence

of superior brahmas ( ndhibrahma ) , Again the Lord repeats the

question and again the king continues by asking whether they

are returners or not. The Lord replies in the same way: it de-

pends upon whether they are malevolent or not. The brahmin Sari-

jaya then arrives and the king asks who brought that topic of

conversation into the palace. SaSjaya says it was Vidudahha,

but before this question can be resolved an attendant tells the

king his carriage Is ready. The king then breaks off the conver-

sation, thanks the Lord for fully answering all his questions

and departs.
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^

One of the peculiarities of this sutta has been dealt with

by K.R.Norman
3

who draws attention to the somewhat rare words

adhideva and adhibrahma : a superior deva , a superior brahma

.

However, his suggestion that the Buddha does not immediately

reply to the king's question on the existence of adhldevas because

he was uncertain what Pasenadl was getting at seems unlikely.

The Buddha is represented as always understanding his questioner.

Although he does sometimes refuse to answer or put a counter-

question when the question has been wrongly framed, the Buddha

can never be caught out as ignorant or confused by a question.

That the king framed the question wrongly is more likely, but

in this context I think not. Nor do I believe the king is refer-

ring to those on the third stage of the Noble Path, anagamins,

non-returners, when he asks about those devas returning or not.

Nowhere else are anlgamins divided into two types as devas and

brahmas. I think the king formulated his questions with a diffe-

rent aim in view, suggested by his use of the term adhiduvj

(and later .idhi&rahma) , the precise meaning of which must remain

in doubt. However, the Buddha, perhaps deliberately ignoring

any distinction there may be between the terms deva and flJii-

deva, keeps to his own terms of reference. That is, the difference

between a returner and a non-returner is a spiritual distinction,

shown by the introduction of the idea of having malevolence

or not. Halevolence is the fifth of the five lower fetters

(samyojana) and the absence of this implies the absence of the

others too and hence the attainment of the path of non-return

for the ariya-puggala

,

On the face of it, Pasenadi

'

b question, 'Are there adhidevasT

'

is absurd for, as Norman points out, as a king (raja), Pasenadl

is himself a deva and an adhideva, being a maharaja , a superior

or 'great king' with lesser kings submitting to his rule. The

Buddha too Is an adftideva and adhibrahma in his spiritual role.

And then there are devas and brahmas by birth in the heavenly

realms. Thai the king is already aware of the existence of the

latter Is affirmed by Vidudabha when questioned by Ananda. It

is unlikely that he is referring to the Buddha and his further-

reference to adhldevas as returners or not may possibly be assum-

ed co refer to heavenly devas. But perhaps after all he Is

referring to human devas, to himself and his like, although
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ostensibly talking about the heavenly kind, or so it has been

assumed.
5

If heavenly devas are returners to this world they

become men. losing their deva-status. The loss of the deva-

status of a king means he has been deposed, his throne has been

usurped. That the king is asking the Buddha how best he may

maintain and preserve his position is made possible by the further

question of Vidudabha in which he directly refers to driving

out and banishment. The contention is that this is one of the

purposes of the king's questioning the Buddha: the eliciting

of a response from Vidudabha. Is the commander-in-chief honest

and reliable? Is he malevolent or not? Is he a threat to the

king? Pasenadi gets an answer to his problem upon the arrival

of the brahmin Safijaya and his reply to the question. The king

immediately makes a diplomatic exit with the carriage conveniently

ready on cue to carry him away.

From commentarial sources we learn that Vidudabha did in fact

later depose Pasenadi and become king and had considerable anti-

pathy towards the Sakyans. Pasenadi was tricked by the Sakyans

into taking as a wife the daughter of a slave-woman (instead

of the pure-born woman as he was led to believe), and this wife

became the mother of Vidudabha. This was only discovered many

years later when Vidudabha went to visit his Sakyan relations.

The main event of Vidudabha ' s reign was his revenge for the in-

sult by slaughtering the Sakyans. In view of this, Pasenadi's

questioning the Buddha about the distinction of the four castes

would have been a sensitive issue both for himself and Vidudabha.

Assuming the Buddha understood what was afoot, he would have

shown his reluctance to be drawn into the debate by the delaying

tactic of the counter-question, but then replies on a purely

ethical level. Ananda's reply to Vidudabha suggests he may have

misunderstood the question, or else he is deliberately diverting

it on to another plane. Pasenadi's praise of Anacda is effusive

and genuine so perhaps Ananda's intervention diverts a possible

dangerous situation from developing into open confrontation.

Another possibility is that Ananda is giving a rebuke to Viduda-

bha, saying in effect that the Buddha is so superior to him (Snan-

da), i.e., beyond his sphere, that he would not even consider

taking his place. And that Vidudabha 's relationship to Pasenadi

should be considered in the same way. No wonder the king is
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delighted and signals his approval.

The appearance of the brahmin SaSjaya, which leaves apparently

unresolved the question of who brought that topic of the Buddha's

omniscience into the palace, both Vidudabha and Sanjaya blaming

each other, is curious. Why should it be left unresolved? But

perhaps it does, after all, answer an unasked or implied ques-

tion of the king as suggested above.

This sutta was not fully understood from the earliest times.

There was textual confusion concerning the word 'adhideva' as

Norman has pointed out. And there is missing information, such

as that regarding Soma and Sakula, who are only called wives

of the king by the commentary. There are similar situations

in the Plli Canon where background information is lacking, but

is supplied by the Commentaries. However, we have no way of

knowing how accurate the commentarial explanations are and often

they are circumstantially suspect. It is probable that this

background knowledge was widely available at the time when these

BUttas were composed. As. by the time the commentaries were com-

piled in distant Ceylon, this knowledge was even then lacking,

there is no way we can ever hope to recover it today. So, all

that has been said and suggested here is pure surmise.

NOTES

1
To visit immediately after a meal is unusual (an 'improper time') and sug-

gests a certain urgency about the visit. Or else It implies the king is so

busy with state affairs this is the only time available.

2
For the Buddhist criticism of omniscience, see K.N. Jayatilleke Early

Buddhist Theory of Knowledge, London 1963, pp. 202-4.

3
K.R, Norman 'Devas and Adhidevas in Buddhism'. JPTS IX, 1981.

4
See M.M.J. Harasinghe Gods in Early Buddhism, Vldyslankara 1974. and his

treatment of this sutta.

5
All devas and brahmas, even the highest - except anSgamins who are a speci-

al case - will eventually fall or r-.turn from their heavenly position because

of the universal law of impermanence.
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EKOTTARAGAMA (XI)

tradult de la version chinoise par

Thich Huygn-Vl

Fascicule sixi£me

Par tie 13

Recevoir des offrandes

1. 'Ainsl ai-je entendu. Une fois, quand le Bouddha residait

a Sravasti, dans le bois de Jeta, au pare d ' Anathapindada , le

Bienheureux disait aux bhiksu: Recevoir des offrandes n'est pas

facile parce qu'll peut vous emp§cher de parvenir a l'etat du

Non-agir (asamskr lj ) . Pourquoi? Supposons le cas du bhiksu

Surata qui n'a pas la convoitlse des offrandes, qui, etant im-

pregne de la doctrine, ne quitte jamais les trois vitements reli-

gieux
2

pour s'installer chez un laic. Le bhiksu Surata a pratique

comroe l'aranyaka
3

; il observe I'horaire pout aller aendler sa

nourriture, pour rester assis et mGditer, il ne mange qu ' a mldi,

il s'assied souvent au pied d'un arbre ou dans un endroit calme,

11 porte l'habit a cinq pieces [et les autres] trois vttements

religieux, il aime rester seul dans un cimetifere pour mediter.

Pendant qu'll pratique ainsi l'ascetisme, il recoit un jour de

riches plats savoureux offerts par le roi. Le bhiksu apprecie

beaucoup ces aliuents delicieux, les aime bien, et commence a

relScher les pratiques religieuses comme celle-la de l'aranyaka.

II abandonne au fur et a mesure les bonnes habitudes, et enfln

les trois vetements religieux pour reprendre la vie mondaine.

II tue d 'innombrables animaux pour sa nourriture et sa gourman-

dise. Apres sa mort il se retrouve en enfer.

bhiksu, rappelez-vous toujours de cette histoire. II faut

savoir que recevoir des offrandes est tres precaire ,
puisqu'il

peut empecher les religieux de parvenir a la perfection. Si

la convoitlse des offrandes n'est pas encore nee, 11 faut 1 'em-

pecher de nattre. Si la convoitlse est deja nee, il faut l'anean-

tir par tous les moyens. 6 bhiksu, il faut vous y exercer ainsi.

Apres avoir entendu ces paroles precieuses du Bouddha, les

bhiksu etaient tres heureux et les mettaient respec tueusement

en pratique.
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2. 'Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois quand le Bouddha residait

a Srlvastl, dans le bols de Jeta, au pare d '
Anathapindada

,
le

Bhagavat disait aux bhiksu: II faut supprimer une chose et je

vous assure que vous obtiendrez des pouvoirs surnaturels. toutes

vos passions seront eliminees. Quelle est cette chose? C'est

le desir gustatif. C'est pourquoi les bhiksu doivent maltrlser

ce desir gustatif; je vous affirme que vous obtiendrez des pou-

voirs surnaturels et toutes vos passions seront eteintes. Alors

le Bienheureux recita cette gatha:

Les etres vivants qui s'enivrent de saveurs,

Seront araenes aux pires mondes apres leur mort.

Ceux qui mattrisent malntenant leur d£sir gustatif,

Parviendront a la saintetG des arhat.

Done, 6 bhiksu, on doit abandonner la passion des saveurs.

bhiksu. il faut vous y exercer ainsi.

Apres avoir entendu ces paroles precieuses du Bouddha. les

bhiksu etaient tres heureux et les mettaient respec tueusement

en pratique.

3.
5, AInsi ai-je entendu. Une fois, quand le Bouddha residait

a Sravasti, dans le bols de Jeta, au pare d ' Ana thapindada ,
il

y avait un maltre de raaison (grhapacl) qui venait de perdre son

flls, Afflige par la mort de son enfant bien-aime qui ne s'effa-

cait de sa memoire, le pauvre pere perdait son bon sens habitue]

et devenait tres agite. II demandalt a toute personne qu'll

rencontrait: 'Avez-vous vu men fils?' Feu apres, il arriva au

touvent du Jetavana, approcha du Bhagavat. se tint debout a ses

cSt^s et lui demanda respec tueusement :
'0 sramana Gautaraal avez-

vous vu mens fils?' Le Bienheureux lul dit:

- Pourquoi avez-vous une si mauvaise mine? Pourquoi vos

sens ont-ils l'air si perturbe?

- C'est vrai, car je viens de perdre mons fils, 11 tn * a. aban-

donne. Mon affliction n'est pas encore soulagee , elle m'a per-

turbe 1 'esprit. Je venais respectueusement vous demander si

vous avez vu mon flls?

- 6 maitre de maison! la naissance, la vieillesse, la nvala-

die, la mort sont des choses couranees en ce monde . Etre siipare

de celui qu'on aime est souffrance. Etre ensemble avec celui

qu'on halt est souffrance. La mort de votre fils vient de 1
' im-

L _
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permanence de la vie. Ce sort des ehoses aaturelles et inevita-
bles. Pourquoi gtes-vous si malheureux, si depriae?

Ayant entendu ces paroles du Bienheureux, le malheureux
pere n'etait pas satisfait, 11 quitta le lieu. Rencontrant une
autre personne sur son chemin, 11 demanda:

- Le s'ramana Gautama dlsait: Etre separg de celui qu ' on

aime est aussi un plaisir. Est-ce vrai?

- Etre separe de celui qu ' on aime, repondit 1'autre, est
loin d'§tre une joie.

En ce moment, non loin de la ville de Sravastl, il y avait
un groupe de joueurs qui se rassenbla lent pour s'arauser. Le
maJtre de maison se dlsait: Ce sont des gens habiles et in-
telligents, lis doivent tout savolr , je vais leur presenter non
doute. II se rendit alors au lieu ou les joueurs s'amusaient
et leur demanda:

- Le sramana Gautama m'a dit: La souff ranee venant de la

separation avec celui qu'on alma, ou de la rencontre avec celui
qu'on halt est aussi un plaisir. Qu'en penses-vous?

- Etre separe de eelui qu'on aime n'a rien de gai. Dire
que c 'est un plaisir n'est pas juste,

Cependant ces gens pensaient que le Tathagata ne pouvait
pas mentlr Pourquoi etre separe de celui qu'on aime est-il ausst
un plaisir? II faut reexamioer cette question. Notre maltre
de maison se retourna a Sravaotf, puis devant la porte de la
citadelle proclama: Le sramana Gautama a enseigne que "§tre separe
de celui qu'on aime ou etre ensenble avec celui qu'on halt sont
aussi du plaisir". Ces paroles se propageaient partout dans la
ville comme dans le palais royal. En ce moment le grand roi
Prasenajit et la reine Mallika etaient en train de se combler
de Joie en haut du palais. Le roi Prasenajit dit a la reine
Kallika:

- Peut-etre le sramana Gautama a dit cela.

- Je ne pense pas, dit la reine. Mais si le Tathagata l'a
(Jit, cela doit §tre vrai.

- Quand le Maltre dit a ses disciples de faire ceci. de

ne pas faire cela, continua le roi, les disciples ne font qu'obe-
ir. Toi, Mallika, tu dois te conduire de la me"me facon. Quoi-
que le sramana Gautama ait dit cela, tu dois dire que e'est
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vrai et qu ' il n'y a aucune erreur , Malntentant circule, ne

reates pas devant moi.

Alors la reine ordonna au brahmane Nadijangha : 'Va au cou-

vent du Jetavana, aupres du Tathagata, mets-toi a genoux a ses

pieds, et, en mon nom , lui presente ce qui a htk raconte sur

son enseignement en ville et dans le palais, et lui demande s'il

a bien dit que "§tre separe de celui qu'on aime ou etre ensemble

avec celui qu'on halt sont du plaisir". Si le Bienheureux con-

fine qu'il a dit cela, ecoute at tentivement et raconte-moi fi-

delement ses paroles.'

Le brahmane Nadijangha arriva au couvent du Jetavana, prfi-

senta ses hommages au Tathagata et lui adressa ces paroles;

Bienheureux! la reine m'a dit de venir vous presenter ses res-

pects, de m'enquerir de votre sante, et de porter a votre con-

naissance un evenement important qui se passe dans la ville de

Sravasti. En effet il se propage une phrase pretendue venant

de 1 'enseignement du sramana Gautama. La voici: "Etre separe

de celui qu'on aime ou itre ensemble avec celui qu'on hait sont

tous du plaisir", Le Bhagavat a-t-il dit cela? 1

Le Bienheureux dit a Nadijangha: 'Dans la ville de SrSvastI

il y a un maltre de maison qui a perdu son fils. II aime beau-

coup cet enfant. La mort de celui-ci l'a telleaent bouleverse

qu'il erre dans la rue et demande a tout le monde si l'on a vu

son fils. Ainsi, 6 brahmane, Stre separe de celui qu'on aime

ou Stre ensemble avec celui qu'on hait sont des souff ranees et

ne sont pas du plaisir. Autrefois, dans la ville de Sravastl,

11 y avait une personne qui perdait sa mere par 1 'impermanence

,

il aussi perdait 1 'esprit et ne pouvait plus reconnaltre ni l'est

ni 1'ouest. II y avait aussi un vieil horame inert: ses freres

et ses soeurs , bouleverses par 1' evenement, perdaient 1 "esprit

et le bon sens, devenaient lncapables de reconnaltre ni l'est

ni 1'ouest. 6 brahmane, jadls dans cette ville de Sravastl,

il y avait un jeune horame qui venait de se raarier avec une jeune

fille tres belle et vertueuse. Peu apres il fit Eaillite et

devenait tres pauvre . Sea beaux parents voulaient recuperer

leur fille pour la marler A une autre personne. Averti. il cach-

ait un couteau sous ea chemise, allait voir ses beaux parents
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et leur demands:

- Oil est ma femme?

- Ta femme travaille a l'ombre d'un arbre dans la cour,

repondit la belle-mere.

Le jeune hotnme alia voir sa femme la ou elle travaillait,

et lui demand a:

- Pourquoi tes parents t'ont-ils arrachee a moi pour te

marier a une autre personnel

- Ce que tu dis n'est pas vrai, repliqua la jeune femme.

Je ne veux plus t'ecouter.

Emporte par la colere, le pauvre homme tetlra son cuuteau,

tua sa femme sur le coup, puis ftappa le couteau dans sa propre

ventre tout en criant: 'II vaut mieux que nous mourrions ensembles!'

6 brahmane, la separation de celui qu'on aime est souffrance,

la rencontre de celui qu'on halt est souffrance. Ce sont des

scenes de triscesse indescript ibles

.

Mors le brahmane Nadijangha dit:

- C'est vrai, o Bienheureux, ces souffrances existent, et

ce n'est pas du plaisir. II y a quelques annfees J'ai eu un en-

fant emporte par 1 ' impermanence . Jour et nuit je tie pouvais oub-

lier son image adorable. Hon affliction etait si grande que

je perdais la tete: je cherchais man enfant partout et demandais

a tout le monde ou etait mon enfant. Aujourd'hui le sramana

Gautama m ' a bien explique; tout ce qu'il a dit est vrai mais

pas du tout evident la ceux qui sont accables de douleur et done

ignorants du fait que tout est impermanent].

- Malntenant c'est le moment d'y reflechlr, dit le Bhagavat.

Le brahmane Hadijartgha se leva, fit trois tours autour du

Bouddha pour le saluer, puis s'en retourna au palais royal, et

rapporta a la reine Mallika ce qui s 'etait passee.

La reine se rendlt aupres du rol Prasenajit et lui dit:

- Majeste! j'al quelques questions a vous demander, veuil-

lez avoir l'obligeance de repondre a toutes mes questions. Sa
7

este aime-t-e,lle le prince Lieou-li ?

- .le l'aime bien, repondit le roi.

- Si le prince etait soumis a 1
' impermanence , Sa Majeste
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serait-elle affligee?

- Mon affliction serait grande.

Alnsi Sa Majeste a reconnu que la separation de la per-

sonne qu'on aime est souffrance. Sa Majeste pense-t-elle toujours
8

au prince Yi-lo 7

- Oui, parce que je 1' adore.

- Si le prince n'etait plus, Sa Majeste serait-elle triste?

- Je serai3 tres triste.

- D'apres ce qui a ete dit, nous savons bien que la separa-

tion de l'etre aime n'apporte jamais de la jouissance. Sa Majes-
9

te pense-t-elle a la Ksatriya Sa-lo-t 'o ?

- Je l'aime bien, Je pense souvent a elle.

Si la reine Sa-lo-t'o trepassait, Sa Majeste serait-

ella triste?

- Je serais tres triste,

Ainsi Sa Majeste a confirme que la separation de celui

qu'on aime est souffrance, Sa Majeste eprouve-t-elle de 1 'amour

pour moi?

- Naturellement , je t'aime bien, cherie.

- Supposons que mon corps subisse 1
' impermanence , Sa Majeste

serait-elle triste?

- S'il t 'arrive quelque chose, je serais tres deprime,.

Majeste, vous avez confirme encore une fois que la

separation de celui qu'on aime et la reunion avec celui qu'o«

halt ne Bont pas de la Joie, Pourquoj. Sa Majeste pense-t-elle

souvent au peuple du Ka£i-Kosala?

J'alme bien le peuple du Kasi-Kosala.

Supposons que ce peuple soit frappe par 1
' impermanence.

Sa Majeste serait-elle triste?

Si le peuple du Kaei-Kosala n'etait plus, ma vie ne serait

plus en securite, ne parlons pas de tristesse. Car ce peuple

a beaucoup contribue a mon existence; quand la vie est en danger,

la tristesse est peu de chose.

- Ainst 11 faut savoir que la separation de celui qu'on

aime est souffrance et non pas Jouissance.

Alors le roi Prasenajit se tourna dans la direction du Bien-

heureux, s 'agenouilla, les mains jointes et prononca ces paroles:

'C'est merveilleux! c'est merveilleux! L 'enseignement du Bienheur-
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eux est miraculeux . Le sramana Gautama a des ldees tres subtiles.

II explique conformement a la vGrite. ch6rie, le rol s'ad-

ressa a la reine, dor^navant J'aurais encore plus de considera-

tions pour toi, je ferals attention a tes parures et a ton hahil-

lement de telle facon qu'il n ' y ait plus de difference entre

tol et moi .

'

Quand le Bhagavat avait entendu la discussion entre la reine

Mallika et le roi Prasenajit, il disalt aux bhiksu: 'La reine

est tres intelligente . Si le roi Prasenajit m'avait eu pose

ces questions, J'aurais repondu de la m^me facon en lui adre3sant

les mSmes questions que la reine. D'ailleurs, 5 bhiksu, la reine

Mallika est parmi les meilleurs de mes sravaka {disciples du

premier niveau) lalques qui ont la foi la plus solide et les

resultats les plus brillants.*

Apres avoir entendu ces paroles preeieuses du Bouddha

,

les bhiksu etaient tres heureux et les mettaient respectueusement

en pratique .

'

4. Ainsi ai-je entendu. Une fois, quand le Bouddha risidait

au pays des Bhagya , au mont Sisuaara, dans le pare des gazelles

nomm£ Bhisanika vana , il y avait un maltre de maison nomrae Nakula-

[pitr] qui vint ee prosterner aux pieds du Bienheureux, se tint

debout A ses c6tes, puis, apr^s un moment, lui adressa ces par-

oles :

Je suis vleux, ravage par des maladies et des soucis.

Je venais respectueusement prier le Bienheureux de bien vouloir

divulguer un enseignement approprie qui permet au multitude d'

gtres vivants de pouvoir passer une longue dur6e dans la tran-

quillite.

- Comrae voue avez dit, rfipondit le Bienheureux, le corps

humain est tr£s vulnerable, il n'est protege que par une mince

couche de la peau. il nous cause beaucoup de peur et de soucis,

comment pouvons - nous y prendre refuge 17 maltre de maison,

il est vrai que 1 'esprit prend refuge dans le corps, raais seule-

ment pour quelques minutes de joie. C'est done l'esprit stupide

et non pas l'esprit de sagesse . C'est pourquoi. maftre de

maison, quoique le corps soit malade , il faut faire de telle

s :tt que l'esprit tie l'est pas. Pour cela vous devez faire
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des efforts pour apprendre.

Ayant entendu ces paroles [du Bouddha], le maltre de maison

se leva, se prosterna aux pieds du Bienheureux et se retira

.

II se dit: Maintenant je dois aller voir le venerable Sariputra

pour m'enquerlr du sens des paroles [du Bouddha].

Hon loin de la, le venerable Sariputra etait assis au pied

d'un arbre. Rakula[pltr] arriva, se prosterna a ses pieds et

s'assit a ses cBtes, Le venerable Sariputra lui demands:

- 6 maltre de maison, vous avez l'air paisible et joy-

eux. Quelle en est la cause? Est-ce parce que vous avez ecoute

1 ' enseignement aupres du Bouddha?

- C'est vrai, venerable Sariputra, Je suis paisible et joy-

eux parce que le Bienheureux a verse l'ambroisie de son enseigne-

ment dans mon coeur.

- Comment avez -vous recu le versement de l'ambroisie de

son enseignement dans votre coeur?

- Voici ce qui s'etait passe: J ' ai dit au Bienheureux que

je suis vleux, souvent malade et tres malheuteux .
J'ai prle le

Bienheureux de bien voulolr analyser ce corps pour que les tires

vivants et moi-m6me puissions vivre tranquillement .
Alors le

Bienheureux m'a dit: "C'est vrai, 8 maitre de maison, le corps

humain est tres fragile et vulnerable, il n'est protege que par

une mince couche de la peau. Gr8ce a ce corps l'esprit a un cer-

tain moment de joie, mais il n'est pas conscient de la longue

duree de la souffrance sans limite . C'est pourquoi, 6 maltre

de maison, quoique le corps soit malade, il faut que l'esprit

soit en paix. Pour cela vous devez faire des efforts pour ap-

prendre." Le Bienheureux a verse dans mon coeur cette ambroisie

de son enseignement.

Pourquoi n'avez-vous pas demande des explications plus

detaillees du Tathagata: Comment le corps est en danger mais

l'esprit est sans soucis? Comment le corps est malade mais l'es-

prit ne l'est pas?

- Je n'al pas le niveau sufflsant pour poser ces questions

au Bienheureux. Je vous prle de bien voulolr m'expliquer.

Alors SSriputra dit:

- Ecoutez bien et reflechissez bien, Je vais essayer de

vous expliquer tout cela.
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- Oui, venerable. Je aula prfit a recevoir votre enseignement,.

Sariputra adressa ainsi le ma It re de maison:

mattre de maison, les gens vulgaires ne voient pas

les hommes saints, ne resolvent pas 1
' enseignement des saints,

n'acceptent pas des conseils; ils voient rarement les gens vertu-

eux et ne s'associent avec eux . lis ont l'idee preconcue que

la matiere (rupa) c'est le moi , que la matiere appartient au

sol, que le moi appartient a la matiere, que dans la matiere

il y a le moi, que dans le moi il y a la matiere, que d 'autre

matiere et la mattere a moi se reunisfient «n un seul

endroit. Une fols qu'elles se sont reunies, la nouvelle matiere

de deteriore, se transforme sans cesse, dans laquelle apparais-

sent des souffrances. lis ont l'idee preconfue que les sensations

(vedana) . . . les notions (samjfia ) , » . les volitions ( samskara ) , ,

,

les connaissances (vijfia^a) - appartiennent au moi, que dans

les connaissances 11 y a le moi, que dans le moi il y a des con-

naissances, que d'autres connaissances et la mienne se reunissent

en un seul endroit. Une fois qu'elles se sont reunies, les con-

naissances ainsi formees se deteriorent, se transforment sans

cesse, dans lesquelles apparaissent des souffrances. maitre

de maison, comme cela le corps a ses souffrances, 1 'esprit a

aussi les siens.

- Quand le corps souffre, le mattre de maison demanda a

SaTiputra, que faut-il faire pour que l'esprlt ne souffre pas7

SaTiputra dit:

- 6 maitre de maison, les disciples des saints venerent

et ecoutent les saints, observent les abstinences, s'associent

avec eux ensembles avec des amis vertueux, cherchent a les fre-

quenter, lis ne pretendent pas que le moi est materiel, que

dans la matiere il y a le moi, que dans le moi il y a la matiere,

que la matiere est le moi ou qu'il appartient au moi, ou que

le moi appartient a la matiere, C'est pourquol ils n'ont paa

ni soucis, nl souffrances quand la matiere change, se transforme

sous l'effet des maladies. lis ne voient non plus que les sensa-

tions, les notions, les volitions, les connaissances appartien-

nent au moi, ils ne voient pas que dans les connaissances il

y a le moi, que dans le moi il y a les connaissances, que les

connaissances appartiennent au moi, que le moi appartient aux
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connaissances. C'est pourquoi ils n'ont ni soucis. ni souffran-

ces quand les connaissances se deteriorent par la reunion des

differentes connaissances. C'est ainsi, 8 maitre de maison,

que le corps peut etre souffrant sans que l'esprlt le soit

.

Ceci dit, pour arriver a ce niveau il faut faire des efforts

dans les etudes et la pratique, il faut vous exetcer a maltriser

le corps et l'esprlt, et a ne pas s'attacher a eux.

Ayant entendu ces paroles de venerable Sariputra, le maitre

de maison Nakula[pltrl se rejouissait et les mettait respectu-

eusement en pratique.'

NOTES

Voir T2, 571a 23 et suiv

,

Pour les erois vetements ou kasaya, voir BSR 2, 1-2, p. 46.

Pour l'aranyaka, voir BSR 6, 2, p. 128, n.5.

Litteralement : 'lourd'.

Cf. Majjhimanikaya II, p. 106 et suiv. (Piyajatikasutta). Voir I.B. Horner

(tr.) Middle Length Sayings II, pp. 292-6.

6
Le chinois est une tentative sans sueces de traduirc Nali/NS.di- (tlge cre-

use, tuyau) jangha la) (has de ou devant de la jambe) 'bambmi - partie su-

perieure du bras, epaule' +TW .

7 &*& ce qui suggere peut-Stre 'Vajlrl' (Baj jhimanikaya II, p. 110}

8
fy%i> avec Invocation de 'VidQdabha* (i'iiid.).

9
iJ£l&lJfc> suggerant 'Vasabha' (ibid.).

10
Conine 11 convient dans ce discoura le texto pall ne contient pas cette

derni*re phrase banale comme fait le chinois.

CI. SamyuttanikSya III, 1-5: trad, analalse: P.L. Woodward, Kindred Sau-11

ings. Part III, PTS, Londrea 1925. 54, 75, pp. 1-5; trad, allemande: Nyanaponi-

ka: Gotamo Btiddho, Lehrreden des Samyutta-Nikaya (SH 17-34), ' horae subslclvae

philosophise 4', Harabourg 1967, pp. 36-8.

' Le chinois rend le p3li 'Bhagga', 'Bhagya'C?) en Sanscrit; c£. 'Bharga'

dans Samyutta-Nifca!/, Vol.1 (trad, hindi), de J. KSsyap et Dharmaraksit EMaha-

bodhl Sabha), Sarnath/Varanasi 1954, p. 321.
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NEWS & NOTES

'The Dhammapada - East and West' (3SR 6,2 - 1989) additions to

bibliography

Bengali - for further details of Devanagari texts and trans-

lations, contact the PTS Representative for India,

Prof .D.K.Barua, Block t/1, Flat 1, Govt Housing Estate,

40/1 R.N.Chovdhury Rd, Calcutta 700015, India.

M.B. L.M.Joshi and S.Gandhi ed . correctly a Punjabi trans.

Marathl - P.M. Lad (tr., with Devanagari text ed . P . V . Bapat

)

Maharashtra Rajya Sahitya Mandal, 1975

Thai - Udaya/Devamoli (ed.) Brah Suttapitaka (Vol.?) 1893

Dayyarat thassa Samgltipitakam / Brah Traipitak

bhasa daiy chapap sangayana 25 (ed.ii tr.) 1987

English - Ananda Maitreya, rev.ed, New York 1988

N.V.Banerjee (ed.E. tr.) Sew Delhi 1989

Buddharakkhita, repr.as A Practical Guide to Sight

Living, 1986

David Evans (tr.) Ttie Dhamma Way, Leeds 1988

S.Wannapok, repr. 19S8 (continued on p. 186)

BJK Institute of Buddhist and Asian Studies

The enterprising Indian scholar, A.K.Narain, who was instrumental

in founding the International Association of Buddhist Studies

(of which he is Chairman) and, also whilst at Wisconsin Universi-

ty, edited its Journal , established the above centre in honour

of his late uncle, the renowned Pali scholar, Bhikkhu Jagdish

Kashyap (BJK) four years ago. 'This Institute ... proposes to

have three roles; first, that of a learned society with member-

ship, second, that of providing a suitable place and environment

for study and research, thirdly, that of a communication centre

for exchange of ideas.' Dr N.H.Samtani is Deputy Director in

charge of the Buddhist studies department.

The following projects will (hopefully) be implemented:

1. Critical editions of lesser-known texts and their translation;

2. Compilation of source books, bibliographies, dictionaries

and Indexes; 3. Archaeological exploration of Buddhist sites

noi so far excavated scientifically; 4, Identification, location

and archaeological exploration of towns and villages visited
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by the Buddha; 5. Preparation of corpus of Buddhist inscriptions

in South and Southeast Asia; 6. Photo-archiving and indexing

of Gandharan sculptures and other Buddhist antiquities in South

Asia; 7. Survey studies of revltalisatlon movements of Buddhisa

In the Himalayan regions and Maharashtra and their social and

political implications. Annual conferences and occasional seminars

are also envisaged.

Apart from a periodic newsletter, Appamada , the Institute

publishes two annuals, The Indian Journal of Buddhist Studies

and The Indian Journal of Asian Studies.

For further ' details, contact the Institute at Ashok Marg

,

Sarnath, Varanasi 221007. India,

Exhibitions in London

1. British Museum (ended 30.7.89): 'Living Buddhism' - 'a tra-

velling exhibition of photographs by Graham Harrison'. (The

coffee table book bearing the former title was authored by Andrew

Powell,

)

2. British Museum (2 parts, 7.4. - 12.12.90) - 'Caves of the

Thousand Buddhas. Chinese art from the Silk Route' - based

on the Stein Collection. Illustrated talks were given to provide

the background to the exhibits whilst one of the lecturers, Prof.

Roderick Whitfield, produced a full-length brochure-catalogue.

3. Zamana Gallery (July - Sept. 1989) - a collection of photos

by Roland and Sabrina Michaud emphasised the Buddhist -Con-

fucian background of Korea.

4. Crypt Gallery, St. George's Church, Bloomsbury (Nov.1989) -

'Arts of Tibet', accompanied by lectures in the church on

ttiangka painting .etc . by Jamyang Dakpa. Robert Beer and Thubten

Jingpa

.

Conferences, Seminars and Lectures

1. International Dharmaklrti Conferences. (The First was held

in Kyoto 1982.) Under the presidency of Prof.Dr Ernst Stein-

kellner, the Second Conference was held in Vienna (11 - 15.6.89)

where scholars from Europe, North America. India and Japan dis-

cussed those aspects of philology, epistemology . logic, 'language

and concept* and philosophy related to the 7th century logician.
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2. The PTS-sponsored I.B.Horner Memorial Lecture was held at

SOAS, London, on 22.9.89. (Temporary) Bhikkhu Mahanamo (Mau-

rice Walshe) spoke on 'Pali and the Western Buddhist* which dealt

with some linguistic errors that have occurred in the texts.

John Ireland remarks: 'One of these was Avalokitesvara ' s ascrip-

tion as "tearful-faced" ( aSruuuthii } converted to "horse-faced"

(fl^^mukJia) due to a misreading of the word. But this may not,

after all, have been a mere linguistic mistake made out of igno-

rance. It may have been initially a deliberate mistake, possibly

a joke or pun, employed as a teaching device. For in the Buddhist

Tantra the wrathful ( bhairava) or Heruka form of the "Compassio-

nate Lord" is Hayagriva, the "Horse-necked One". Thus one could

say of his two aspects he is both aSrumukha and asvamuJcha - a

neat way of remembering it! A somewhat similar linguistic punning

derived the name Va jravarahl , varahl or "sow" coming from abbre-

viating her actual full name of Va jra-vairocana-hlrinl and is

evident when her mantra, containing this, is repeated rapidly

and continuously. In Buddhist art Vajravarahl is depicted as

identical to Vajrayoginl, except for a sow's head appearing be-

hind her ear. Similarly, Hayagriva has the usual Heruka form,

but for a small horse's head protruding from the top of his head,

which Identified him.'

3. 'The Buddhist Forum' at the Centre of Religion and Philosophy

(SOAS) resumed its annual series of monthly lectures on all

aspects of Buddhism in October 1989. A selection from the first

series has now been published by SOAS and comprises the following

papers: R.F.Gombrich 'Recovering the Buddha's Message' and 'How

the Mahaylna began', K.R.Norman 'Pali Philology and the Study

of Buddhism', A.Huxley 'How Buddhist is Theravlda Buddhist Law?',

T.H.Barrett "Kill the Patriarchs!" and 'Exploratory Observations

on some Weeping Pilgrims', I .Astley-Kristensen 'Images and Per-

mutations of Vajrasattva in the Va jradhatumandala '

.

A. The Annual Meeting of the American Academy of Religion - Budd-

hism Section (Anaheim, IB - 20.ll.B9) witnessed seminars on

'Pure Land Buddhism', 'Re-evaluating "Kamakura" Buddhism', 'The

Objective Scholar and Buddhist Practice', 'Buddhist Encounters

with Other Traditions' and 'Interpreting Buddhist Ritual'.

5. The Esoteric Buddhist Tradition' was the theme of a conference
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organised by the Seminar for Buddhist Studies, Copenhagen and

Aarhus (21 - 24.8.89). This was possibly the first occasion at

which mainly European specialists debated Indo-Tibetan and Far

Eastern manifestations of Tantric Buddhism.

6. An 'International Seminar on Buddha's Law of Dependent Origina-

tion: Its History, Ethics and Philosophy' was held in Calcutta

(26 - 28,11.89) to commemorate the birth centenary of the pioneer

of Pali studies In modern India, Benituadhab Barua, It was inaugu-

rated by the President of The Maha Bodhi Society of India, (the

Sinhalese bhikkhu) P.Chandananda Kahanayaka Thera, and conducted

under the chairmanship of Prof . B , Raychaudhuri , Vice -Chancellor

of the University of Calcutta. Nearly fifty scholars from the

Sub-continent, Sri Lanka and Japan actively participated in the

proceedings which have been transcribed and are obtainable from

the Centenary Celebration Committee, 4 Raja S.C.Mullick Rd , Cal-

cutta 700032, An abridged brochure, highlighting the life and

career of B.M. Barua in English and Bengali, is also available.

Of all the (mainly long-term) proposals put forward by the

above Committee, one that has been immediately realised is the

Dr . B. M. Barua Birch Centenary Commemoration Volume which comprises

reprints of some of Barua ' s papers in English and Bengali together

with articles by Indian writers, Ananda W.P.Guruge (UNESCO,

Paris), Dennis Cordell (Columbia University, New York) and Helmut

Elmer (Bonn University).

7. 'Buddhism into the Year 2000' was the theme of an internatio-

nal conference sponsored by the Dhammakaya Foundation and

held at Sukhothai Thammasat Open University, Bangkok (7 - 9.2.90).

The speakers included Prof.Dr H.Bechert (represented in absentia

- Gottingen University), L.S. Cousins (Manchester University),

Prof.Sanya Dhammasakti (President. World Fellowship of Buddhists),

Dr Ananda Guruge. Prof. Jacques Martin (Strasbourg University;

President, Union Bouddhiste de France), Bhikkhu Pasadika, A.San-

derson (Lecturer in Sanskrit, Oxford University), Prof . Dr L . Schmit-

hausen (Hamburg University) and a number of scholars from Thailand

and Japan (including Dr Akira Yuyama). They delivered papers

on both classical and contemporary Buddhist doctrine and practice

whilst opportunities were provided to discuss the principles

of the Dhamma in modern sociological perspective. The programme

^
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and abstracts in one volume are available iron the Dhammakaya

Foundation, Khlong 3, Khlong Luang, Pathumthanl 12120, Thailand.

8. An international seminar on 'Buddhist Translations: Problems

and Perspectives' (the first of its kind) was held at Tibet

House, New Delhi (20 - 24,2.90). Funded by the Ford Foundation

and actively supported by the Indian Council for Cultural Rela-

tions, over fifty scholars from a dozen countries heard twenty-

-four papers read on ten different themes. The Keynote Address,

'On Translating Tibetan Philosophical Texts', was given by Prof.D.

Seyfort Ruegg (now based in London after completing his lecture-

ship at Hamburg University) and published in the Tibet House

Bulletin 5,1 (1990) where the conference's recommendations and

resolutions are also featured. Address: I Institutional Area, Lodl

Road, New Delhi 110003, India.

9. The Central Asian Studies Association (based in the Centre

and Department of Sear and Middle Eastern Studies, S0AS, London

University) sponsored two two-day conferences in April 1990:

'Languages and Scripts of Central Asia' and '40 Years On: Tibet

1950-1990'. Convened by Dr Shirin Akiner and Dr Nicholas Sims-

-Williams ( - Tsering Shakya for the second conference), the

former attracted participants from the U.K., Germany, Israel,

China and the U.S.S.R. Twelve papers were delivered and Included

discussions on Tibetan, Tocharian and Iranian, and Turkic langua-

ges in Aramaic and Brahml scripts. A wider international assembly

subsequently participated in 'the first major international con-

ference on modern Tibetan studies'.

10. The 35th International Conference of Orientalists in Japan

was held under the auspices of The Toho Gakkai and the Inter-

national Congress for Asian and North African Studios in Tokyo

and Kyoto in Hay 1990. Under the presidency and chairmanship

of Emeritus Profs Tatsuro Yamamoto and Masao Mori, mainly Japanese

scholars participated in discussions on Far Eastern culture,

philosophy and sociology.

11. The Vlllth World Sanskrit Conference was held between 27.8.-

2.9.90 at the University of Vienna, under the auspices of

the Department of Indology. Three volumes of Panels of the Vllth

World Sanskrit Conference (which was held at the Kern Institute,

Leiden 1987) have now been published by E.J. Brill (Leiden) under
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the general editorship of Dr Johannes Bronkhorst. (A further

seven volumes are scheduled.) Vol.2, Earliest Buddhism and Wadhya

naka, has been edited by two of the participants, D. Seyfort Ruegg

and L, Schmithausen.

12. The XVIth Congress of the International Association for the

History of Religions was held in Rome (3 - 9.9.90) on the

theme, 'The notion of "religion" in comparative research'. Details

may be obtained from Prof.Dr Ugo Blanchi, Dipartimento di studi

storico-rellglosi, Universita di Roma - 'La Saplenza', Piazzale

Aldo Moro 5, 1-00185 Rome, Italy.

13, 'Themes of Early Indian Mahayana' and '... the Main Mahayana

Schools*, comprising nine and six lectures respectively,

are being delivered every fortnight (from 5.10.90) at The Buddhist

Society, London, by Eric Cheetham. Following the publication

by the Society of his masterly survey of Fundament* is of Main-

stream Buddhism (4 parts, 1985-8), which includes almost the

only easily accessible material in English on Indian Hlnayana

and early Mahayana, he has just had published the first part

of a sequel to the foregoing, The Pre-Mahayana Landscape.

Publications

1. Buddhica Britannica was launched at the end of 1989 as a series

to promote 'new academic material on any aspect of Buddhist

religion, philosophy, history, philology, customs, art. archi-

tecture and other related subjects'. Under the general editorship

of Dr T.SkorupBki. the joint publishers-The Institute of Suddhist

Studies (36 King St, Tring, Herts HP23 6B.J) and S0AS (Thornhaugh

St, Russell Sq., London WC1H 0XG) - have already produced two

volumes: The Buddhist Heritage. Papers from the Symposium at

S0AS 1985 (1989) and Indo-Tibetan studies (1990).

2, studies in Centra] and East Asian Religions is the annual jour-

nal of The (Danish) Seminar for Buddhist Studies. It first

appeared in 1988 and may be obtained from Aarhus University Press,

DK-8000 Aarhus C, Denmark. The specialist editors are Per K.

SfJrensen (Tibet and Mongolia - Copenhagen), Henrik H.Sdrensen

(China and Korea - Copenhagen) and Ian Astley-Krlstensen (Japan

- Aarhus ) .
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3. Tocharian and Indo-European Studies is another annual, dating

from 1987. Edited by Dr Jorundur Hilmarsson (P.O.Box 1268,

121 Reykjavik, Iceland), it is mainly a vehicle for Central Asian

philological studies but occasionally includes Tocharian Buddhist

texts or relevant exegeses.

4, The International Research Institute for Zen Buddhism has

issued its first C illustrated ) Newsletter (June 1990), in Eng-

lish and Japanese and in magazine format produced on an Apple

Macintosh computer system. Under its German (7) editor, Urs App

,

this organ is hoped to appear twice a year and will, unexpectedly

for material emanating from a 'sectarian" source, be anything

but a 'house' journal. The contents of the inaugural issue Include

details of 'Buddhist database projects', 'Soviet Publications

on Zen/Ch'an', 'Recent Publications about Zen in German' and

"A List of Chinese Zen Masters' in Pinyin, Wade-Giles, Kanji.

Romanised Japanese and Kana transcriptions.

The Institute itself was founded in L988 under the director-

ship of Seizan Yanagida but only inaugurated in the following

year. 'It is dedicated to research in Ch'an/Zen/Son Buddhism

and related fields, publication of research results, promotion

of research, and international information exchange. Its library

consists of more than 15,000 volumes, among then various rare

ancient woodblock editions of Zen texts. The Institute forms

part of Hanazono College (founded in 1872), one of the Buddhist

academic Institutions of Japan. Its affiliation is with the Rlnzai

branch of Zen Buddhism,'

Further information may be obtained direct from the Insti-

tute, Hanazono College, 8-1 Tsubonouchi-cho , Nishinokyo, Nakakyo-

-ku, Kyoto 604, Japan.

Dhamma Study and Propagation Foundation

Based in Bangkok, this assciation of lay Buddhists was founded

five years ago by Khun Sujin Boriharnwanaket who produces radio

programmes twice daily (broadcast on twenty stations throughout

Thailand), lectures extensively and writes articles and books

- all on Dhamma. Her association's prime aim is the study and

dissemination of Dhamma according to the Pali Canon. Contrary

to the 'forest tradition', emphasis is given to a correct under-

standing of the Teaching, without which the practice will be
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faulty. 'The first step of the development of Insight should
be the clear Intellectual understanding of realities and their
functions without the idea of self.' Thus the important role
that practical Abhidhamma can play in daily life.

Although the principal teacher is Khun Sujin, the most pro-
lific writer connected to the Foundation is the Dutch-born Budd-
hist, Nina van Gorkom, whose essays constitute the overwhelming
bulk of English-language material freely available to enquirers.
For further details contact the main centre at 590 Taksin 39,

Charoennakorn Bukkhalo, Bangkok 10600, or its U.K. representative,
Alan Weller, tel. p8i-767 4544.
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OBITUARIES

K.G. von Durckheim (24.10.1896 - 28.12.1988).

This great mystical writer who was deeply influenced by the Budd-

hism of Japan was born in Munich with the full name of Karl

Friedrlch Alfred Heinrich Ferdinand Maria, Graf von Durckheim.

He read Philosophy and Psychology at Munich and Kiel, graduating

in 1923, and was 'habilitated' seven years later at Leipzig

where he was an assistant in the Institute of Psychology between

1925-32. Appointed Professor at the Pedagogical Academy, Breslau

,

in 1931, he transferred to a similar centre in Kiel (lecturing

also in Philosophy) in the following year. From 1937 until the

end of the Second World War he resided in Japan but returned

to Germany where, in 1948, he established a practice in psycho-

therapy at Todtmoos in the Black Forest.

His vast output of literature has been largely kept in print

by O.W.Barth Verlag of Munich and many pieces have appeared in

other European languages. Those relevant to Buddhism include

Japan und die Kultur der Stiile (1949,1984; trans, as The Japanese

Cult of Tranquillity, London 1960,1974), Baza - die Erdmitte des

Menschen (1956,1970; tr. as Hara - the Vital Centre of Han, London

1962,1988), Zen und Wir (1961,1988; tr.as Sen and Us, New York 19-

87), Die Wunderbare Katze und andere Zen-Texte ( 1964 ) and Der Weg

,

die Wahrheit und das Leben (1981); also, a collection of thirty-

-three talks given in Frankfurt between 1967-83 - Meg der Ubung

,

Geschenk der Grade (Aachen 1990). He also contributed 'Die Erfah-

rungsweisheit des Zen-Buddhismus als abendlandische Erfahrung'

(Christentum und Buddhismus , ed.Alfons Rosenberg, Munich 1959)

and 'Die Ganzheit des Menschen' (Wege zur Ganzheit .Festschrift for

Lama Govinda, Almora 1973). On the occasion of his 70th birthday

a Festschrift was presented to him under the title rranszendenz

ai-s Erfahrung (Munich 1966).

Marco Pallis (19.6.1895 - 24.7.1989)

Traveller, musician and committed Buddhist, he was born in Liver-

pool of Greek parents - his father, a poet and scholar, who had

spent many years in India instilled into him a love for the cul-

ture of the Sub-continent which was to lead him to Buddhism.

He became a professional musician (helping to found The English
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Consort of Viols) but took a keen interest in mountaineering.

The latter activity drew him (in 1933} to the Himalayas where

he witnessed living Buddhism (in the person of 'the saintly and

knowledgeable Lama of Lachhen', in northern Sikkim) and studied

Tibetan and Buddhism in Ladakh under Konchog Gyaltsen of Phiyang.

In 1937 he invited the Mongolian monk, Geshe Wangyal, to England

for purposes of private tuition. Exactly ten years later, in

1947, Pallis was enabled to pursue his religious studies in Shl-

gatse (Tibet), an experience which 'confirmed and broadened my

Impression of a Buddhist society as lived at all levels, and

of the Buddhist tradition in its home country'. Back in London,

In the late 1970s, he became a member of the Shin Buddhist Asso-

ciation, another spiritual experience which was described by

him as 'reinforcing the Tibetan influences - again without the

least trace of sectarian competition'. Peaks and Lamas (London 19-

39 - New York 1940; rev.ed., London and Portland, Oregon 1974)

narrates his discovery of Buddhism whilst The wag and the Mountain

(London 1960) describes his exploits in the Himalayas. The majo-

rity of his articles were reprinted in the anthology, A Buddhist

Spectrum (London 1980 - New York 1981).

Pieter Hendrik Pott (3.10.18 - 29.7.89)

Until his retirement in 1985, Prof . Dr Pott was Director of the

Museum voor Volkerkunde, Leiden. From 1973 he also occupied the

Chair of Museology at the University. To facilitate research

he compiled an Introduction to the Tibetan Collection of the Natio

oal Museum of Ethnology (1951), an appropriate catalogue for

the Rijksmuseum - Goden en demonen van Tibet (Leiden 1948) and 'The

Tibetan and Nepalese collections of the Baroda Museum' (Bulletin

of the Baroda Museum and Picture Gallery , 1952-3). His dissertation

on the bodhisat tvas and the meditations associated with them

was published under the title Yoga en Yantra in hunne beteekenis

voor de Indische tzchaeologie (Leiden 1946; English ed . , The

Hague 1966). He contributed papers on 'A remarkable piece of

Tibetan ritual painting and its meaning' (Internatlonl Archiv far

Ethnographie XLIII, Leiden 1943), 'A Tibetan Fainting [of T5r5

1

from Tun Huang' {Orientalia lieerlandica , Leiden 1948), the intro-

duction to the 2nd edition of W.J.G.van Meurs' Tibetan Temple Pain

tings (Leiden 1952), 'Le bouddhisme de Java et i'ancienne civilisa-
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tlon javanaise' ( Conferenze
, SOR V - the first collection of

lectures delivered at the Istituto Italiano per 11 Medio ed Es-

tremo Oriente, Rome 1952) and 'Some Remarks on the "Terrific

Deities" in Tibetan "Devil Dances' (Studies in Esoteric Buddhism

and Tantrism, Koyasan 1965). With A.B.Griswold et al. he also

contributed the final section (presumably derived from his 'Tibet*

in the Algemene kunst Geschiedenis VI, Utrecht 1951) to a volume

on the art of Burma, Korea, Tibet (Baden-Baden 1963, repr.1979).

Hammalaya Saddhatissa (28.5.14 - 13.2.90)

With the passing of Ven.Dr Saddhatissa, the Buddhist world has

lost a pillar of Dhamma theory and practice. This loss has been

most keenly felt in the U.K. where he was the doyen of the Sangha

,

having spent thirty-three years in residence and become the spiri-

tual head of the Theravada Buddhist community there.

The son of an ayurvedic doctor, he grew up in Ceylon, became

a monk in 1926 and pursued higher studies at the prestigious

Vidyodaya Pirivena [now University] In classical Buddhist subjects

(which included Pali and Sanskrit). He spent many years in India,

becoming fluent in Hindi, Bengali and other vernaculars, which

stood him in good stead when lecturing or preaching. This initial

phase in his career culminated in the mass conversion ceremony

of half a million 'Untouchables' at Nagpur in 1956, (He had acted

as a religious adviser to their leader, Dr B . R. Ambedkar , the

first Law Minister of independent India who drafted its constitu-

tion and emblems of nationhood.) Two years earlier Ven. Saddha-

tissa had joined the staff of Banaras Hindu University.

When the London Buddhist Vihara reopened in 1954, the admini-

stering Maha Bodhi Society sought an incumbent who was both know-

ledgeable in Dhamma and English and sufficiently flexible in

approach so is to attract Interest and support from Western enqui-

rers. Moreover, what was also needed was clear direction of pur-

pose, depth of exposition and stability. Ven .Saddhatissa fulfilled

all these requirements admirably; indeed, his breadth of vision

based on a profound understanding of both Pali and Sanskrit Budd-

hist texts led to the Vihara becoming an international centre

and a home for Buddhists of all schools. His personal philosophy

of life, imbued with the tolerant and broadtninded tenets of the
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Buddha, was enhanced by means of worldwide travel and familiarity

with other peoples and cultures, and his sincere interest and

participation in interreliglous dialogue stemmed from this recog-

nition of the validity of others' views and feelings.

Head of the Vihara from 1957 to 1985, he was elected Presi-

dent of the Sangha Sabha of Great Britain In 1966 and Sangha-

nayaka Thera in 1981. On the academic side, he enrolled at S0AS

(London) as a Research Scholar and gained his doctorate from

Edinburgh for 'A Critical Edition and Study of the Upasakajana-

lafikara' (- the only Pali book devoted to the laity and published

by the PTS in 1965). He was Professor of Pali and Buddhism at

Toronto University (1966-9) and occupied numerous other posts

in the same field; also. Council Member (later Vice-President)

of the Pall Text Society on whose behalf he laboured for many

years, editing and translating the Dasabodhlsattupattlkatha (1975)

and contributing to the Pali Tipitakam Concordance.

Apart from his teaching abilities, he also proved a prolific

writer in English and Sinhalese. He touched on most aspects of

Buddhist thought and practice and the majority of his articles

to various journals have been reprinted in 'a representative

collection of Venerable Saddha t issa ' s life work' entitled Fa-

cets of Buddhism (published by his own creation, the World Budd-

hist Foundation, c/o The Vihara, 1 Old Church Lane, London NW9

8TG, at the end of 1990). He contributed a pioneer series of

essays on Pali literature in Cambodia, Laos and Thailand (which

will also be reprinted in one volume by the same publisher) to-

gether with a translation of The Sutta-Nipata (1984) In contempo-

rary language. His full-length works aimed at the general reader

comprise Buddhist Ethics (1970), The Buddha's Way (1971) and The

Life of the Buddha (1976) which also appeared in other European

languages. These became prescribed college textbooks, whilst

the second book was described as 'the best, simplest, most read-

able and comprehensible short introduction to what the Buddha

taught that has yet been written in English'.

Ven .Saddhatissa had been in failing health for some years,

but his benign serenity and detachment from worldly considera t lore:

enabled him to transcend his physical weakness.

(Based on the Editor's obituary to The Daily Telegraph , 20,3.90)
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A Tribute to Ven Saddhatissa from Phra Khantlpalp

Though it is thirty years and more since I first met Venerable

Saddhatissa Mahathera and though the memory does not work that

well and smudges the past, yet I recall some incidents worthy

of being recorded. The first of them, my initial meeting with

him, was made on a rainy night when presumably it was not too

cold. In those days, keen on cycling, I went all the way from

my home in Enfield up to Knightsbridge (where the London Buddhist

Vihara was then situated) on my bike. The journey was not unevent-

ful for I remember slipping off on the tramlines and coming off

nearly underneath a trolley bus. Either past good kamma or the

local devas. aware of my intention to visit my future teacher,

saved me on this occasion and I arrived safely. I do not recollect

now what kind of teaching went on that night, nor did I actually

speak to Ven. Saddhatissa, but I gained confidence in the Sangha,

an important prerequisite for my next step.

This was to become a novice-monk. In those days (1960),

it was impossible to be ordained as a bhikkhu as the five requi-

site monks for this act were not found in Britain, not even in

Europe. Therefore 1 became a samanera to be ordained by Ven.

SaddhStissa but living with an English monk. Ven . Pailftavaddho

(now. 1990, still a bhikkhu in B.E.Thailand), two German monks,

Vlmalo and Dhammiko who were brothers, and a nun of Latvian Jewish

extraction, Rev . Jhanananda , who has long passed from this life.

While I was learning the novice ordination procedure I followed

the Thai version used before me by Ven.Pailflivaddho .
Then one

early spring evening I knelt at the feet of Ven . Saddhatissa and

the other monks and shivering with cold and stagefrlght started

to recite the request for ordination. Ven . Saddhatissa stopped

me in the first line evidently having quite a different version

of the procedure. However, when he saw that I felt deeply embar-

rassed, out of his kindness he allowed me to continue in the

way I had learnt. I was very grateful for this concession.

Years later, when t was in Thailand, he came to visit me

in Wat Bovoranives, Bangkok. Its size impressed him though it

is by no means one of the biggest temples. One evening as we

walked round we came to an open lighted window beyond which,

in a large room, mwy senior members of the Sangha were gathered
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for some meeting. The scene was peaceful and orderly with each

abbot presenting his views quietly in a spirit of lovlngklndness

,

Ven . Saddhatissa gazed long and silently at this scene, remarking

when we eventually turned away, 'That is how the Sangha should

be run ' .

During my last visit to Britain, now more than twenty years

ago, I stayed with my teacher at the Chiswick address of the

London Buddhist Vihara. He was most kind at the time and helped

me in many ways to cope with a scene very different from the

wats of Bangkok and the forest of N.E.Thailand. He appreciated

the difficulties* I had in adjusting to a life (in Australia)

where the minutiae of the Vlnaya could not be maintained.

He took me with him to visit a Buddhist woman dying of cancer

in hospital. I remember his chanting for her, his compassionate

concern for her welfare and his gentle assurances expressed to

her that she had nothing to fear In her journey ahead.

He remains in my mind as a great but humble scholar, one

who did not display his virtues but kept them well-hidden. His

calm face and quiet dignity gave confidence to many people who

are sure to miss his presence. Among them I have lost a good

friend in the Dhamma with whom I corresponded several times a

year. It would be an impertinence to wish that all his good karmas

become the basis for his quick attainment of Nibbana: this will

surely happen as a result of his dedication to Dhamma. Perhaps

if we are so fortunate, we may again encounter him during our

future lives of pilgrimage together for his and our 'benefit

and happiness for many a long day'.
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BOOK REVIEWS

An Introduction to the Buddhist Canon: 139 Buddhist Scriptures.

Translated by Rolf W.Glebel. Bukkyo Dendo Kyokai, Tokyo, Second

edition, 1986. 309pp. Yen 1,500

The Bukkyo Dendo Kyokai ox, to give its English name, the Buddhist

Promoting Foundation, was founded in 1965 with the personal funds

of Mr Yehin Numata, manufacturer of precision tools and devout

Buddhist, for the purpose of disseminating the Buddhist teachings

throughout the world. Although the Foundation has published seve-

ral books, it remains best knomfor The Teaching of Buddha, a popu

lar anthology of texts In translation which has to date appeared

in over twenty languages besides English. Encouraged, presumably,

by the success of this book, the Foundation decided some time

ago upon a new and altogether phenomenal undertaking; this was

to be nothing less than a complete English translation of the

Taisho Trlpitaka, the Slno-Japanese Buddhist Canon. All 2,920

texts of that enormous compilation were to be made available

to the 'general reader' in translations which, remaining true

to the popular approach of the Foundation, would be provided

with only the briefest of introductions and would also be entirely

without notes. Culture, as Confucius made clear a long time ago,

must be assimilable, and given the aim of the Foundation, which

is that of placing the Buddhist teachings before as many people

as possible, one can understand why it should have opted for

a non-academic approach. However, many of the Kahayana texts

are extremely difficult, and one wonders whether, in its desire

to avoid a fussy sort of scholarship which would get between

the reader and his appreciation of the text, the Foundation may

not have gone to an opposite and equally unhelpful extreme. Be

that as it may, an Editorial Committee was formed in 1983, and

Lhe project got under way in earnest. Since it would clearly

be impossible for any organisation to translate and publish the

whole of the Taisho at one go, 139 texts were selected to make

up the First Series of 100 volumes, and the Foundation hopes

to have them all in print by 2000 A.C. The first three volumes,

planned for publication in 1988 [ but yet to appear - Ed. )
will

offer translations of the following six texts:

1. No. 16 Srima"ladevlsimhanada-sutra (Taisho Ho. 353)
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No. 33 Suvarnaprabhasa-sutra

2. No. 44 Dharmagupt aka-vinaya

3. No. 48 Saddharmapundar Ikopadesa

No. 50 Buddhabhuml sutra-sas t ra

No. 57 Mahayanasamgraha

Taisho No. 665)

" " 1428)

" " 1519)

" 1530)

" 1593)

Needless to say, not all of the first 139 texts are Indian

(- the Committee's list breaks down as follows: Nos 1-70 Indian;

71-105 Chinese; 106-39 Japanese - see BSR 2, 1-2, 1985, pp. 71-

2 for a complete list). Nor, indeed, are they all canonical,

Nos 136-9 being ' extracanonical '

, with No. 139 itself being the

' Seventeen-Article' Constitution' of Prince Shotoku in which,

we are told, 'emphasis is placed upon such matters as respect

for imperial authority and impartial government, [ though ] the

work as a whole is imbued with the spirit of Buddhism'. So there

will be something here for everyone, and the purpose of the volume

under review is to provide 'brief explanatory comments' on each

of the 139 texts in the hope of 'facilitating the reader's appre-

ciation of just why these texts have been selected for the First

Series'

.

A typical entry, more or less chosen at random, reads as

follows

:

'35, Ge-jin-mik-kyo

Ch,: Chieh-she"n-mi-ching

Skt: Samdhinirmocana-sutra

5 fascicles

Translated by Ksiian-tsang ( Jpn . : Genjo)

Taisho No. 676

The basic sutra of the Fa-hsiang School, this sutra expounds

the thought of the Yogacara or Hind-Only School ( Vi jnanavada )

,

stating that all phenomena are manifestations of the mind. It

belongs to the middle period of Indian Hahlyana Buddhism and

is considered to have been composed at the start of the fourth

century A.D, It is divided into 8 chapters, and gives a detailed

exposition of the philosophy of the Yogaclra school. Judging
from the fact that the greater part of this sutra is quoted in

the Yogacarabhumi (No, 53), aid that numerous citations from it

ar e to be found in such works as the Mahayanasamgraha (no. 57) and
J°-mii-shiki-ron (No. 54), it is clear that it exerted considerable
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influence in later times.'

Each entry, as may be seen, gives the series number of the

work, its Japanese, Chinese and Sanskrit titles (the latter two

where applicable), the number of fascicles it takes up, the name

of its composer or compiler or translator (in both its original

and Japanese forms, and not merely Japanised as the Hobogirin

Repertoire so irritatingly does for the names of Chinese through-

out), its Taisho number, and a brief description of the contents.

The whole of this Information is then handily repeated in Japanese

translation on the facing page, and so one is never in any doubts

about kanji. The book is rounded out with three title indexes,

in Japanese, Sanskrit-Pali and Chinese, and concludes with a

short and wholly inadequate account of the Buddhist Canon.

As for the brief descriptions, although most of them are

reasonably informative, a fair number do seen to end up by telling

us very little about the work in question (e.g. No . 7 on the Asta-

sahasrika-pTajhaparamita-sutra) whilst others appear somewhat

uncritical. We are not told, for example, that the Wu-liang-

1-ching (No. 13) is almost certainly apocryphal, nor are we told

that the Hsin-hsin-ming (No. 87) is probably not by Seng-ts'an.

But perhaps one's greatest dissatisfaction with the descriptions

stems from the fact that, although a new page is devoted to each

Item, so brief are the descriptions that much of the book consists

of empty space. A case in point is that of the Mahayanasamgraha

(No. 57), which reads in full as follows: 'This "Compendium of

the riahayana" is so called because it presents an attempt to

systematize Buddhist thought into a united whole from the stand-

point of the Mind-Only School ( VljTianavada ) . The essentials of

Mahayana Buddhism are arranged under ten headings, to each of

which is devoted a single chapter. This work became the basic

text of the She-lun ( = abbreviated title of this work) School

in China.' That's all, a mere sixty-five words or so, but since

we could have been given, and ought to have been given, much

more, particularly in the case of such an important text as this,

it is difficult to escape the conclusion that we have in this

book an example of Japanese scholarship at its most laid back.

To turn to the English, although it is a considerable Improve

tnent over that of The Teaching of Buddha, it remains at times de-
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cidedly peculiar: 'This sutra is a collection of in all (

121 stories' (No. 5); "it is marked by an unadulterated ( sic)

presentation of the concept of "emptiness" ' (No.7); 'Asserting

that the whole universe be (sic) an emanation of the Buddha Vairo-

cana ' (No. 15)

.

From the foregoing it may be seen that the Bukkyo Dendo

Kyokai appears to be labouring under two serious misapprehensions.

First, that the "general reader' is less intelligent than he

really is. Second, that since English is an outlandish language

anyway it doesn't really matter whether one gets it right or

not. If the Foundation could be persuaded to set its sights

a little higher, if it could both overcome its aversion to scho-

larship ( - it's not all bad!) and start taking more care over

its English, written, or at least revised, by native speakers

of English Instead of foreigners, its books would be likely

to do much more good in the world and Mr Numata would be getting

much better value for his money. Still, whether 'scholarly' in

the fullest sense or not, and despite the occasional lapses in

English, the Bukkyo Dendo Kyokai project is undoubtedly impressive

and is one that we must all be thankful for. Many of the texts

it intends to publish have never been translated before into

any Western language and one looks forward with interest to their

appearance

.

A . Saroop

Thus Have I Heard . The Long Discourses of the Buddha . Translated

by Maurice Walshe. Wisdom Publications, London 1987. 648pp. £17. 95

It is good to be able to welcome a new English translation of

the DIgha Nikaya as the old one by the Rhys Davids, a pioneering

work, is long out of date. That translation, Dialogues of the

Buddha (3 vols, PTS) is still in print but after all it was the

first complete DIgha version in English. The author of this new

rendering acknowledges in many places "Tils debt to the old trans-

lators who surely would rejoice if they could see the splendid

volume of this second entire translation.

Mr Walshe, the translator, has been a Buddhist who has prac-

tised meditation for many years as well as heading the English

Sangha Trust, a body which supports the Sangha in Britain led
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by Ven.Sumedho Thera. He has produced a translation in a good

readable style of English, dispensing with as much of the repeti-

tions as possible. Hence it is a pleasure to read the Buddha's

words in this condensed form without having to plough through

the involved permutations of repetitions which are so common

in these originally oral teachings. The translator's pruning

Is judicious and nothing has been lost in his work. Another ad-

vantage is the slimness of the volume which surprised the reviewer

who had been used to the three-volume set of the Pall Text Society.

Wisdom Publications have helped to keep the thickness of the

present volume manageable by using high quality thin paper. They

have also reproduced a number of paintings and drawings, some

by a contemporary Thai artist. Pang Chlnasai, being particularly

attractive .

There are very few criticisms to be made of the actual trans-

lation and these are all quite minor matters. Sara, for instance,

is not best translated by 'pith' (p.390ff) - which is soft and

found In elder bushes and the like, but by 'heartwood' which

is hard and the core of a tree. A strange feature of the extensive

and helpful notes is to cite previous examples in the text as

'verses' rather than quoting paragraphs by number. This would

not be confusing if the text cited actually was in verse but

almost every case, it seems, refers to prose, vi takia-vic-ara (gc

n.80, p. 543) in the context of jhana is certainly not 'thinking

and pondering' since such mental activity ceases long before

jhana is attained. Perhaps this is the most misleading transla-

tion in the whole book. Some idea of its meaning is conveyed

by the terms 'initial and sustained application' (of the mind).

Perhaps a few other points could be found of this sort but these

are very small blemishes in such a large and well-translated

work.

As to the contents of the thirty-four suttas here, readers

should explore then since there is something for everyone. The

devotee will enjoy Sutta 16, the Buddha's Last Days, whilst the

sceptic will find humorous if somewhat grisly delight in Debate

with a Sceptic, Sutta 23. For lay people there is the Sigalaka

Sutta, 31, monks and nuns being well-instructed with Sutta 2,

The Fruits of the Homeless Life. Those who prefer analysis will

find States of Consciousness, Sutta 9, interesting, but others
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who like to chant protective words will be encouraged by Suttas

20 and 32, The Mighty Gathering, and the Atanlta Protective Verses.

Perhaps you want to learn groups of dhammas by heart - then there

are the last two Suttas, The Chanting Together and Expanding Dec-

ades, or perhaps you enjoy Sutta 28, on the faith Venerable

Sariputta had In the Buddha. For deep Dhamma there is The Great

Discourse on Origination, Sutta 15 , whilst for the application

of Dhamma to the world there is Sutta 26, The Lion's Roar on

the Turning of the Wheel. From just the titles of the suttas

one may see how varied they are.

Besides being well-produeed , the book Is rounded off with

Technical Notes, an Introduction and a Summary of the Thirty-

four Suttas. Following the translation (pp. 67-521), Is an adequate

Bibliography, a List of Abbreviations, Notes (pp .533-624 ) , and

an Index of both English subjects and Pali words. Altogether

an excellent job, a translation which will not be superseded

for many a long year.

Phra KhanLipalo

The Long Discourses of the Buddha ( Digha Mikaya). Fr P.Ana triello.

Anchor Publications*, Bognor Regis 1986. viii, 128pp. £6.95

Fr Anatriello's 'attempt to a deeper understanding of the Long

Discourses of the Buddha' is a pleasure to read. It is a slight

work but, despite some shortcomings (probably Inevitable in the

circumstances, as we shall see later on), a remarkably perceptive

one. Above all, it is refreBhingly free from preconceived notions

and interpretative bias. No mean achievement on the part of some-

one who, as an ordained minister of the Roman Catholic Church,

may be presumed to hold a strong personal commitment to a faith

so far removed from what the Buddha taught on a number of funda-

mental issues. A faith, moreover, which - for all its manifesta-

tions of readiness to interreligious dialogue in recent decades

- seems by ita very tenets to be precluded from wholeheartedly

accepting other baliafs (and most especially a non-theistic teach-

ing) on an equal footing.

In most cases, at any rate, that is the effect it seems

to have, judging by the writings of some other Catholic priests
2

engaged in Buddhist studies, such as Fr PSrez-Rem&n and Fr Iamael
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Guiles S J.
3

- They are far mote deeply involved it. Buddhist

studies than Fr Anatriello but, either through unconscious bias

or through deliberate Intent, what they produce are ' ^interpre-

tations ' of the Dhamma in term, rather more palatable to the

Christian world view than fairly representative of the non-Chris-

tian teaching, that are supposedly being elucidated.

Hot so Fr Anatriello. Without in any way renouncing his

own beliefs
*

. he approaches the suttas of the Dlgh. Nikaya with

, sympathetic, truly open mind. He originally undertook this

task, as he explains, out of love and respect ,
and these two

qualities are indeed very much in evidence throughout the book.

This is an honest attempt to understand the basic points of the

Buddha's teaching, carried out by an outsider with rare ^ellec-

tual humility. The result is a study which, although of limited

interest to Buddhist readers on account of its rather elementary

level has quite a lot to offer to interested non-Buddhists,

both by way of firsthand information and as an excellent example

of a truly interreligious attitude.

This being said, it must be admitted that the picture of

the Buddha's teaching that emerges from Fr Anatriello', study

of the Pish. NikSya, while correct in some important particulars,

tends to be somewhat confused and confusing in others. Of course,

the author suffers from a double handicap. Firstly, he is writing

in a language not his own. Secondly, and more importantly, he

is attempting a close study of texts which he cannot read in

the original. He relies, he tells us, on the PTS English transla-

tions by the Rhys Davids. How these were remarkable as pioneering

efforts at the time, but they are not always sufficiently exact

in terminology nor informed about the technicalities of jhanic

and insight practice. So Fr Anatriello's difficulties have at

times been compounded by his dependence on them.

A few examples will show what is clear and what is doubtful

in this book:

The Dhamma is understood both cosmologically , as 'the Law, the

Norm' that 'is the motor and ruler of the Universe' (pp.12 and

and soteriologically as the Buddhadhamma which teaches the

pursuit of 'wisdom and righteousness' as the 'supreme perfection

among gods and men' (p. 13) and leads to 'the wonder of wonders
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[that] is the attainment of arahatship' (p. 16). On the negative
side, we have here the assimilation of this Law or Norm to a

'supreme force ruling the universe', which is moreover stated

to be 'quite distinct from the universe itself' (p,31) and comes
thus perilously close to being identified as a theological entity.
Fr Anatriello, however, clearly sees that this 'force' is 'not

a person like the Supreme God of the Jews, of the Christians,

of the Muslins', and that 'it is not a Buddha' (31) either. So.

since he cannot, in the end, get away from the idea of a Prime
Hover, and thus cannot grasp that what keeps the wheel of exis-

tence going are simply the three root-conditions of lobha, dosa and
moha, he is led to conclude, somewhat lamely, that '[the Law]
Is a Supreme, which though continually giving existence and con-
tinually moving the universe, cannot be apprehended and complete-
ly understood, but only vaguely defined' (31). One regrets the
misunderstanding but respects the honesty which stops the author
from trying to define this supposed Supreme in unsuitable theo-
logical terms.

As regards the Buddha himself, one is grateful to Fr Ana-
triello for firmly resisting any temptation to attribute divine
qualities to the Teacher's figure: 'Gotama was a lucky way-farer,
who reached the light of the Law, who succeeded in catching it,
to understand it for saving himself and for leading others to
salvation' (43), And in discussing the relationship of the gods
to the Buddha: 'Though Buddha Gotama is eupreme over all the
gods or Devatas. he is not their creator; in his innumerable
existences he was one of them, only by his enlightenment he be-
came their teacher, but not their king or master' (57-8).

On other basic issues, such as paticca-samuppHtia and the

operation of kamma , Fr Anatriello recognises that 'for the Budd-
hists cognition f the term used by the Rhys Davids for vlnnina
in the account of paticca-samuppadaj is not a spiritual being with
an immortal existence like soul. Cognition is not created by
an external as [sic] God. Cognition, name and form, are insepa-
rable. They both form one cause in the chain of causes of a living
being. This chain of causes continues to turn by itself indefini-
tely till it will be broken by the [sic] meditation, in which
tfte insight is perceived' (73), And with regard to kamma Fr Ana-
triello rightly sees 'everybody, either god or man or sufferer
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of a punishment works out his destiny by his own thoughts, words

and deeds; no other than himself can influence his future....

Therefore, there is no place for a Supreme God whom to pray to

mitigate or nullify (cancel) the effect of one misdeed' (73).

Furthermore, he stresses that, in Buddhism, there is 'no place

for any doctrine of original sin', and that 'the belief that

a Redeemer, who makes up for the sins of others is to be excluded'

(83). Consequently, 'a Buddha or an Arahat , advanced in meditation,

may teach, help by showing the way how to fight craving, but

the real effort to eradicate craving Is a personal affair only'

(83).

The practice of meditation, discussed mainly with reference

to the Mahasatipatthana Sutta (D 22) and the Mahanidana Sutta

(0 15), is one issue where there is a lot of confusion. The author

(as quoted above from p. 73) has clearly understood that delive-

rance is to be achieved through the practice of meditation, or

mental development ( bhavani } . But, notwithstanding all his good-

will and intelligence, he lacks the necessary background for

a proper understanding of the texts he is dealing with (i.e.

knowledge of the whole relevant range of original texts and commen-

taries, familiarity with the tradition and. last but not leasL,

practical experience of meditation under expert guidance). Con-

sequently, the distinction between tranquillity and insight is

blurred, the eight emancipations or deliverances ( vimokha ) at

the end of D 15 are confused with the eight jhanss and, above

all, the nature of insight as a liberating experience is totally

misunderstood: '...the aim is perfect and complete deliverance

from anything, from anybody; as long as we are dependent on any-

thing, on anybody, we are subject to ill, to suffering. When

by intense consciousness we are set completely free from anything,

from anybody, then we become indifferent and in peace; such a

state Is Nirvana' (104).

The truth of anactS is not apprehended, either here or else-

where in the book. Neither is the radical character of anicca ,

nor the fact that the whole point of meditation is to achieve

a correct perception of these characteristics of existence and

o. their concomitant dukkha . But this is hardly surprising. The

whole issue of the nature, practice and effects of meditation

is one which has more than once baffled supposedly qualified
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Western scholars, and on which even Buddhists themselves are
not always as clear as they should be. So we can hardly blame
Fr Anatrlello for not doing better. Having his roots in such
an entirely different tradition, the Imaginative leap he has
performed in understanding as much of the Buddha's message as
he has done in many parts of this book is already a remarkable
feat

.

The author is much more at ease when dealing with ethical
and social aspects which are common to all religions, as in the
exposition of the layman's code of conduct from the Sigalovada
Sutta (D 31), and in explaining the Buddha's condemnation of
animal sacrifices in the Kutadanta Sutta (D 5).

Fr Anatriello's book closes with a brief consideration of
the Dlgha Nikiya's relevance to the modern world, stressing that,
in the Buddha's teaching, 'regardless of age, sex, social class,
race, all men are equally entitled to the same human rights'
(12A) and highlighting the principle of respect for all forms
of life.

Finally, two factual points concerning the list of transla-
tions of the Dlgha Nikaya included in the Introduction:
l.The Spanish translations of the first thirteen suttas by Carmen
Dragonetti have been overlooked - Dlgha lilkiya. Dialogos mayores

de fluda. Honte Avlla Editores, Caracas 1977; and slete sutras del
Dlgha wiAaya. El Colegio de Mexico, 1984.

2. If and when the book Is reprinted, the section on German trans-
lations should be proof read by someone with a knowledge of

German, as most of the titles have been massacred by the printers.

NOTES

1 ,

Synopsis', first of six unnumbered pages preceding p.l.
2
Self and lion-Self in Early Buddhism, Joaquin Perez-Rem6n. Houton, The Hague
1980.

3 F-iiosofid budista, Ismael Quiles.SJ. Ed.Troquel, Buenos Aires 1968, 1973.

* .-.
This book is the fruit of a great effort to understand with a Christian

niod an important part of the Pali Canon' (flap of dust jacket, ny emphasis).
5

,

I lived many years in Burma, a Buddhist country The love of that people
and the great respect of his [sic] religion urged me to undergo a long and
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patient reading of I he Pali Canon' (flap of dust jacket).

^raadeo Sole-LeTis

£tf. Regrettably, the publisher would seem to have gone out of business, whil-.i

the author died in the year of publication.

Reden Gotama Buddhas aus der Mittleren Sammlung

,

Ausgewahlt und

erlautert von Hellmuth Hecker. Ubertragen von Karl Eugen Neumann.

K. Piper Veriag, Munich-Zurich 1987. 536pp. DM 24,80

[t is hard to see the purpose of bringing out this new selection

from Neumann's dated translation of the Hajjhima Nikaya, except

that the publishers presumably hope it still retains something

of the reputation it enjoyed in the early years of this century

as a 'beautiful' translation. Its artistry, we are told, was

admired by no fewer than six Nobel prizewinners, including not

only the Belgian Maeterlinck and the Dane Gjellerup, both of

whom probably did know German, but Bernard Shaw, who not only

admitted his ignorance of that language but proved it in his

Translations and Tomfooleries* However, in a translation of the

Buddhist (or any other) scriptures, style is less important than

accuracy and clarity, and here Neumann leaves much to be desired,

as was pointed out by Kurt Schmidt, whose own selection (which

has some different faults) appeared in a Rowohlt (Reinbeck) paper-

back in 1961 [ Ed. and has been reissued under the title Die

Sammlung der mittleren Texte des buddhlstisctien Pali-Kanons , Lei-

men 1989]. It is impossible to list all the errors here", indeed,

Schmidt published a small dictionary largely concerned with cor-

recting them. Suffice it to quote from the editor's own Foreword

and Introduction, where (p. 10) he tries vainly and probably again-

st his own better knowledge to defend Neumann's Horerschaft tfiea-

rership) for sotapstti (misspelt sota-patti), which is a simple

mistake for 'stream-entry*. On p. 11 Hecker further quotes from

a well-known passage 'das Leiden, die Entwicklung, die Auflbsung,

den Weg ' (suffering, development, dissolution, the path), which

is to say the least misleading ( •• it should have at least been

dessen Entwicklung. .

'

its development...'). And what of the <un-

annotated) reference (p. 256) to 'der Freie Bruder Nathaputto',

meaning the Nigantha (Jain) of that name? On the whole, Hecker's

notes are more relevant and useful than those by Neumann they
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replace, even if they produce fewer striking parallels from world
literature (- Neumann was very wall read). Finally, the selection
itself is odd: no Satipatthina Sutta, yet room is found for No.130
with its lurid {and certainly late) description of hells. The

German-reading public still awaits a standard translation of

the Pali Canon.

Maurice Walshe

Jinamahanidana The National Library - Fine Arts Dept , Bangkok
B.E.2530 (1987). 2 vols: 1 - Pali text (xii,291pp), 2 - Thai
translation (xli,323pp)

This is a welcome addition to the corpus of printed Pali litera-
ture from Thailand. Although the name of the author and the date
and place of composition are unknown, the Foreword (p.l) suggests
that the work (henceforth Jmn ) Was composed by a Thai during
the Ayudhya period (mid-14th to mid-l8th centuries). This seems
a reasonable assumption since copies were made during the First
Reign of the Bangkok period (1782-1809), especially since the
work does not seen to be known In Sri Lanka or Burma. A list
of the nine palm-leaf MSS preserved in the National Library (p. 7)
shows that the Jmn was quite popular. All are in the Khmer or

Khom script; Nob 1 and 3 were copies in the First Reign, Nos
1,7,8 and 9 m the Third Reign (1824-51), whilst Nos 2,5 and
6 are undated.

The Jmn is a life of the Buddha and thus belongs to the class
of literature known in Thai as Buddha-prahvat i . It is essentially
an anthology: the unknown but erudite author has culled material
relating to the career of the Bodhisa tta/Buddha from a wide
range of sources - canonical and post -canonical , prose and verse

and arranged it into a well-ordered chronological account.
Whilst most of the verses are from other sources, at least several
are the work of the author. These are introduced by the phrase
tena vadami (113.5, 120.6, 126,7) into the account of the early
conversions', the prose of which is from the Vinaya Mahavagga,

Another three verses follow the Mahavagga statements 'at that
time there were 6 , . . . 7 , . . . 1 1 , . .

.

or 61 arahants in the world';
'

these are introduced by ke panete? (111.16, 121.13, 122.15) or
B e«uathldaii. (U5.8), and list the arahants in question. These
v er S es are also probably by the unknown author. Some of the prose
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may be original; whether this is so can only be determined by

a thorough analysis of the text. In traditional manner, the author

-editor rarely names his sources and is content to introduce

them with such phrases as yatbaba, tena vuttam, imam ga t/iam-aha

,

etc. The few works that he does name include the Buddhavamsa

(p.l.U, 100.18, 109.9, 148.20, 154.23, 170.5, 171.2) and its

Vannana (p. 68. 12), the Cariyapitaka (p. 30. 25). the Hahapadana-

suttavannana (p,65.5) and the Dhammapadagathi (p. 96. 15). A number

of verses from the Matfaparinibbana Sutta are introduced by the

phraae tenahu sahgltikazaka (p. 228. 5, 233.6 and 22, 290.10), as

are the verses on the thirty-two omens Ipubbanimit ta) that appeared

to the Bodhisatta at the moment of his enlightenment {p. 87. 6).

The text opens with two verses of homage (panama-gacha )

:

Having bowed my head in homage to the Buddha,

to the Dhamma , well-taught by him,

and to the unblemished Sangha,

a field of merit unsurpassed,

I will relate in brief

the excellent Career of the Jina:

listen without distraction

for this account is rare indeed.

The author then explains the title and states the scope of the

work: jlnanidanam nametam buddhatijinam buddhaiikuram buddbapanidba-

nam buddbacaritam buddhagocaranti veditabbam, ambakam hi bhagava-

to abhinlhara to patthaya gava parinibbana nidanakatha jinanidanan-

Ki veditabba. . . . {'The Conqueror being the Buddha, the title

"Genesis of the Conqueror" means the "sprout" of the Buddha,

the vow of the Buddha, the career of the Buddha, the range of

the Buddha. The story of our Lord from the [initial] vow [ to

become Buddha ] up to his passing away is the "Genesis of the

Conqueror" .

'

)

The first section, entitled Dipankarassa Jinanldanakatha

,

takes us back four incalculable aeons plus one hundred thousand

aeons to the city of Amaravatl, and relates how the Bodhisatta,

as the brahman youth Sumedha , met the Buddha Dlpankara. Relevant

verses from Lhe Buddhavamsa are cited at length. Then follow

accounts of the Bodhisatta 's career under the remaining twenty-

three past Buddhas; for Nos 2 to 23, the accounts are in prose
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and are quite brief, generally taking up less than half a page.

The section on Kassapa, which is somewhat longer, includes verses

from the Buddhavamsa.

The succeeding sections deal with the Bodhisatta 's descent

from Tusita, his birth and youth, the Great Renunciation, the

victory over Hara, the first seven weeks after the Enlightenment,

the early teachings, the series of miracles performed at Uruvela,

the early conversions, and so on, up to the Parinibbana and the

division of the relics.

From this Is may be seen that the Jmn is a complete account

of the career of the Bodhlsat ta/Buddha . Although it contains

little material that Is original, this by no means detracts from

Its value or interest. It has the merit of bringing a wide range

of sources together under a single cover, and as such seems to

be unique since it is the only Pall life of the Buddha that

I know of that treats the subject in this manner. Thus the au-

thor's statement that 'this account is rare indeed' (dullabba hi

agam katha) appears justified.

The Pali text is complemented by a number of useful footnotes.

References to the sources of the citations in Thai printed edi-

tions are frequently, but not consistently, given. The editors

also supply alternate readings, without specifying the divergent

manuscript (s) , and frequently remark on variants between the

Jmn citations and the Thai printed editions, as well as on diffe-

rences in the order of verses cited (Buddhavamsa, p. 155, n.l).

There are a number of Interesting references to unprlnted texts

preserved in manuscript in the National Library: the Buddhacarita

(pp. 75,87,88,89 ,91 ) and the Pathamasarabodhikatha (pp. 77 , 79, 1 14)

.

On p. 69 the editors note that they have retained the form pa-

tibirlya (for pitihariga, etc.), hitherto unattested, because

it is given in all MSS. A particularly Interesting feature of

the jmn is that it gives in full the sixty-four verses spoken

by Kaludayl in order to persuade the Buddha to return to Kapila-

vatthu {bhagavato kulanagaram gamanattbaya gamanavannam vannento

catusatzblmacca gatbago, pp. 156-67) and the eight Naraslha verces '

{attbanaraslhagatbam
, pp. 180-1).

Whilst the Pali text is unindexed, the Thai translation

has an index of twenty-two pages. The Pali text does, however.
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have a table of contents that supplies an unnumbered list of

the sections or hatha ; this enables the reader to locate the

main events quite easily. The text is attractively printed and

at the front of both volumes there are colour reproductions of

a set of lacquer paintings, presumably from old cabinets, illust-

rating eleven scenes from the life of the Buddha. On this subject

1 would like to refer briefly to the Nidanakatha brab buddhaprah-

vaci tbn tan chabkp brah buddhaghosatherah published by the Fine

Arts Dept in 2528 (1985). This is a Thai translation of the Nid3na

-kathS of the Jataka-atthakatha by Bhanit Yupho, a former Direc-

tor of the Dept. In his Introduction, the translator refers to

a National Library Ha of the Jmn (No. 9 of the list given in the

Introduction to the latter) and relates the following: 'I wrote

to Miss I.B.Horner, President of the Pali Text Society, in London,

England, to ask whether she had ever heard of a Pali biography

of the Buddha entitled Jinn , and whether she could send me any

information about it. She replied that she was not aware of a

text of this name, and recommended that I make enquiries in Burma.

But I did not do so.

'

Dhanit Yupho gives the verses of Kiludayi t thera and the

NarasThagatha from the Jnn (Ms 9) in Pali and Thai as appendices

to his work.

Peter Shilling

Cakkava ladlpani . The National Library - Fine Arts Dept, Bangkok

B.E.2523 (1980)

This compendium was composed by Slrimahgala Mahithera at Navapura

(Chiangmai) in B.E.2063 (1520) and thus belongs to Lanna Thai

or Northern Thai Pali literature. The text is divided into six

kanda, which are subdivided into various katha, as follows:

in troductori) verses of homage: Panama -gatha :

Pa thama-kanda : Cakkavala-sarupadi ~niddesa

;

Duiiya-kanda: Pabbata-n iddesa (Slneru-, Yugandharidi-, HlBavanta-

di-pabbata- , Cakkavala-pabba ta-j, at.h3 )

;

Tat iya-kanda: Jaiasaya-ni ddesa (Samudda^, Sara-, Savant!-. Pokk-

haranyadi-jtatfci) ;

Catuttha-kanda: DIpa-niddesa ( MahSd Ipa-ca t ukka , Parit ta-dlpa )

;

P« -ama-kanda: flhurai -niddesa ( Apayabhuml- , Devabhumi -ha tha }

%

Chattha-kanda: Pakinnaka-vinicchaija (Ayu-, Ahara-, Bhumiganana -

,

Rukkha-. Loka-, Lokadhatu-, Ananta-fcs tha )

.
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Since the text consists almost entirely of quotations, there

is very little that is original. However, Sir imahgala displays

a vast erudition and brings together material relevant to each

topic from a wide variety of sources and periods: sutta, attha-

katha, tiki and late 'treatise' literature. Thus his work is

an extremely handy source for the study of the development of

Buddhist cosmology in Pali literature.

There is a preface that deals briefly with the author and

his works, and an introduction that lists the palm-leaf manu-
scripts of the National Library utilised and discusses the editing
and translation work. The sources of the citations are traced

in the footnotes which also point out variants between the text

and the printed Thai editions. There is a table of contents and

a bibliography but no index. The Thai translation, which follows

the text, is illustrated with nine colour plates from tha Thonburi

edition of the Traibhumi-lokasanthana

.

Peter Skilling

Lokapafinattl . (Same publishers). B.E.2528 (1985)

This text, of uncertain authorship and date (12th-13th century),
was published as a thesis by the late Eugene Denis under th«

title La Lokapanfiatti et l&s idees cosmologiques du bouddhistne an-

cien (Lille-Paris 1977), in the form of a critical romanised

edition, a French translation, a lengthy introduction, copious
notes and several appendices. The present edition has a brief

introduction which deals with the question of authorship and
the nature and structure of the text, but makes no mention what-
soever of the manuscript (s) employed. Furthermore, no critical
notes, variants, or sources of citations are supplied. Only the
Thai translation, which precedes the text, has an index. Because
this is not a critical edition and we are not even told the pro-
venance, script or date of the Ms(s) used, this edition cannot
he of much use in unravelling the problems and history of the
text. A random comparison with the Denis edition, primarily of
the verses distinguished as such in print {- something that is
not always done), shows that it is closest to the LP-1 of Denis:
a Ms in the National Library, Bangkok. Sometimes, however, the
text agrees with Denis' LP-2, a Ms belonging to l'Ecole Franchise

Extreme-Orient (Paris) and sometimes it agrees with neither.
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Since we know nothing of the method or degree of editing, it

Is impossible to know whether the same text, LP-1, was read diffe-
rently or 'corrected' by the editors, or is a new Ms belonging
to a tradition similar to that of LP-1,

The text is accompanied by eight colour plates which, altho-
ugh the source is not mentioned, are from the Thonburi Traibhumi.
Its main virtue is that it makes the Lokapaflfiatti accessible
in Thai and Pali to the Thai public for the first time.

Peter Shilling

Lokadlpakasira . (Same publishers). B.E.2529 (1986)

Also known as LokappadTpakasara , this is a treatise composed
primarily in verse by Medhankara Thera in the 14th century. The
present edition has a foreword dealing with the nature of the

text and the question of authorship, plus a list of Mss utilised,
the oldest of those which are dated being a Khom script text of

B.E.2314, in the Thonburi period. The Thai translation, which
comes first, is followed by an index; the Pall text has no criti-
cal apparatus. The work is divided into eight pariccheda

:

Panamagatha

;

Pa thama -pariccheda: Sahkharaloka-n iddesa

;

Duriya -pariccheda; Nirayaga ti -h iddesa

;

Ta tii) a -pari cched a: Petagati-niddesa;

Catuttha-pariccheda ,- Tiracchanaga t i -niddesa

;

PaTicama-pariccheda: Manussagati-n iddesa

;

Chact ha -pariccheda .- Saggaloka-niddesa ,

Sat cam a -pari ccheda : Okasaloka-n Iddesa

;

At thama -pariccheda .- Pakinnakanayasara-n iddesa.

As with the later Cakkavaladlpanl, the pariccheda are subdivided
into hatha ,

This is an important and comprehensive treatise, dealing
with many topics not found in the older LokapatTrta tt i , for the

study of cosmology as had developed in Southeast Asia by the

14th century. The lengthy text, running to 300 pages for the
Pali alone, is illustrated with eight colour plates from the

Thonburi Traibhumi, again not named.

Peter Skilling
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Tralbhumlkatha hru ' traibhumi bra h rvrt . Fine Arts Dept, Bangkok.

B.E.2526 (1983)

A genre of works called Traibhumi, dealing with the three worlds

or levels of existence - the kama- , rupa~, and arupa-bhumi - be-

came popular with the Thai from at least the reign of King Lidaiy

or Mahadhammara ja I of Sukhodaya in the mid-lAth century. Lidaiy

gives two lists of his sources, which include canonical texts,

atthakatha, tika and a number of late cosmological treatises

including the Lokapanna tt i . According to the colophon of the

Lokadlpakasara, Medhankara himself was sometime Lidaya-ra jassa ga-

ru
, 'teacher of King Lidaiy'. The present work is a new edition

of the king's work, the oldest extant composition, apart from

inscriptions, in the Thai language. It is accompanied by critical

notes and references to sources, and a glossary from old Sukho-

daya Thai to modern Central Thai. The Introduction gives several

cosmological charts and eight colour plates from the Thonburi

Traibhumi.
Peter Skilling

Ed. For bibliographical notes, see BSR 1,1 (1983-4), p. 76.

Hagarjuna's "Seventy Stanzas" . A Buddhist Psychology of Emptiness.

David Ross Komlto. Snow Lion Publications, Ithaca, NY 1987,

(Distributed by Element Books, Shaftesbury.) 226pp. £9.95

Having studied these cryptic verses of Nagarjuna for several

years at Indiana University, Komito sadly reflected at last that

'What I didn't know was perhaps even more vast as a result of hav-

ing learned a little'. Certainly, Nagarjuna can have that effect

on one! The teachings of this great philosopher have been an

essential item on the curricula of Mahayana monasteries in India

and Tibet for over one and a half thousand years and no-one has
ever thought the subject easy. Perhaps, however, this very care-
fully thought-out volume will go some way towards clarifying
the issues for the modern reader.

Chapter One is a fifty-page essay by the author in which
he succinctly outlines the mental operations of living beings
in order to show how each of us creates and sustains for him/
herself a network of delusion that leads to endless suffering.
The causes and conditions of Samsara are shown to be based on
our fundamental ignorance concerning the way things are in reality
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and Nagarjuna 's task has always been to demolish that ignorance

by means of his commentaries on the Perfection of Wisdom.

Chapter Two contains the bulk and main theme of the book:

a presentation of the Sunyata-sapta ti-kirika ('Seventy verses

on Emptiness') by the 2nd century Indian sage, Nagarjuna. The

original verses of the text having been lost long ago. Komito

has based his study on Tibetan translations - the texts of which

he has thoughtfully included in the present publication. (How

I wish that more authors and publishers would see fit to do this!)

To begin with, a straightforward English translation of the seven-

ty (actually seventy-three) verses is presented so that the origi-

nal text can be read right through as a whole. This is followed

by a careful breakdown of the work with each point being analysed

and put Into context. Thus, hopefully, the original author's

intentions are made clear and the reader is guided to a state

of insight into the Madhyamika philosophy which claims to have

no philosophical position at all. Various views concerning the

nature of reality are put forward and then demolished. If this

kind of study is of interest to you then this particular book

must be one of the best available. The two Tibetans who worked

with Komito in its production are experts in their fields of

philosophical commentary and translation so that the book really

should be an accurate and authentic work that is at the same

time lucid and readable. To have achieved this is no mean feat

considering the difficult nature of its subject matter but, even

so, the reader may find that he has to go through it more than

once. Traditionally, of course, one may well have studied the

works of Nagarjuna in a monastic university for twenty years

before being granted a 'Master's Degree' in the subject.

The third chapter delves into historical considerations

concerning the treatises of Nagarjuna, their importance in India

and their translation into foreign languages as their teachings

were transmitted abroad.

Finally, I am glad to note that only a little of what the

author needed to say has been relegated to the footnotes In this

book - for they are not easy to consult. The Bibliography and

Index, on the other hand, are both valuable contributions to

its overall usefulness.
Martin Board
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Nyayapravesa of Diftnaga . With Commentaries of Haribhadra Suri

[sic] & Parsavadeva [sic). Critically edited with Notes and Intro-

duction by A.B.Dhruva. Sri Satguru Publications: Bibliotheca

Indo-Buddhica Bo. 41, Delhi 1987. xxxvii , 82 , 104pp. Rs 180

This book is a photomechanic reprint, slightly reduced in size,

of the editio princeps which appeared in Gaekwad's Oriental Series

in 1930, was reprinted in the same series in 1968 but is now

out of print

.

It contains the Sanskrit text of the Nyayapravesa ('Nyaya-

pravesakasutram" in the colophon) by the Buddhist author Sahkaras-

vamin and the Sanskrit texts of the commentaries by the Jaina

authors, Haribhadrasuri and Parsadeva. The Sanskrit texts are

followed by 104 pages of notes by Anandshankar B.Dhruva, which

comment on all three texts. Although the commentaries are called

'Nyayapravesavrtti' and 'Nyayapravesavrt tipaitj ika ' in the title,
the colophons read 'Nyayapravesakatlka ' and ' Nyayaptavesakavrtteh
pafljlka' respectively. These are the only commentaries on the

Nyayapravesa (HP from now on) extant and therefore, of course, im-

portant for its study. The NP is also available in Chinese
and Tibetan translations. A Sanskrit fragment discovered by Walter
Slaje in the National Library (Vienna) supplied new material
to this recension C- see 'Miscellanea zu den Wiener Sanskrit-
handschrif ten' . WZKS 29, 1985, pp. 151-4).

As an introduction to certain aspects of the Buddhist episte-
mological tradition, the NP is certainly good reading. However,
before we arrive at a more profound understanding of Digriaga's

contribution, we should not be too self-confident in interpreting
this seemingly simple text.

Welcome as this reprint may be, especially as a reprint
of the commentaries, one has to note the following blunder re-
garding the authorship of the NP: the Chinese tradition (the
older one) attributes it to Sankarasvamin , the Tibetan one to
Dignaga. However, there is nothing to add to the arguments of
Giuseppe Tucci ('Is the Nylyapravesa by Dinnaga? ' , JRAS 1928.
PP. 7-15), which are in favour of the Chinese. (For a bibliography
°f the discussion see Musashi Tachikawa 'A Sixth-Century Manual
of Indian Logic. A Translation of the Nyayapravesa ' .Journal of in-
"ian Philosophy 1, 1971, pp. 111-45, p. 119, n.3.) The attribution
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to Sankarasvamin seems to be generally accepted today and it

was also accepted by the editor of the NP, A.B.Dhruva, who says

in his introduction on p.xlii: '...I may be permitted to record

my personal opinion, based on the general trend of the evidence

discussed above, tentatively as follows:- The Nyayapraves 'a is

a work composed by S " ankarasvamin . , . .
' And the title page of the

original edition baldly states 'The Nyayapraves '

a
' . However,

without giving any explanation, the editor (whose name is not

mentioned) of the reprint under review has created a new title

page which reads ' Nyayapravesa of Dignaga 1

!

Finally, I have to mention that the print of the copy I

received is rather faint,
«, T.Mucft

Pratimok s asu tra der Sarvast ivadins Georg von Simson (ed). San-

skrlttexte aus den Turfanfunden XI. Tell 1. Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht,

Gottingen 1986. xxiv,284pp. DM 60

Among the works brought back by the German, French and British

expeditions to Chinese Turkestan in the first years of this cen-

tury were many texts belonging to the Sarvast ivadin school. In

1913 Finot published an edition of the Pratimoksa of that school,

based upon the Pelliot manuscripts. The work could be identified

because what remained of it corresponded exactly with the Chinese

recension included in the Sarvast ivadin Vinaya. His edition was

accompanied by a translation into French of Kumaraj iva ' s Chinese

rendering

.

The German texts from Turfan and elsewhere also contain

fragments of the same text, as do the collections in Loi

Basing his work upon the identifications of the German material

already made by Else Luders and Herbert Hartel , Prof .von Simson

(Oslo University) has now produced a very meticulous treatment

of all the unpublished portions of this work as a preparatory

step towards establishing a critical edition of the Sarvastivadln

version of the Pratimoksa.

It is to be hoped that Part II of this work, which will

comprise a critical study of the text, will not long be delayed.

K . R . Norman
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Per Schlusstell des Pratimoksa der Sarvastivadlns . Edited, anno-

tated and translated by Klaus T.Schmidt. Vandenhoeck h Ruprecht,

Gottingen 1989. U2pp, DM 48

As is well know, the Patimokkha does not have an independent

existence in the Pali Canon, but is incorporated in the Vinaya

Pitaka. At the end of the Bhikkhu Patimokkha (VIn | PTS ed J IV

207,11-19) there is a short prose epilogue in the form of a brief

summary of Its contents, stating the numbers of rules in each

category, except for the sekhiya dhamma . All the extant Pratimok-

sas of the other Hlnayana sects also have a similar summary.

The other versions, however, differ froa the Pali in that, after
the prose summary, they have sets of verses, varying in number
and ascribed to the last seven Buddhas, from Vlpas'yin down to

Sakyamunl, either Individually or to the seven as a group. Host

of these verses are also found in Pall, not in the Vinaya but

elsewhere in the Canon, raainly in the Dhammapada and Udana , where

they are attributed to Gotama Buddha.

The starting point of the book under review is the presence

among the German Turfan material of many fragments of the Sanskrit

version of the Pratimoksa of. the Sarvastivadins , and also of

two folios of a translation of the summary and verses into the

'A' dialect of Tocharian. After a brief introduction, Dr Schmidt

describes the German material together with the Pelliot Pratimoksa
material from Paris which he has used for his study. The major
part of the book consists of a synopsis of this material and

a comparison with parallel versions from other sects. The Sarvasti-

vadln recension of the summary and fifteen verses, as reconstitu-
ted from the fragments, is given at the head of the page. Under
it are set out all these fragments so that it is possible to

comprehend the basis for each portion of the Sanskrit text. Be-
neath that are reproduced the following versions: Tocharian;
Hulasarvastivadin as found in Gilgit; Mahasamghika-Lokottara-
vadln, photographed in Tibet by Rahula Sankrtyayana ; Pali; and,

for the verses alone, what has been identified as the Dharmagup-
taka version written in Prakrit in the Kharosthi script on a

tablet discovered by Aurel Stein in Chinese Turkestan. Other
"'

parallels to individual verses are quoted from various Pali texts,
the GandharT Dharmapada, the Udanavarga (where as many as eleven
of the fifteen verses occur), the Divyavadana, and some fragments
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in Tocharian ' 3 '
.

The reconstituted Sanskrit text is then given separately

in full. The text of the Tocharian version is also set out separa-

tely, followed by a German translation and a short commentary.

A set of appendices gives the readings of three each of the

German Sanskrit fragments and Pelllot Pratimoksa manuscripts,

of which two seem not to belong to the Sarvastivadin school.

Improved readings are given for the folio used by Finot for his

edition of the Pratimoksa. The readings of the editions of the

Mulasarvastivadin recension by A.C.Banerjee are so unsatisfactory

that Dr Schmidt has made a revised version of the relevant portion

from the facsimile edition of the Gilglt Mss published by Raghu

Vira and Lokesh Chandra. The final appendix provides a concordance

of the names of the Buddhas cited in the verses, compared with

the list found in the Hahavadana . There is an index of Sanskrit

words found in these two concluding portions of the Pratimoksa,

with Tocharian equivalents where they occur. This Is followed

by a Tocharian index, with Sanskrit equivalents in brackets.

The work ends with reproductions of one of the Pelliot folios

(recto and verso) and the two Tocharian folios (recto and verso).

Dr Schmidt's monograph is of importance for two reasons.

In the first place it shows, in an exemplary way, just what can

be done in the way of reconstructing a text from fragments. In

the second place the text it reconstructs gives information about

the early history of the Pratimoksa. The fact that the seAAiyii

d/iamml have no number doubtless explains how it came about that

each school of Buddhism was able to have a different number of

rules in this category. From the fact that all versions have

the prose epilogue but the Pali recension lacks the verses we

can deduce that the prose predates the split between the Thera-

vadins and the other schools, whereas the verses represent a

post-schism addition. The variations in the order and number

of verses and in their attribution doubtless represent differences

in the traditions of the non-Theravadin lineages of Buddhism.

K . R . Norman

Zur Schulzugehorlgkelt von Herken der Hlnayana-Llteratur II.

(Symposien zur Buddhismusf orschung , II I . 2 . ) Ed. by Heinz Bechert.

(Abhandlung der Akademie der Wlssenschaf ten in Gottingen, Philo-
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logisch-Kistorische Klasse Dritte Folge Nr.154.) Vandenhoeck

& Ruprecht, Gottingen 1987. viii,301-434pp. DM 72

Part I of the Proceedings of Prof .Bechert 's symposium on the

affiliation of works of Hinayana literature has already been

reviewed in this journal (Vol. 4, No. 2, 1987, pp. 156-9). Part II

contains one paper only, that by Lambert Schmithausen entitled

'Schulzugehorlgkelt und Textgeschichte buddhistischer Materialien".

This is a sequel to the same author's earlier discussion (WZKS

XIV, 1970, pp. 47-124) about the recensions of the Udanavarga,

in which he showed that besides an older textual tradition there
were also two standardised versions of that text, one belonging
to the Central Asian Sarvastivadins, and the second typical of

the literature of the Hulasarvastlvadins , but also of the Yoga-
carabhumi .

In the work under review Schmithausen gives further evidence
for the affiliation of the Yogacarabhumi and other Yogacira works
to the Mulasarvastivadin school, but the examples which he discus-
ses of the relationship between Samyuktlgama verses quoted in

the Yogacarabhumi with the corresponding passage in the Chinese
(Mulasarvastivadin) Sarayuktagama and the Chinese ( Sarvastivadin)
Madhyamagama show that the relationship between the Sarvastivadins
and the Mulasarvlstivadins was extremely complex. The discussion
of the whole problem is not helped by the fact that the experts
cannot agree whether the Mulasarvastivadins were originally inde-
pendent from the Sarvastivadins , or whether they were a late
offshoot of the SarvastlvSdins with an enlarged and remodelled
version of their Vlnaya. Some think that the Vinaya of the Mula-
sarvastivadins looks more archaic than the Vinaya of the Sarvasti-
vadins .

It seems clear that, leaving aside the question of the forma-
tion of the Kulasarvastividins, the two schools not only possessed
a number of different versions of individual texts but also re-,

mained in close contact, so that it would, for example, be quite
possible for an aberrant Sarvastivadin recension of a text to

be influenced by an aberrant Mulasarvastivadin recension. As

long, therefore, as we attempt to define the affiliation of lite-
rary works by an examination of the doctrines contained in them,
ot by their parallels in other works which can be assigned in-
dubitably to a particular school, it would seem that we are likely
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to be unsuccessful, because the relationship between the various

schools and the recensions of texts belonging to those schools

is by no means a clear-cut matter. In these discussions we must

be aware of the fact that the relationship between the two schools

varied from country to country. We might assume that in India

they were still closely connected, whereas In Central Asia the

effect of Interrelationship was perhaps not so strongly felt,

and there the Sarvastivadins remained more independent and evolved

a standardised version of their texts which did not owe as much

to the Mulasarvast Ivadins as in India proper.

The conclusion which I draw from Schmithausen's examination

of these very complicated relat ionshiris (to which are appended

indexes of names, quotations from other languages, words, and

various tables of parallel passages) is that we must reconsider

many of the statements which have been made about the affiliation

of literary texts to schools. Many proposed affiliations have

been based upon the evidence of an individual verse or passage

being identified as a quotation from a literary text belonging

to a particular school, which Is taken as proving that the work

containing that verse or passage must therefore also belong to

that school. It now seems that it would be quite possible for

a Sarvlstivadln text (say) to include a quotation of a verse

found in a Mulasarvistivadin version of another text. Such evi-

dence is clearly of no value for defining the affiliation of

these texts.

Such is the confusing nature of the situation that it ie

likely that some of Schmithausen's statements have been vitiated

by his own findings, e.g. he states that the affiliation of the

Yogacarabhumi and other Yogacara works with the Mulasarvast ivadins

is confirmed by a quotation from the Pratimoksasutra which only

fits the wording of their version of that text. It would, however,

be possible to suggest, in view of his other findings, that such

a wording was introduced into a Sarvast ivadin text by a Sarvasti-

vadin who was acquainted with Mulasarvastivadin works.

Despite this sense of uncertainty which he has inserted

into the problem, two of Schmithausen's conclusions seem certain,

and are especially important: (1) there must have been a close

contact between the Sarvastivadins and the Mulasarvastivadins

as is shown by the many common traits in their canonical texts.
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which distinguish them from other schools; and (2) the Mulasar-

vastivadins had a Vinaya-, Sutra- and Ksudraka-Pitaka peculiar

to themselves and different not only from the Central Asian Sar-

vastivadins but also from the Indian Valbhasikas.

K .

R

. Norman

The Principles of Buddhist Psychology . David J , Kalupahana . State

University of New York Press, Albany 1987. xiv, 236pp. Hb $49.50,

Pb S16.50

This book might almost equally well have been entitled Princi-

ples of Buddhist Philosophy if the author had not already written

a book with a similar title *. It is, therefore, no surprise

to find a (very short) first chapter headed 'History of Buddhist

Philosophy - An Interpretation', perhaps the most important sen-

tence of which (p. 3} is: 'For nearly thirty years, [ Murti's ]

interpretation of Nagarjuna's philosophy has dominated modern

scholarship, providing justification for an age-old sectarian

conflict between Theravada and Mahayana. Indeed, the final victim

is the Buddha himself, who is presented not only as a metaphysi-

cian whose ideas had to be improved on by his later disciples,

but also as one who did not have the capacity to Instruct his

immediate disciples in the truth he had discovered.' This needed

eay ing

.

This is an extremely valuable book and remains so even if

certain points of its argument can be called into question. A

main contention is the denial that the goal of Buddhism is to

'facilitate the development of a transcendental state of conscious-

ness beyond the reach of linguistic expression' (p.xi). Even

if one may query this conclusion. It is possible to go along

with a great deal of the argument. The main issues are neatly

summarised on p. 108 with reference to the controversies discussed

in the Kathiyatthu: (i) The nature of the self (topic 1), (ii)

The nature of the objective world (topic 6) and (ili) The nature

of freedom (topics 11-53, 176-84 etc.). To anticipate, I feel

that Prof , Kalupahana has proved his case in regard to points

(1) and (ii). Any reservations I may have regarding (iii), which

essentially concerns Nibbana and the question of ultimate reality,

are purely due to my own ignorance. As Nyanatiloka wrote in his

Buddhist Dictionary, 'it is an essential preliminary condition

to grasp fully the truth of Anatta, the egolessness or insub-
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stantiality of all form of existence'. In the passage quoted

above, Kalupahana goes on to say that he has already shown that

Nagarjuna, instead of 'improving on the Buddha's teaching, made

a determined effort to clear up the weeds of substantiallst meta-

physics that had grown around it', having indeed been preceded

by 'another lesser-known Buddhist philosopher, Moggaliputta-

tlssa' (to whom the Kathavatthu is ascribed).

The book falls into two parts: I. The Buddha's Psychological

Reflections and II. Revisions and Resurrections. The analyses

of the first part owe much to William James, who in these post-

Freudian and post-Jungian days seems to be experiencing something

of a comeback. Certainly there are things in James's psychology

which have yet to achieve general recognition, such as the state-

ment {not mentioned in this book) that we are angry because we

have a feeling of anger, and not the reverse. This, though derided

by a recent writer, is obvious to any practitioner of insight

meditation. Host of what Kalupahana has to say in this part,

though admirable, calls for litle comment, but there is an

error on p. 33 that ought not to pass unheeded: "The Buddha's

claim that even a person who has attained freedom ( nibbana) con-

tinues to experience pleasant ( manipa ) as well as unpleasant

( amanapa ) sensations so long as hie sensory faculties remain,

is a clear indication that he is not a person without emotions'.

The whole point, surely, is that the enlightened feel sensations,

nice or nasty, like the rest of us do, but do not react to them

with what, in English, is termed 'emotion'. Such reactions of

the worldling are not 'feeling' in the sense of vedana, but belong

to the sankharaAJthandha . It is in fact an important part of the

meditative process Just to observe the sensations and to learn

to avoid, increasingly, giving way automatically to such emotional

reactions. What the enlightened person does perfectly, the medita-

tor succeeds in achieving partially to a varying extent.

In Part II, the point concerning Nagarjuna is developed,

and here it is made clear that the main target of his attack

was the ' substantialism ' of the Sarvast ivadins and Sautrantikas

,

which modern scholars had wrongly ascribed to 'primitive Buddhism'.

T jt this kind of "substantialism' cannot rightly be imputed

to Theravada can be easily seen (sabfae dhama anatta!). By what

looks rather like a sleight of hand, however, the author then

^

proceeds to use 'substantialism' in a rather different sense

which is more debatable. Surely the idea, whether right or wrong,

that Hibbana is, or is perceived by means of, 'a transcendental

state of consciousness beyond the reach of linguistic expression',

is not sufficiently similar to Sarvastivadin ideas about the

nature of dhammas to be fittingly referred to by the same term.

In n,223 Kalupahana criticises Jayatilleke for nowhere mentioning

the Sabba Sutta, but he himself nowhere mentions. In this book,

the Udana passage on the Unborn, which seems on the face of it

to militate against his position (although he probably considers

he has dealt with -this sufficiently in a previous work).

Kalupahana gives a brilliant account of Nagarjuna and also

what to me is a new and convincing interpretation of the Yogacara

school, along with much else (although his criticism of the Lahka-

vatarasutra will not be popular in Zen circles). If I am a shade

less carried away by his enthusiastic championship of the neglec-

ted Moggaliput ta-t issa , that is probably due to my ignorance.

The appendices with text, translation and commentary, from Maitre-

yanatha and Vasubandhu, are valuable in their own right. And as

to the ultimate question of whether or not Nlbbana or liberation

iidplies 'a transcendental state of consciousness beyond the range

of linguistic expression', I can only humbly fall back on the

statement that the Dhamma is paecatara vedltabbo vinflUhl , which does

seem to me to imply something of the sort. But then, I am not

sufficiently vinnii to know for myself ( paccattam ). Is Professor

Kalupahana? 1 wouldn't know.

Maurice Wa J she
* Buddhist Phi losophy . Ji Historical Anal ysis

.

Honolulu 1976

Divine Revelation in Pall Buddhism . Peter Masefleld. George Allen

h. Unwin, London / The Sri Lanka Institute of Traditional Studies,

Colombo 1986. xx, 187pp. £18.00

In these days of global awareness and instant worldwide communica-

tion, everyone agrees on the necessity for better mutual under-

standing between the world's major religions. Interreligious

dialogue has become a familiar concept, especially in the area ,

of Christian-Buddhist relations, where tt is being vigorously

pursued through conferences, seminars, workshops, East-West monas-

tic exchanges and so on, and where numbers of Christian writers
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have attempted, with varying degrees of genuine open-mlndedness

,

to come to terms with the Buddhadhamma

.

There have been a few serious attempts at a real understand-

ing and synthesis, such as the immensely perceptive and well-

-informed writings of Fr R.Panikkar, S.J., in particular his

outstanding 11 silenzio di Dio - La rispasta del Buddha .There has

been the touchingly humble, loving approach of Fr Anatriello

in The Long Discourses of the Buddha (reviewed above). However,

old ethnocentric habits die hard. All too often one comes across

books which are merely new jars for the old wine of Christian

spiritual pride. Bristling with textual references, arguing with

casuistic subtlety and issuing in radically contrary interpreta-

tions of basic Buddhist tenets. Thus, Fr J . Perez-Rem6n in Self
2

and Non-Self in Early Buddhism , reviewed in this same journal

And thus, alas, also the subject of the present review. Fr Perez-

Rem6n set out to prove that an^tta was an ontologlcally real,

eternal, transcendent entity, i.e., not to put too fine a point

on it, God. And now Dr Masefield, as the deliberately provocative

title of his book indicates, purports to demonstrate the divinely

revealed nature of the Buddha's message. Thus is errant Buddha

brought Into the fold of monotheistic revealed religion. We may

now perhaps look forward to some further latter-day scholastic

proving (to his satisfaction if not to ours) that the Tiratana

of Buddha, uhamma and Sangha is just another formulation of the

Holy Trinity!

However, let us turn to Masefield's book. This is identical

to his Ph.D. dissertation entitled 'Thus They Once Heard: Oral

Initiation in the Pali Nikayas', submitted to the University

of Lancaster in 1979. There is a parallelism there with PSrez-

Rem6n's book which is also based on a doctoral thesis. One may

wonder to what extent the controversial stance of both works

may not have been stimulated by young men's urge to shock the

academic establishment. Masefield is certainly fully aware of

flying in the face of scholarly tradition. Right at the beginning

he claims that 'the labours of a band of international scholars

have provided us with thousands, perhaps tens of thousands, of

bookr. on Buddhism .. .yet when we seek for a book going beyond

a general introduction to the religion we tend often to seek

in vain', and that 'not only are the majority of such generalisa-
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tlona not substantiated by the texts but also that they are often

contradicted by the wealth of suttas lying between tno»e usually

cited' (p.xv). There is, of course, a lot of truth in hie conten-

tion that 'much of the basic terminology and symbolise of the

Nikayas is still in need of detailed investigation' (p.xv), al-

though more has been done than he seems willing to admit. And

one cannot but approve of the expression of scholarly caution

with which the Preface ends: 'My next reading of the Nikayas

will prohably cause me to rethink some of the claims made in

the present work but if, in the meantime, enough has been said

to stir others into realisation of the need for a re-examination

of the Buddhism portrayed in the Nikiyas, my efforts will have

been rewarded' (p.xx).

An unexcept ionably moderate sentiment, but hardly borne

out by the curt manner in which the 'wealth of scholarship to

the contrary [of his own views) ' (p. 136) is dismissed in the

body of the book, where some of the most respected scholars

of our time come in for rather rough treatment. The 'German monk

Nyanatiloka' (- is the stress on 'German' somehow meant to imply

a disqualification?), author of the fundamental Buddhist Dictio-

nary is accused of repeated 'misrepresentation' (p. 38) and dismis-

sed as having 'got himself into [a] muddle' (p. 42). The conception

(universally shared by Buddhists of all schools) of the Eight-

fold Path as a gradual development, starting with a preliminary

Intellectual understanding { parlyatti } and progressing through

practice ( patipatti ) to experiential realisation ( pativedha),

as faultlessly formulated by Ven . Sangharakshita (founder of the

Friends of the Western Buddhist Order) is held up to ridicule

as 'a travesty of the teachings of the Nikayas' (p. 43). (Inevita-

bly so, since the essence of Masefield's argument hinges, as

will be seen, on the rejection of this proposition.) Lams Anaga-

rika Govlnda is taken to task for saying that 'faith in a divine

revelation. . .cannot be found in the Buddha's teaching' (p. 80),

and Ven.Walpola Rahula is accused of ignoring the texts and pro-

ducing question-begging definitions on account of having stated

the evident fact that, since the idea of a Creator God is utterly

alien to Buddhism, it is inconceivable and absurd to talk about

the operation of divine grace (p. 138).

Yet Masefield himself having, by his own account, perused
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the Nikayas with dedicated attention, is unable to produce one

single incontrovertible text in support of his own view. His

whole case rests on learned inference and interpretation. Based

on abundant textual discussion, to be sure, and on closely argued

presentation, but not any more convincing for all that to anyone

who does not share his basic assumption which, very simply, relies

on the definition of 'initiation' as an act of supernatural grace.

The author's point is that salvation in early Buddhism depen-

ded upon the saving intervention of the Buddha's grace, that

Buddhism, as portrayed in the Pali Canon, was a typical revealed

religion (- see especially pp .xviii-xix , 93-4, 136) and that

the Buddha, far from teaching a discipline of pragmatic self-

-endeavour available to all, 'was every bit the Indian guru'

and propounded a salvation scheme characterised by 'lack of uni-

versality' (p. 35). In working towards these conclusions, Masefield

raises historical, technical and linguistic issues which are,

in themselves, of considerable interest (such as the spiritual

division of the Buddhist world, the precise distinctions between

different varieties of enlightened persons, or the relationship

between Buddhism and Brahmanism). Given the limitations of a

review format, however, they must regretfully be left aside to

concentrate on the main thrust of his argument, which may briefly

be summarised as follows:

1. The eightfold path begins necessarily with right view <xviii)

and progress on it takes place in strict sequential order,

i.e. the attainment of each successive factor is dependent upon

successful accomplishment of its predecessor (94).

2. The right view which constitutes access to the path cannot

be acquired by any effort of one's own: 'since the path would

seem to incorporate all aspects of Buddhist practice this entails

that there can be no practice by means of which such right view
3

might be acquired ' (xviii, ray emphasis)

3. Consequently, the only way to obtain right view and thus be

ahle to start practising the path is through a specially tai-

lored oral initiation imparted by the Buddha (xviii).

4. However, that is not ail. Even when one has been initiated

into the path by the grace of the Buddha, and thus become

an ariyasivafca , a noble disciple, a second initiation is required
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to attain the fruit of the path. As the author recapitulates

it: 'I have hoped to demonstrate that, in spite of the wealth

of scholarship to the contrary, both of these stages were occa-

sioned by way of an oral teaching from the Buddha: first, we

have found that in theory there would seem to be no practice

by means of which right view* might by acquired and that in prac-

tice this was always acquired through hearing Dhamma
;

secondly,

though in theory the eightfold path* would seem to be the means

to attaining the (various) goal(s), these too were in practice

always brought about by a further oral teaching' (136).

5. The whole being regarded as an exercise of grace on the part

of the Buddha (p.xix and section on 'The necessity of grace

and the disappearance of the si>a*a\ pp. 136-44), whose action in

this respect is compared to that of the Hindu goddess Sri Lakshmi

(13S).

Now obviously you cannot start practising Dhamma (or anything

else, for that matter) unless you have been told about it and

have understood the instructions. However, what is not clear,

in spite of all Masefield -s efforts, is why you should only be

able to start doing so after having received a divine grace from

on high, rather like having no access to Christian salvation

unless you have received the sacrament of baptism.

The issue of the pre-eminent importance of divine grace

(as contrasted with man's own works) as the means of salvation

is of course a very old one within Christianity and is, in fact,

inherent in the very structure of monotheistic theologies based

on alleged divine revelation. To find it now imported into a

discussion of the Buddha's teaching is, to say the least, a novel

experience. But is the approach relevant? Dr Hasefield deploys

all his considerable powers of persuasion to demonstrate that

it is. To this end he quotes many instances from the Pali suttas

where the Buddha's preaching results in the conversion of liste-

ners, and maintains that all of these show the characteristics

of an initiation through grace giving instantaneous access to

the supermundane path by granting to the favoured person a right

view which involves at least the degree of insight of a satl-

panna, This is the crucial point In his argument, and it is my

contention that he fails to prove it satisfactorily.
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Certainly, the Buddha's preaching in the Nikayas results

time and again in the conversion of listeners. But conversion,

i.e., the shedding of previously held convictions and adoption

of a new belief which is found to be more congenial or more con-

vincing is far from being necessarily bound up with the operation

of supernatural grace. The experiences of conversion can occur,

and are shown in the Pali texts to occur, at different levels.

What they all have in common is the feeling of wonder at hearing

at last someone explain things in a way that makes complete sense,

the feeling expressed in the standard formula; 'Wonderful, vene-

rable sir, wonderful! It is as if one were to set upright what

was upside down, or reveal what was hidden, or show the way

to one who was lost, or carry a lamp into the darkness so that
4

those with eyes might see the things that are to be seen'

However, this initial sense of discovery is in itself no more

than the intellectual perception of the correctness of the teach-

ing. What follows thereafter depends on the person's circumstances

and karmic disposition; some simply take refuge in the Three

Jewels and carry on as householders, others decide to leave the

household life, go forth and seek ordination. For many of them,

the degree of initial understanding, or Right View, is just enough

to provide the motivation to start on the long purposeful Journey

to deliverance. For some 'with very little dust in their eyes',

a first hearing suffices to bring about an experience of libera-

tion (one of the four fruits of the Path} , as in the case of

Kondafifla, the ascetic, on hearing the Buddha's first discourse
T J 6

at Isipatana

Only in these latter instances could one conceivably try

to make a case for the operation of supernatural grace, were

it not that it is always made clear that such occasions concern

persons who, like Kondafifla, have already made considerable pro-

gress (in this and in previous lives) through their own efforts,

and have thus reached a point where intellectual apprehension

can trigger off, either immediately or shortly after, the actual

change of consciousness. 'You yourselves must make the effort,

the Tathagatas are only teachers , to bring up yet again one

of those passages that Masefield complains are too often quoted.

Hence the Buddha's own emphatic disclaimer, as found in another

well-known text, the Ganakamoggallana Sutta . There the Buddha
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is asked why don't all his disciples attain final deliverance,

'since there is Nibbana, and the way leading to it, and Master

Gotama as guide', and he answers with the simile of the road

to Rajagaha. Suppose, says the Buddha, someone asks you the way

to Rajagaha. and you tell him in detail yet he still takes a

wrong turning and gets lost, while someone else, having been

given identical instructions, follows them correctly and reaches

Rajagaha. 'Why is that?' asks the Buddha of the questioner who,

naturally enough, replies that he cannot be responsible for how

others follow the instructions; he merely told them the way.

'Similarly', says, the Buddha, 'when my disciples are advised

and instructed by me, some attain Nibbana and some do not. What

have I do with that, brahman? A Tathagata is simply one who shows

the way'. The point could not be made more tellingly. The Buddha

shows you the way. Whether, and how, you follow it is your own

business. No supernatural agency or power of grace is involved

or implied.

The author's constant claim is that he is getting back to

the texts, 'to make a fresh and independent attempt to understand'

(xvi-xvii). He declares that the texts 'should be seen in their

own terms' and stresses that 'one must be very careful to avoid

passing judgements of one's own' (xvi). A very sensible principle

which, however, is not always seen to inform his actual dealing

with the texts. 'If the Buddhism of ancient India', states Mase-

field, 'is to be understood it will have to be reraythologized

in the sense that there will have to be restored to its technical

and metaphorical language all the nuances and associations its

terms once had for those who heard them' (xvi). And there, of

course, lies the rub, since such a restoration cannot ultimately

be anything but a matter of more or less informed personal judg-

ment .

To perceive a discourse as its original hearers or readers

did is of course every scholar's dream. But every scholar also

knows that it is an impossible dream. Even when dealing with

our own contemporaries it Is difficult enough (except for very

simple messages) for a reader or hearer from a different group,

language or culture to achieve the exhaustive understanding im-

plied in the phrase 'all the nuances and associations'. How much

more so when the message is complex and two and a half millenia
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old. As Dr George Steiner admirably put it in his perspicacious

study of language: "The meaning [to the modern student ] of a

word or sentence uttered in the past Is no single event or sharply

defined network of events. It is a recreative selection made

according to hunches or principles which are more or less inform-

ed , more or less astute and comprehensive' . With all respect

due to Dr Masefleld's powers of argument and painstaking industry,

one may be forgiven for not sharing his hunches and thus not

being able to accept his recreative selection.

Amadeo Sole-Leris

1
Edizioni Borla, Rome 1985, Translated as The Silence of Cod. The Answer o£

the Buddha. Orbis Books, Maryknoll, New York 1989.

2
BSR 5, 2 (1988). pp. 176-82.

Asterisks are used by Masefield to identify technical terms applicable only

to a noble disciple as defined by him. i.e.. someone who is at least a

sotapanna, a streara-enterer, as a consequence of having received the grace

of an oral initiation from the Buddha.

E.g. M 4, Bhayabherava Sutta. PTS, Vol.1, p. 24.

I.e. streain-enterer, once-returner, non-returner or arahant

.

Dhammacakkappavattana Sutta, S 56 11. PTS, Vol, 5, p,420ff.

Dhannapada XX . 4

.

8
H 107. PTS, Vol.3, p.2ff.

o
After Babel. Aspects of Language and Translation. OUP 1975, p. 136.

Fundamentals of Buddhist Ethics . Gunapala Dharmasiri. The Buddhist

Research Society, Singapore 1986. I85pp,

Despite the grandiose title, this slim book gets nowhere near

to the essentials of the subject. A perusal through the 158 large-

-print pages of the main text reveals that it is composed of

tedious canonical paraphrases and summaries of the ideas of other

scholars. On reading the text more closely, the slipshod editing,

with numerous misprints and take-it-or-leave-it diacri ticals

,

reinforces a first impression of a book knocked together in haste

after very limited and superficial research and almost no original

ana Lysis

.

The project from the outset is hopelessly unrealistic. The
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book Is described in the author's Foreword as 'an attempt to

treat Buddhist ethics taking into account the whole spectrum

of Buddhism from Theravada through Hahayana to Buddhist Tantra,

thus avoiding the lamentable parochialism exhibited by many Budd-

hist scholars' (p.vii). The desire to avoid parochialism must

be endorsed, but It is not achieved simply by including long

quotations from translations of a haphazard selection of Hahayana

sources such as Entering the Path of Enlightenment , Perfection

at wisdom Texts and extracts from Hua Yen. As for Tantra, it

is the author's idiosyncratic belief that 'the central philosophi-

cal thesis of Tantrism can be seen best formulated in the Vimala-

kirtinlrdesa Sutra', from which he proceeds to extract several

pages of quotes. With earlier brief references to the Tibetan

Book of the Dead and some muddled remarks on non-duality, this

concludes the coverage of Tantra.

Another bold claim made in the Foreword is that 'Buddhist

ethics cannot be satisfactorily analysed through western catego-

ries of ethical analysis (...) because the basic Buddhist ehtical

[sic] principles are not amenable at all to narrow western thought

categories'. There are assertions throughout of this kind with

no attempt at justification nor apparently even an awareness

of the complexity of the issues raised. Nevertheless, having

dismissed Western thought categories the author proceeds to employ

them in Chapter 3 and gets himself into an appalling mess. On

a superficial acquaintance with the terminology of philosophical

ethics he makes sweeping and ill-considered statements such as:

'In Buddhist morality, the end can and does justify the means'

(p. 32); and 'Buddhism does not regard "goodness" as a moral abso-

lute' (p. 33). As to typology, he concludes that Buddhist ethics

is a form of ac t-utilitarlanlsm

.

While many of these claims may be arguable or even true

(- I personally believe they are not), there is at no point a

serious examination of the evidence or consideration of alterna-

tive viewpoints. To raise only a few obvious problems: If the

end justifies the means, why are there apparently absolute prohi-

bitions on certain actions, such as taking life? What is meant -,

by describing 'goodness' as a moral absolute? Are there any moral

absolutes in Buddhism? If Buddhism is a form of act-utilitarianism,

why are there so many moral rules? If it is utilitarian in any
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form at all, how can the author also maintain that 'Path action

is disinterested action. One is only interested in the act never

in the fruit' (p,36), a view normally associated with a deontolo-

gical system. The statement that 'the Buddha (...) advocates

treating all beings as ends in themselves' (p. 26) again seems

to contradict this conclusion. The author may well have answers

to all these points, but there is not even an acknowledgement

of the problems to be found in these pages.

There are hosts of other problematic assertions, such as

'The Buddha maintains that life is the only ultimate, intrinsic

and sacred value in this universe' (p. 26). Ho references are

supplied which specifically back this up, but if it so, one won-

ders why the main thrust of Buddhism is directed towards escaping

as quickly as possible from existence of any kind and why life

is constantly characterised as dukkha 1 Why is life an 'ultimate'

value, and what structural model of Buddhist values has been

used to allow this claim to be made? What about wisdom and compas-

sion as important values? The reverse could easily be argued,

namely, that life in itself receives a very low priority, and

that only certain forms of life (- those involving the practice

of Buddhist virtues) have any real value. It is hard to see an

eternity of lifetimes in Samsara as an ultimate value for Buddhism.

The two chapters in which the above issues are explored

(2 and 3) are hopelessly confused. The author is clearly out

of his depth and has made no effort to think the problems through;

his entire research seems to boil down to a short article by

Jayatilleke in 1972. Nor is it acceptable to dodge the difficult

questions by taking refuge in obscurantist talk about the 'trans-

cendence" of available anlytical categories and gesticulating

vaguely towards the Mahayana doctrine of Emptiness.

There is very little evidence of original thought in this

book. The writer's research seems to have amounted to plundering

the Canon and the works of other authors. Thus Chapter 5 on the

sublime virtues is borrowed almost entirely from Harvey Aronson's

Love and Sympathy in Theravada Buddhism , a debt the author acknow-

ledges. Chapter 6 is a summary of the AggaflfJa Sutta while Chapters

7 and B quote extensively from the Sigilovada and Cakkavatti-

slhanada Suttas. Chapter 9 acknowledges a large debt to Gokulas
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De's Democracy in Early Buddhist Sangha, with 15 of the 17 refe-

rences in the Chapter drawn from this source alone. Chapter 10

on the bodhisattva owes a good deal to Marion Hatics' Entering the

path of Enlightenment, while Chapter 11 on Mara is heavily indeb-

ted to Trevor Ling's Buddhism and the Mythology of Evil.

Leaving aside the debt to Jayatilleke in the earlier chap-

ters, what is left? - only an Appendix entitled 'Buddhism and

the Modern World' which seems at odds with ideals expressed in

the main body of the book. Even more extraordinary claims are

made here, such as that 'All good and bad and the whole of mora-

lity is meant only. to serve the function of preserving the species';

'Ordinary morality is always a group morality'; 'Human societies

behave exactly like societies of rats...'.

There is a great need for serious studies of Buddhist ethics

which take the subject beyond the 'Bible stories' level of ex-

tracts from the Canon. There are already perfectly sound books,

such as Saddhatissa's classic work [reviewed below] , which summa-

rise the ethical prescriptions of the Pali texts, and there are

translations of the texts of other schools for those who wish

to read them. This raises the question of why Dr Dharmasiri wrote

this book at all: ethics is a field in which he plainly has no

expertise and nothing original to contribute. It is a book which

has the mark of being compiled in haste, which cannot pursue

an argument for more than a couple of sentences, which contains

eccentric ideas and which can only breed confusion in the mind

of any reader unfortunate enough to come into contact with it.

Damien Keown

Buddhist Ethics . The Path to Nirvana. Hammalawa Saddhatissa.

Wisdom Books, London 1987. £6.95 / S 12 .95

This excellent work has long been out of print and it is, there-

fore, good news to see its appearance, especially since it has

not been superseded from any other quarter. The republication

is timely indeed - as the author points out with great conviction

in his preface - for the world is witnessing a rapid degeneration

of human behaviour which can only be reversed by adherence to

ethics.

The author's lucid style is most praiseworthy. His theme
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is of vital importance, because in all schools of Buddhism the

practical realisation is based upon it. 'An immoral man/woman

cannot reach Nirvana' - this is the basic premise, without which

we are not entitled to speak of Buddhism at all. Dr Saddhatissa

explains ethics not only in Western terms - his main effort is

placed within the context of the totality of Buddhist moral prin-

ciples and. whilst doing so, the Buddha's Teaching becomes crystal

clear in outline. Moreover, by reading the book one will become

familiar with many of the scriptures of the various schools of

Vedic and Upanisadic thought.

Ir is advisable to ponder and bear in mind vnat the scholarly

author writes in the Preface and throughout the book. 'Buddhismus

1st Wirklichkeitslehre ' ('Buddhism is the Teaching of Reality')

was a definition of the Dhamma/ Dharma of the Buddha made by Paul

Dahlke, a German Buddhist in the 1920s. And truly, if the Teaching

of the Buddha is not based on Reality, cannot become one with

it, what is the purpose of it for us? Fortunately, the Tathagata

taught Reality and the same can be said of the present book also.

Although the book has been written by a Theravadin monk

and radiates the spirit of the Pali Canon, because of its uni-

versality it will readily appeal to all Buddhists irrespective

of their denominations or traditions. The eight chapters are

completed with notes and Index, whilst the whole work is beauti-

fully presented, well-researched and edited. It deserves to be-

come a treasure for all Buddhists.

Lajos aydrkos

Madhyamaka Schools in India . Peter Delia Santina. Motilal Banarsi-

dass, Delhi 1986. xxiii, 242pp. Rs 100

This book sets out to introduce the two main branches of Nagar-

juna's Madhyamaka philosophy to readers unfamiliar with this

highly important and interesting school of Buddhist, and Indian,

thought. .

Briefly stated, the Svatantrika branch starting with Bhava-

viveka (Bhavya), rejecting as it did the negative hypothetical

propositions used by Buddhapalita as assailable and inconclusive,

tit to formulate the principles of Madhyamaka philosophy in

the form of standard and self-sufficient inferences and syllo-

gisms containing terms mutually established for both the proponent
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and his opponent, a logical reason and an example. In this the

Svatantrikas were no doubt influenced by the logical and episteao-

loglcal achievements of the Pramana-schools represented in parti-

cular by Dignaga. On the other hand, the Prasangikas held such

commonly established and independent ( svatantra ) inferences and

syllogisms to be unavailable to the true follower of Nagarjuna's

Madhyamaka; and, instead, they used basically apagogic (negative

hypothetical) reasoning of the prasanga type, where the subject

did not in fact need to be established in common for both the

Hadhyamika and his substantiallst opponent. Both branches neverthe-

less agreed in maintaining that, in the case of negative state-

ments, the negation is of the absolute (non-implicat ive and non-

-presupposltlonal ) prasajya variety, rather than of the relative

implicative paryudasa kind which presupposes an entity that sub-

sists as a sort of remainder after negation of its opposite.

For the Hadhyamika, the point of these doctrinal differences

ie Chat they relate directly to how the Theory or understanding

of ultimate reality and Emptiness (Sunyata ) arises in the mental-

-spiritual continuum of the philosopher -practiser of the Madhya-

maka .

After a general sketch of the origins of the Madhyamaka

and its main masters in India, the author turns to the place

occupied by logic in this division between the Svatantrika and

Prasangika, and to developments in the controversies between

them. Special attention is given to the Hadhyamika 's rejection

of the four alternative positions of conceptual thinking (>toti) as

expressed by Nagarjuna in Madhyamakakarika i.l. In his treatment

of the fourth position - origination from no cause at all - the

author does not raise the question of the excluded middle in

the fourth koti ( 'neither .. .nor ')

.

The book covers a wide range of diverse topics and problems.

The presentation of arguments and the summaries tend to be dis-

cursive and rather general, so that many thorny but essential

points are not brought out. The discussion of highly important

log ico-epistemological problems as well as the documentation

and references sometimes leave the reader without the material

he needs. Thus, once it is interestingly said that, in addition

to the Svatantrikas, the Prasarigikas also 'seem' to accept the

division between a conceptualised or 'modal' parauartta and a ' non-
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modal' paramartha (p. 206); but no documentation or reference

to a source are supplied, and the relevant terras (sa) paryaya and

aparyaya are not in the index.

This book represents the author's doctoral dissertation

written in the 1970s for the University o£ Delhi, and remains

unrevised In the light of publications between c,1975 and the
*

date of its own publication. In his work in India the author

has benefited from the help of scholars of the Sa-skya tradition,

in particular Sa-skya khri-'dzin and mKhan-po A-pad

,

Of special interest, then, is the use made in several chap-

ters of this book of the great Madhyamaka commentary (the rGyal

ba thams cad kyi thugs kyi dgons pa zab mo dbu ma ' 1 de kho na

(lid spyi'i dag gis ston pa, Wee don rab gsal) by Go-rams-pa bSod-

-nams sen-ge (1429-89), one of the principal authorities of the

Sa-skya school after Sa-skya Pandita (misspelt Sakya Pandita

on p. 101) himself. The page references to this commentary are,

however, only to a reprint (Dehra Dun 1975) rather than to the

standard facsimile of the sDe-dge edition which is widely avai-

lable; as a consequence, a reader wishing to follow up finer

points in Go-rams-pa ' s commentary is obliged to engage in labo-

rious searching through a text of 208 folios. Such a need for

further following up a matter is felt, for example, when Go-

-rams-pa's set of valid instruments of knowledge are left un-

identified by their Tibetan (or Sanskrit) names on pp. 207-13. An

Appendix gives an interesting summary of Kon-ston's biography

of Go-rams-pa .

This volume contains much that will be of interest to a

student of the philosophy and theory of liberation of the Madhya-

maka. It will provide a modern enquirer with a readable account

of a number of the questions with which the Madhyaraikas of India

and Tibet were concerned,
D.Seyfort Ruegg

*
Ed. Tu illustrate the delay in publication (see Introduction, p.xtv), I tU

Snnyatasaptatt and Yukt tsast lua have been edited and translated by Chr.

Lindiner In his anthology, Naqaijuniana (1982) and the latter text ditto by

P.Tula and C.Dragonetti in JIABS 6, 2 (1983).
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Indo-Tlbetan Buddhism . Indian Buddhists and Their Tibetan Succes-

sors. David Snellgrove. Serindia, London, and Shambhala, Boston

(2 vols) 1987. xxiii, 640pp. £30.00

Today the broad outlines of Indo-Tibetan Buddhism - terra incog-

nita one hundred and fifty years ago - are well-known. There are

still numerous unexplored valleys and unsealed peaks - enough

to keep many generations of scholars happy - but a comprehensive

account of its large-scale features is no longer the impossibility

it was a few decades ago. It does, however, take a scholar of

Snellgrove's calibre and, yes, tolerance to achieve this. But

more of tolerance later.

Although the structure of this book is historical, Prof.Snell

-grove writes primarily as if Buddhism mattered i Certain modern

writers on religion are particularly prone to the ailment of

fake objectivity, the primary sympton of which is an insistence

on seeing religions as interesting phenomena, errors of our ances-

tors to be purged by the dogma of reason. Throughout this book,

Snellgrove's historical approach is tempered by an understanding

of what a Buddhist might, in his opinion, think, and an awareness

that this matters as much, if not more than what the Western

.academic thinks. For example, during his discussion of the histori-

cal Buddha (p. 8), he is aware that a Western prejudice lurks

within any attempt to take Sakyamuni as the starting point for

any account of Buddhism since, to a Mahayanist , many have become

buddha prior to Sakyamuni. Attempting to get beyond the superfi-

cial is not, however, without attendant risks.

Snellgrove sides with the brahmanical opponents of Buddhism

in feeling that the Buddhist's insistence on describing Buddhism

as anatmavada has led to a lot of unnecessary problems. Concepts

such as the alayavi jnina are seen as ways of smuggling the soul

in through the back door. Uddyotakara , Vacaspat iraisra and, it

seems, Stcherbateky , thought so (p. 98-9); Snellgrove himself

takes the alayavljflana to be a device to solve 'the perennial

Buddhist problem of individual continuity from one birth to an-

other' . In this light the persistence of the Cit taroatrin in in-

sisting that the a layavl jnana is not a soul of any kind seems

perverse. The reason for this stand, not explicitly stated, can

be found on p. 105; 'the basic consciousness itself is never stable,
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for it consists of a succession of dftarmas which manifest them-

selves momentarily'. All souls necessarily are Cor contain) some-

thing immutable, an eternal essential core, so by definition

the alayavi jnSnm cannot be a 'soul' of any kind.

A similar unconscious (mono) theist prejudice makes itself

noticeable during the discussions on karma (p. 25). The author

sees an 'anomaly' in karma being an 'all-controlling force and

the everyday experience of a man's seeming ability to make a

free decision to do right or wrong'. Puzzlement is expressed

over the Buddhist's placid acceptance of this 'anomaly' given

the inordinate amount of time that Christian thinkers have devoted

to the problem of predestination versus free will, but there

is no such anomaly in the Buddhist case. Karma 'is the field,

consciousness the seed and craving the moisture' (A I 223). When

the Elder Cakkhupala killed numerous insects whilst walking,

the Tathagata was unconcerned: "he did not see the insects'.

Without consciousness of the act, the 'law of karma' does not

operate. The point has been well put by A. Piatigorsky in rjje

Buddhist Philosophy of Thought: (Curzon Press, London 1984, p,61):

'one's thinking might be considered, at one and the same time

[my emphasis], either subjectively (i.e. from the point of view

of freedom of choice), or objectively (i.e. from the point of

view of the kartaic predetermination). In cases where karmic pre-

determination is involved, the very category of freedom of choice

is totally inapplicable. For in such cases there is neither free-

dom nor non-freedom, since thought [ i.e. the mental continuum

as influenced by consciousness of a previous action - BS ] is

already an undeniable fact'. It is generally advantageous to

remember that if what we see as a problem is not considered a

problem by Buddhists themselves, then there Is more often than

not a simple Buddhist reason. Buddhists have always been in-

veterate scholastics and hence can usually be relied on to find

any problems that need finding.

The section on the Vajrayana is the longest in the book.

This is not surprising, considering that this vehicle is the

single most 'problematic' development in the long history of

Buddhism. To Western, and indeed to HInayana eyes, it hardly

seems to be a natural development , and past Western explanations

of the Vajrayana have tended to be external, seeking something
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unBuddhist as the source. Prof . Snellgrove has In my mind success-

fully explained the internal Buddhist processes leading to whaL

came to be known as*riyS- and caryJ-tantras , and proceeds (p. 279)

to reposition the dividing line between Mahayina and Vajrayana

in such as way as to include kriua- and carya -tantras in the former

category, and to limit VajraySna to the anut tarayoga -tantras.

yoga -tantras straddle the divide uneasily. This novel approach

succeeds, and in no way invalidates the established methodological

division of the Hahayina into Piramltaylna and Vajrayana [the

latter in this case consisting of all categories of tantra).

The gulf that separates the anu t tarayoga -tantras (the Vajrayana-

-tantras, to coin a phrase) from the Mahayana tantras is indeed

huge, but the nature of this gulf remains unspecified in this

book. Snellgrove notes (p. 152) that the context of the anut-

tarayooa-tantras is entirely different to that of the other class-

es and talks of Saivite associations. Nonetheless, he feels that

anutrai-ayoga-tantras 'offer in effect nothing higher; they merely

provide the same teachings in . . . more outspoken and deliberately

scandalous language' (p. 196). They do, however, offer something

entirely different - the visualisation (the 'self-generation")

of the practitioner's body as the body of the istadevaca /
yi

dam, rather than the visualisation of the deity's form in front

of the practitioner as found in the 'lower' tantras. The deities

of the anuttarayoga -tantras are hence subject as well as object.

Nonetheless, the author feels that 'in short tantric Buddhism

seems to offer little new in results, which earlier forms of

Hahayina Buddhism do not already supply' (p. 189). If 'tantric

Buddhism' here is synonymous with ' Vajrayana then this is most

certainly not the case. The body of an enlightened being is diffe-

rent to that of a non-enlightened being (- hardly a controversial

statement), and the structure of the practitioner's subtle body

can b2 altered to correspond to that of an enlightened being

through breathing exercises, sexual intercourse, self-generation

and all the various methods given in the texts. The close rela-

tionship between mind and subtle body m&ans that the transforma-

tion of the structure of the subtle body effects a transformation

of mind. When this is accomplished the practitioner has completed

the bskuad rim ( utpa t ti krama ) , the generation stage, and can

then proceed to the practices of the rdzog* .in (sampannakram* ) .
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the completed stage leading to Nirvina. It is on this basis that

tantra claims to be a quick method. Awareness of this process

enables us to explain certain statements encountered in tantric

material which may otherwise seem problematic. For example <p,

251), Snellgrove feels that there Is considerable arbitrariness

in the ordering and number of ca/cras within the body. It helps

if we bear in mind that the number and order of the cakias is

diffferent depending on whether the body under discussion is

that of an enlightened being or not (- a threefold descending

order in the former case, a fivefold ascending order in the lat-

ter) .

This book will presumably continue to be the standard work

on Indo-Tibetan Buddhism for a long time to come, providing novel

and challenging observations on nearly every page based on mate-

rial taken from hitherto untranslated canonical texts as well

as from almost everything written on the topic In Western langua-

ges. Thus, the appearance of the most complete overview yet of

the origins of Tibetan Buddhism from the pen of Britain's leading

Buddhist scholar would seem to be an occasion for, at the very

least, muted appreciation. It is all the more surprising, there-

fore, to find the reactions of a sizeable proportion of Western

practitioners of Tibetan Buddhism ranging from the dismissive

to the hostile . This stems in part from the assumption that

works on Buddhism not emanating from an acknowledged Oriental

master (or from a clearly Buddhist Westerner) are not worth taking

seriously, and in part from the fact that these same devotees

have not yet forgiven the author for his bowdlerisa tion of his

translation of the Hevajra Tantra (OUP 1959, p. 8). As an aside

it could be mentioned that, had the dlklnis allowed the Rev. Bawd-

ier to get his hands on this text, the result would have been

a book consisting of blank pages. Tibetan lamas themselves have

been guilty of similarly disfiguring canonical works (e.g. the

rgyal rtse them spangs ma Kanjur omits, without comment, a rite

for petrifying or paralysing women from the Vajramahabhairava-

tantra - Toh.468, Fek. 105 : U3v ) ; be that as it may, section III

of Snellgrove 's book is full of the most 'offensive' tantric

rites translated into crystal clear English (see, e.g., p. 259,

or, even better, the statements on copulation with, amongst others,

the deformed on p. 182). This may seem a minor point in the book's
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favour until we remember that the average dge lugs pa work on

the Vajrayana (say, Tsong kha pa's sngags rim or Mkhas grub rje's

rgyud sde spy! rnam) can be read without ever coming across pas-

sages such as those the author provides in section III.

In short, both Buddhists and non-Buddhists have every reason

to applaud the amassing, distillation and structuring of such

huge amounts of information from so many sources concerning one

of the most fascinating, complex and increasingly, it seems,

attractive religious systems ever devised.

* See, e.g., che review by S.Hodge in The Hiddle Way, August 1987, p. 122.

flulcsu Sikl6s

The Tibetan Book of the Dead . Francesca Fremantle and Chbgyam

Trungpa. Shambhala, Boston 1987. xxii, 121pp. 59.95

(Distributed by Random House, New York)

Every fresh reissue of this perennial classic is to be welcomed

and the superior quality binding and paper used in the Dragon

Editions make this book a lasting joy. What we have lost, unfor-

tunately, are the coloured illustrations that were found in the

hardback first edition and on the covers of subsequent paperbacks.

We are now left with the" mandala of the peaceful deities only,

in a detail from a beautiful thangka In the Musee Guimet, Paris,

that adorns the book's front cover. What we have not lost, however,

are any of the spelling or typographical mistakes from earlier

issues because, within its new covers, the present edition is

a straightforward reprint of the one from 1975. Thus, on p. 25,

Rudra is still described as wearing a tiger-skin shirt instead

of a skirt!

Trungpa's short commentary to the text is beautifully clear

and simple. It is not at all scholarly or technical and so, in-

stead of confusing the reader with an overload of tantric cross-

-references and the minutiae of yogic procedures, he just explains

In plain English the overall symbolism of the book and how to

use Its insights in a way that is beneficial to both the healthy

and the dying. It is not a book about being dead but a book about

process and change and as such it has a great deal to say about

the whole span of life and not just about its final moments.

Dealing with the revelationary visions of one's entire being

^
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as it unfolds in the form of a vast mandala of a hundred peaceful

and wrathful deities, the text itself is beautifully translated

and laid out on the page. I particularly enjoy the use of gTer-

-ma marks at the close of each paragraph but I don't care much

for the random mix of Tibetan and Sanskrit terms within the Eng-

lish. (Perhaps the translators felt that words such as 'bardo'

and 'yidam' are now accepted as honorary English words.) I would

much rather see all technical terms and proper names in Sanskrit

in order to facilitate cross-reference within the total sphere

of Buddhist studies. An appendix listing all those terms in Tibe-

tan would then prove a very welcome and useful addition.

However, these are minor shortcomings. This is definitely

a book that rewards its reader very generously indeed. Who can

afford to be without a copy?

Martin Boord

The Great Path of Awakening . A Commentary on the Hahayana Teaching

of the Seven Points of Hind Training. Jamgon Kongtrul, translated

by Ken McLeod. Shambhala, Boston 1987. xv , 90pp. S9.95

(Distributed by Random House, New York)

The basis of the Hahayana is bodhlcitta. This has the two aspects

of a compassionate concern for the welfare of others {relative

bodhicitta) and the wisdom that directly cognises non-duality

(absolute bodhlcitta) , The most profound method leading to the

attainment of this precious mind is 'the sacred mystery of exchan-

ging oneself for others' (Santldeva). This short text outlines

the process of awakening to this mystery in accordance with the

oral tradition of the 12th century Kadampa master, Chekawa Yeshe

Dorje.

The seven headings under which this theme is discussed are:

1. the preliminaries which teach the importance of turning the

mind away from Samsara and of engaging oneself wholeheartedly

in the practice of Dharma ; 2. training in the two aspects of

bodhlcitta; 3. the methods of transforming adverse conditions

into the path of awakening; 4. practising during life and at

the time of one's death; 5. how to measure one's success In mind-

-trainlng; 6, how to protect one's awareness through conscientious

behaviour; 7. general guidelines for training on this path. The

text ends with a few concluding remarks - 'additional instructions

from the transmission lineage' and is then repeated in summary

in an appendix. The entire book closes with a prayer to the mind-

-trainlng lineage and a very short seven-branch prayer.

This is, then, a brief and unpretentious handbook for those

interested in the actual practice of developing bodhlcitta. I hope

that joany people will take it up and find it helpful. It contains

nothing in either Sanskrit or Tibetan to entice the scholar and

even lacks an index. No diacriticals are used for any of the

Sanskrit words nor, in general, is any attempt made to trans-

literate Tibetan names. Since the root text is so short, the

omission of the Tibetan original is to be regretted because quite

a number of people derive enormous pleasure from reading Tibetan

texts and I feel that its inclusion would have enhanced the value

of the book,
Martin Boord

Awakening the Kind of Enlightenment . Kedltations on the Buddhist

Path, Geshe Naragyal Wangchen, Wisdom Publications, London 1987.

284pp. £6,95

This book is from the Gelug tradition of Tibetan Buddhism and

sets out the practices of the Lam-rim or Stages on the Path to

Enlightenment. These practices have their origins in the teachings

of the Buddha and later commentaries, especially the Abhisamayalan-

kara set down by Asahga which condenses the Prajhaparamitasutras.

The main lineage of the Lam-rim was brought to Tibet by the Indian

pandit, Atisa, who spent many years teaching there. His legacy

in Tibet was known as the Kadampa which was succeeded by the

(Selugpa founded by Tsongkhapa . The latter composed his momentous

work, 'The Great Exposition of the Stages of the Path to Enlight-

enment' (Lam-rim Chenmo), possibly the best-known book of the

Gelugpa, on the basis of Atisa 's Bodhipathapradipa {'The Lamp

of the Path to Enlightenment'). All subsequent Lam-rim teachings

are based on Tsongkhapa 's work and this book is no exception.

As its title suggests, a teaching on the stages of the Path

is more than just a map of the spiritual journey as it also de-

scribes the practices and meditations necessary for progress

on the Path, These begin with the motivation for practice and

ceremonial prerequisites followed by generation of respect for

one's teacher. Next come a series of meditations that can be
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classified as Hinayina practices although it is emphasised that

the Mahayana motivation of attaining Buddhahood for all living

creatures should be declared from the outset. These practices

include meditating on the value and rarity of being a human being

capable of taking up a spiritual path; the transience of that

human life, it being always under the threat of death; and the

importance of seeking refuge now in the Buddha, the Dharma and

the Sangha, they being the only real friends at the time of death

and the only help in ensuring a happy rebirth. A practitioner

who has successfully accomplished these meditations, insofar

as the desired results become second nature through constant

familiarisation, is said to have achieved the initial level of

Lam-rim practice. The practices, still designated Hlnayanist,

continue with meditations upon the unreliability and deceptive

nature of any rebirth no matter how exalted or seemingly happy

as long as the deep-seated causes of future sufferings remain

in the mind in the form of karmic imprints of previous actions.

Uhen the meditator, after long contemplation on the nature of

Samsara, turns his mind away from seeking happiness in future

rebirths and directs his energy towards Nirvana or liberation

from the endless round of death and rebirth, he has attained

the intermediary level of Lam-rim practice.

The meditator is then encouraged to broaden his vision and

understand that, like him, all living creatures are in the same

boat on Samsara ' s ocean, that all beings have basically the same

hopes and fears and that his own plight is no special case. Through

many techniques he strives to veaken the inborn attitude of always

putting himself first and of considering his own happiness to

be of paramount importance. He aims to achieve an exchange of

self for others where the happiness of others becomes his prime

spiritual goal. Realising that this can only be achieved by be-

coming a Buddha, he forsakes the goal of personal salvation and

instead strives for Buddhahood, Such a practitioner is known

as a bodhisattva and he possesses bodhlcltca, the mind of enlight-

enment. The title of this book indicates that this achievement

is the ultimate purpose of the preliminary meditations. This

practice is Mahayana practice and this level is the supreme level

Ot Lam-rim practice.

Buddhahood or even Nirvana is not possible unless the root

cause of the uncontrolled wandering throughout the various realms

of existence is eradicated. No amount of virtuous practice, such

as compassion, morality, patience, giving, concentration etc.

will result in Buddhahood unless the meditator destroys his wrong

understanding of the nature of phenomena, the root cause of all

other negative emotions such as anger, desire etc. which in turn

create karma that throws us from birth to birth. To do this he

must penetrate, with the aid of single-pointed concentration,

to the ultimate truth, first conceptually and then experientally

.

This is a gradual process and together with the gradual process

of developing the mind of enlightenment form the two wings of

the bird of Enlightenment. They are sometimes called method and

wisdom. This, then, is the last topic in the book.

Any Lam-rim text is a manual of practice and does not dwell

a great deal on the theoretical and philosophical aspects of

Buddhism on which practice is built. This philosophical study

which forms the bulk of Gelug monastic education is presented

throught the medium of logic and its purpose is to clear away

doubt and confusion concerning the practices and to analyse the

validity of the Buddha and his teachings. Such learning builds

a firm foundation for faith. This, then, raises the question

for whom is this book intended. Geshe Wangchen's hope is that

it will help Westerners overcome any difficulties due to cultural

differences and facilitate understanding of traditional Buddhist

practice. Clearly, then, it is for those already possessing some

faith in Mahayana Buddhism or for those whose faith could be

awakened by the power of attraction and appeal. For those who

maintain a critical but open mind on spiritual phenomena, who

are reluctant to accept claims not immediately accessible to

direct experience, they might profit from supplementing this

book with Buddhist philosophy and theory.

Geshe Wangchen is very well-known as a learned monk and

his book is peppered with quotes from several Indian and Tibetan

sources to support the various points. It is a comprehensive

work and includes meditative contemplations as well as techniques.

My only complaint is that it could have been better edited for

there is a fair amount of superfluity and bad sequencing among

the sentences. However, the author's English is good
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but not perfect whilst the text is written in a style that resem-

bles the way he teaches, suggesting that it was transcribed from

talks or dictation. The editors have obviously endeavoured to

preserve this style, at the same time presenting the text In

readable English, and this must have been no easy task.

Gavin Kilt}}

Portrait of a Dalai Lama . The Life and Times of the Great Thir-

teenth. Sir Charles Bell. Wisdom Publications, London 1987,

467pp. £11,95

In 1910 the 13th Dalai Lama of Tibet was forced to flee his coun-

try and take up exile in N.E.India. The Chinese, with their obses-

sive and long-standing desire to gain control over the land,

had made their invasion of Tibet coincide with his return from

exile in Mongolia and China {having fled from the Younghusband

expedition six years earlier). Now, at the age of 34, he was

to settle in Darjeeling for the next two years. It was here that

he came into contact with Sir Charles Bell, the British Govern-

ment's Political Officer for Tibet, Sikklm and Bhutan, whose

duty was to represent his government's policies towards Tibet

and the crisis there. Consequently the two men held several dis-

cussions over those two years. However, their relationship went

far beyond a political one and there developed between them a

firm friendship based on mutual respect and trust. Fortunately,

Bell spoke Tibetan and by thus removing the barrier of interpre-

tation assisted in forming this meeting of East and West - although

the characters of the two men also played a great part.

Bell was very English; upright, rather reserved, stern look-

ing but honest and politically wise. The Dalai Lama was earthy,

blunt, warm hearted, with a sharp mind and sometimes a sharp

temper to match. In short, they were very dissimilar and yet

together they struck a harmonious chord. The Dalai Lama was ob-

viously impressed by Bell's sincerity and skill in diplomacy.

Being not at all proud, he was ever ready to learn from Bell

the ways of a world of which he had no experience. At one point

this seeming lack of knowledge confused Bell. He asked a govern-

ment official how a Dalai Lama, who is omniscient, could not

know, for example, where Bengal was. The reply came that the

taking of an earthly body could sometimes dull the omniscience.
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Bell was equally impressed by the Dalai Lama's very Tibetan

character. He particularly admired his sharp mind and his sur-

prising frankness - which in those days could well have been

a political liability - and his ability to change his- mood from

seriousness to good-hearted humour. Yet Sell was probably quite

rare among his class. He was fascinated by Tibet and things Tibe-

tan, His mastery of the language and study of the culture and

religion went far beyond the call of duty. This is only one of

several books he wrote on Tibet and Tibetans; he even published
a Tibetan-English dictionary. His descriptions of events, rituals
and customs are jiot only detailed but almost always accompanied
by explanations, showing that he took the trouble to enquire

about them. He even sat down and read the scriptures, whilst
his reports on Tibetan beliefs and Buddhist doctrine are without
a trace of cynicism; one might almost say sympathetic. However,
he gives no hint that he was at any time attracted by Buddhism

or that he was anything but a staunch Christian. There can be

no doubt that he genuinely liked and respected the Tibetans and

that the sympathetic tone of this book was not due to politeness
or diplomacy, although he was acutely aware of his duty to promote
friendship between Britain and Tibet: 'A duty doubly strong these
days when so aiany injure our fatherland by ignorant criticism
of those whose forms of government or rules of conduct differ
from our own.

'

Above all he admired and respected the person who symbolised
the hopes and aspirations of all Tibetans, the Dalai Lama himself.
Even the latter 's sharp temper is not portrayed as a vice for
Bell was astute enough to perceive that such a trait was not
regarded as a fault in high lamas, many of whom had fiery tempers
but never harboured grudges.

The book divides its subject matter into the political events
of that time and the culture and lifestyles of Tibetans high
and low. On the former, no man was batter placed to record the in-

side story than the author. He had access to the thinking of

both the British and Tibetan Governments, and to a certain extent
of the Chinese. Those who search for authoritative statements .

with regard to the Sino-Tibetan conflict should at least start
with this book. Bell gives the background to both of the Dalai
Lama's exiles in 1904 and 1910 and charts his subsequent establish-
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menc of supremacy over Tibet in the face of constant Chinese

hostility. That the Dalai Lama was an autocrat there can be no

doubt; but that he became so in the best interests of Tibet is

also certain. Bell had no doubt that Tibet was faced with Chinese

aggression arid duplicity and has no qualms in saying so. He also

stresses that to all intents and purposes Tibet had always been

an independent country under no obligation to her large neighbour:

'Now Tibet throught the centuries has almost always governed

herself, though the Chinese histories will not tell you this'

(p. 133).

Relations between Tibet and British India fluctuated at

this time. They were at a low ebb when Younghusband brusquely

marched into Tibet which was the cause of the first exile. How-

ever, they reached an all-time high a few years later and this

was in no small way due to the remarkable bond that had formed

between these two men. Although Britain had pledged neutrality

in the conflict with China, Bell's obvious sympathy turned the

Dalai Lama's affection towards Britain. The days were gone when

he stubbornly refused to align with anyone, holding fast to the

idea that an isolated Tibet was the best policy, Britain was

now a friend and the Dalai Lama even sent some young Tibetans

to be educated there.

On a smaller scale but no less fascinating are the political

intrigues within Tibet. That some Tibetans in high places were

given to the gods of Jealousy and envy is well-known. Relation-

ships between monasteries and between monasteries and the govern-

ment were not always smooth. Bell describes the threatened rebel-

lion by the monks of Drepung monastery, the delicate relations

between the households of the Panchen and Dalai Lamas and the

rise and fall of high officials. He was able to do this first-

hand because in 1920 he visited Lhasa as head of a diplomatic

mission after several invitations by the Dalai Lama, He stayed

several months, longer than expected and encountered all facets

of Tibetan life. His descriptions and explanations of the New

Year ceremonies are particularly detailed.

Bell, unfortunately, is no author and there is more than

a slight touch of disorder about the book. At times it resembles

a series of notes, as if he just wrote events as they came to

him and tried to rearrange them afterwards. Frequently, chapters
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do not live up to their headings - the one entitled 'Rebellion',

for example, fizzles out after a few pages. Topics taken up often

peter out leaving the reader somewhat stranded. However, may

be this is being too harsh. It appears that the book was written

twenty years after his experiences and, having been published

a year after his death, could have been composed during illness.

More than once he mentions ill-health.

Tfet one chapter, the first, ia especially delightful. In

it he describes the characteristics of the Tibetans, warts and

all. Bell is obviously writing from sheer pleasure as his memory

recalls those special days spent in Tibet. H1b portrait of the

Tibetan personality is perceptive and totally free of prejudice

and condescension.

A book, then, for both the politically and spiritually inte-

rested, and indeed for anyone who wants to learn about this fas-

cinating culture whose struggle to survive was thwarted by its

own resistance to change and by the hostility and indifference

of an outside world.
Gavin Kilty

Dogen Kigen; Hyatical Realist . Hee Jin Kim. Foreword by Roshi

Robert Aittten. University of Arizona Press, Tucson 1975, rev.ed.

1987. xviii, 324pp. $18.95

Quite apart from the great esteem in which Dogen Kigen ( ^(JO-

SS) is held by the Japanese Buddhist world, he is recognised

as one of Japan's most seminal 'thinkers' by many contemporary

scholars. Eastern and Western, who see Dogen's characteristic

understanding of 'being-time' C "ji ) as an early anticipation

of certain modern ideas - chiefly, those of Bergson or Heidegger,

As such, Kim's detailed study of Dogen will be of interest to

many people. Modern Dogen studies began with a series of articles

written by Watsujl Tetsuro for the Journals Shin shosetsu and Shi-

so (1919-23). Offprinted under- the title Shamon Dogen- 'The Monk

Dogen' (Tokyo 1929), Watsuji's essays released Dogen's ideas

from the sectarian vacuum in which they had hitherto been con-

fined, triggering off a whole new phase of interest for this

key figure of Japanese Buddhism. Of course, Watsuji's material

has long since been superseded by a whole brace of new Japanese

writings on Dogen; however, with the possible exception of Kode-
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ra's study of Dogen's sojourn in Sung China, comparable material

has not been readily available in the West, Thus, Kim's study

will undoubtedly foster an enlarged understanding of Dogen's

place in the development of Buddhist thought. His study of Dogen

falls under five main chapter headings:

1. Towards a Total Understanding of Zen

2. Dogen's Life

3. Activity, Expression & Understanding

4. The Religion & Metaphysics of Buddha Nature

5. Monastic Asceticism: The Way of Ritual & Morality

In Chapter 1 Kim explicates what he means by a 'total under-

standing of Zen", namely, an approach which masters all the re-

sources of modern scholarship to avoid sectarian prejudice -

without drowning out the religious sensibility that informs

Dogen's thought. Thus, by and large, Kim's work constitutes a

scholarly yet sensitive account of Dogen's career and characteris-

tic outlook. Chapter 2 outlines some key aspects of Dogen's life

- his early childhood (1200-12); his apprenticeship in Buddhism

(1212-27) - Initially marked by the spiritual struggle at Hiei

and Kenninji (1212-23), followed by Dogen's pilgrimage to China

(1223-27), the last two years being a crucial watershed in which

Dogen met Ju-ching (Nyojo) at the Ching-te Monastery on Mount

T'ien-tung - where he finally resolved the 'great doubt' about

enlightenment nurtured since his days at Hiei; finally, Kim de-

votes the rest of this chapter to reviewing the creative phase

of Dogen's life, spanning the period between his return to Japan

and his death in 125 3.

In Chapter 3 Kim explores Dogen's characteristic understand-

ing of dflylna (meditation) and prajna (wisdom) - and precisely how

this Japanese master interpreted the meaning of 'The Rightly

Transmitted Buddhadharma ( shoden no buppo ). For Dogen, this was

primarily embodied In zazen and 'the samadhi of self-fulfilling

activity' ( ji juyu -zammai ), the 'casting-off of body and mind"

(shinjln-da tsurahi) , and his Insistence upon the unity of practlce-

-enlightenment (shus/io-i t to/shusho -ichinyo ) . Needless to say, a

book review hardly captures the subtle and frequently complex

shifts of emphasis which are Involved here, interwoven as they

are, with Dogen's characteristic notion of the 'total exertion

of a single thing' (ippo-gujin) - the perception that 'things'

occupy their ' Dharma-positions ' (ju-hoi), all of which is insepa-

rably yoked in Dogen's thought to 'actualising ' the power of

zazen ( zenki ) in life - what Dogen called 'the koan realised

in life' ( genjo-xoan ). Kim isolates these terms, examines them,

and then links them together again - giving the reader an impres-

sion of the richness of Dogen's teaching. Thus, when it comes

to Dogen qua Dogen, Kim's account is very succinct and thorough.

However, things are less satisfactory when it comes to Dogen

's position vis-a-vis his Chinese precursors. It is widely ack-

nowledged that around 1243, when approximately half-way through

his Shobogenzo, Dogen's outlook underwent something of a dramatic

change. Prior to this date, Dogen had remained thoroughly impar-

tial, refusing to discriminate between the different (Ch'an)

Zen schools, or between the practice of monks, laymen and female

devotees (p.42). After 1243, however, Dogen maintained that monks

were superior to laymen; he became critical of female devotees,

and also adopted a distinctly polemical attitude towards the

Chinese Lin- chl (Rlnzal) teachings. Indeed, in certain parts

of his Shobogenzo, Dogen's criticism even extended to all five

Chinese Ch'an schools (Wu Chia ) , defining their characteristic

idioms as 'mad expressions' (p. 49). Clearly, Dogen was a religious

genius, whose depth of insight reached far beyond many of his

contemporaries and I have no wish to deprecate the valuable side

of his teachings. However, Dogen's querulous side Is another

matter, and there are reasons for feeling that many of the 'mis-

understandings' that Dogen sought to 'correct' in the thinking

of his Chinese peers and predecessors were in fact his own. For

instance, in Chapter 4, Kim touches on Dogen ' s harsh judgment

of the Lin-chi master, Ta-hul Tsung-kao, claiming that he advo-

cated a ' negativistic mysticism' (p. 115) which 'unwarrantedly

regards the essence of mind as exclusively serene and calm' and

thus 'distorts the Buddha-Dharma ' . Strangely, while Kim hesitated

here, confessing that he felt certain reservations about Dogen's

assessment of Ta-hui's position, he goes on to Justify Dogen's

claim - viz. that Ta-hui had 'maintained the dissolution of con-

sciousness .. .a state of unconsciousness' (p. 115). Anyone at all

familiar with the tensions that were working themselves out in

the Sung Ch'an centres will question the veracity of this view-
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point, for it is well-known that Ta-hui specifically struck out

against such one-sided ' quiet ist ism ' . Thus, precisely where some

'academic distance' would have stood us in good stead, Kim un-

fortunately reinforces the very 'sectarian' prejudices that he

had promised to avoid. While Kim speaks of Dogen 'overcoming the

difficulties and inconsistencies' of the Chinese and Japanese

Zen tradition (p. 55) - chiefly, the perceived tension between

'practice based on enlightenment' ( shojo no shu ) and 'practice

prior to enlightenment' (shoxea no shu) - the hermeneutics of

the situation are hardly explicated at all and we have to take

Kim (and thus - Dogen) at his word. In truth, of course, the

Chinese Ch'an monks saw nothing at all 'inconsistent' about the

prospect of practising to 'acquire' insight into what is an essen-

tially 'inherent' endowment - ever present in the mind. Indeed,

there is something to be said for the idea that the 'inherent'

and 'acquired' aspects of enlightenment must be understood as

interdependent facets of one 1 and the same 'thing', perceived

differently according to one's point of reference .vis-a-vis the

pararaartha or samvrt ti -sa t ya , Despite its status as a special

'ultra-doctrinal' transmission, the Ch'an tradition nevertheless

drew its guidance on such matters from ASvaghosa's 'Awakening

of Faith in the Mahayana' (Mahayana Sraddhot padaSastra / Ta Cheng

Chi Hsin Lun), the Sura ngamasut ra (Leng-yen Ching) and cognate

Mahayana sources. Thus, for practical purposes, the Chinese Ch'an

monks have clearly distinguished the difference between the 'in-

born' or inherent aspect of enlightenment - as direct 'inner-

-cause '

( yin/ttetu ) , ar.d the 'concurrent-cause' t yuan, pracuaya )

which enables the practitioner to realise or embody this 'inherent

endowment - as 'effect' or 'fruit' (*uo/pJiaia) on the phenomenal/

empirical level. Thus, the only 'inconsistency* at work here

was Dogen 's failure to distinguish the difference between samvrtti

-satua, as against the higher viewpoint of the pazama rtha-satya -

in which the notions of 'winning' or 'not-winning' the Buddha-

fruit are transcended. Thus, Just because Dogen had felt confused

or troubled by this tension between the 'inborn' and 'acquired'

aspects of enlightenment since his early days at Hiei, this is

not to say that his Chinese predecessors had 'fudged' the issue

or failed to reconcile these two aspects of enlightenment in

their own training - but this is precisely what Dogen seems to
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have inferred, and Kim's account leaves us little the wiser when

it comes to the question of how the Chinese masters actually

perceived the problem - if, indeed, it was a 'problem' for them

at all. Dogen 's religious genius gave a novel slant to his inter-

pretations of Buddhist doctrine, but there are reasons for feeling

that he overreached himself at times, leading to a questionable

hubris

.

In Chapter 5, Kim discusses Dogen's ideas on 'moral causa-

tion', but from beginning to end Kim fails to confront Dogen's

inflated attitude towards his Chinese predecessors. However,

in the 'Jinshin Inga ' (Deep Belief in Causality) chapter of the

Shobogenzo, Dogen finds fault with, in turn, Hung-chih Cheng-

-chueh (Wanshi Shogaku, 1091-1157), Kuan-wu K'o-chin (Engo Koku-

gon, 1063-1135) and Ta-hui Tsung-kao (Dale Soko, 1098-1163) -

all leading masters of their day, yet Dogen argues that they

one and all lacked a proper understanding of 'causality'. However,

to suggest with any seriousness that these eminent Chinese masters

were all misguided, and that Dogen alone had understood such

things correctly, would be tendentious in the extreme, yet Kim

does not address this problem at all. He does raise the question

of Dogen's fidelity to his Chinese teachers, for at several points

in the text (fn.on pp.253 & 265) he cites the learned opinion

of Japanese scholars like Shokin Furuta and Hajlme Na.kamura ,

both of whom have expressed doubts about the degree of correspon-

dence between Dogen's teaching and that of his Chinese peers.

Even so, Kim tends to miniraalise such issues, shoving them some-

what unceremoniously into footnotes at the back of the text as

if residual questions are of little interest. Thus, as satisfying

as Kim's study of Dogen may be, all but those with a very speci-

fic interest for DCgen will be disappointed to find that these

background details have been skipped over in such a peremptory

fashion. As a vital figurehead behind the transmission of Soto

(Ts'ao Tung) Zen to Japan, points of continuity and discontinuity

in DOgen's teaching are of equal importance when appraising his

role as a mediator between the two different cultures and, without

making more sense of Dbgen's distinctly ambivalent attitude to-

wards his Chinese peers and predecessors, it could be argued

that this work does not even represent 'a total understanding

of Dogen', let alone 'a total understanding of Zen'. 1 realise
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that such comments will savour of illwill after the otherwise

generous praise heaped on Kim's work by contemporary admirers

of Dogen. However, a more critical look at Dogen's prejudices

was surely required in a study of this kind, and this is something

which Prof. Kim unfortunately fought shy of. Such 'reserve' is

understandable in view of the reverence accorded to Dogen, but

what about the reverence we should accord co the Chinese fathers

who came before hira?

Richard Hunn ( Upasaka Wen Shu)

Synkretlsmus In den Religionen Zentralasiens . Ed.Walther Heissig

and Hans-Joachim Klimkelt. Studies in Oriental Religions 13,

Otto Harrassowitz, Wiesbaden 1987. VIII, 226pp. DM 90

Both research on Central Asia, particularly on the cultures found

along the so-called Silk Roads, as well as studies on religious

syncretism are currently in vogue. This book comprises the pro-

ceedings of an international symposium held under the auspices

of the Deutschen Forachungsgemeinschaf t in Hay 1983 at St.Augustin

near Bonn. Since it is quite impossible to deal with all the

Central Asian cultures in their entirety in a work of this size,

emphasis is laid on forms of religious syncretism in Turkic and

Mongolian Central Asia. Whereas Shamanism, Christianity (including

Nestorianism) , Buddhism (including 'Lamaism') and Manichaeism

are dealt with in some detail, Islam, nowadays one of the most

influential religions in this region. Is completely ignored.

The sixteen articles collected in this book are arranged

under five headings. The first section, ' Allgemelnes ' , comprises

three articles: R.J.ZwI Werblowsky ' Synkretistaus in der Religions-

geschichte', Ulla Johansen 'Zur Geschichte des Schamanismus

'

and Annemarie von Gabain 'Kaitreya und Mithra '

.

In the first article , Werhlowsky summarises his definition

of the concept of syncretism in ten theses which he develops

on the basis of Kurt Rudolph's essay, ' Synkre t ismus - voo theo-

logischen Scheltwort zum religionswissenschaf tllchen Begriff'

(Humanitaa Religiosa . Festschrift f Ur Harald Biezais, Stockholm

1979, pp. 194-212) and of Carsten Colpe's studies whose most recent

results can be found under the entry 'Syncretism' in The Ency-

clopedia of Religion (New York 1987, Vol.14, pp. 218-27) although

this latter piece cannot have been taken into consideration in
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the present paper. After quoting some examples of religious syn-

cretism, Werblowsky discusses the definition of 'syncretism'.

According to him, this concept can be used to describe the rela-

tion between diversified 'historisch identlf izlerbaren Grossen',

i.e. complex wholes. Here he distinguishes between a 'vegetative,

naive, spontaneous, unreflected, unconscious' syncretism and

a 'reflected, conscious' syncretism. Furthermore, the concept

'syncretism' Is employed to portray the process of syncretic

tendencies and developments. Since syncretism is recognised as

a 'universal movens in the dynamics of the history of religions'

and the concept is not applied in a universal, univocal way,

an exact typology is needed. The precise application and defini-

tion of this concept is possible only after an investigation

of the specific context In which this term is used or of the

specific reasons why it is used.

In the second article, Johansen gives a short survey of

the history of Shamanism among Central Asian Turks and Mongols.

First she analyses the different interpretations of the concept

of Shamanism and differentiates between them and her own under-

standing of it. According to her a shaman is characterised by

a vocation, by his ability to go into a trance and to make con-

tact with non-exlatent beings and by his special ceremonial dress

and rituals. As source material for the historical study of Shama-

nism, the author admits only archaeological evidence and literary

tradition as found in early itineraries and reports. She shows

how, simultaneously with the decay of centralised empires, the

power and functions of the shaman gradually increased.

In the third article, von Gabain investigates syncretic

tendencies in the concept of Maitreya, the future Buddha, as

well as in that of the Parsic Mithra. In the doctrine of the

Sravakayana, Maitreya appears in the list of Buddhas of the past

and future who preceded or will follow Sakyamuni (cf. E. Lamotte

History of Indian Buddhism, Louvain 1988, pp. 699-710). His worship

flourished particularly In Central Asia, Von Gabain begins with

a study of Maitreya's iconography. He is depicted either standing

or seated in Indian or European style. In one sitting posture

of the latter type the Bodhisattva 's legs are hanging down from

the seat and his ankles are crossed, which was the characteristic

sitting position of the Kusana rulers from the 2nd century A.C.
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This indicates an Iranian influence on the iconography of the

Bodhlsattva. Subsequently, the author investigates whether and

to what degree the bodhisattva cult adopted Iranian elements,

e.g. from the Mazdatst cult of Kithra. The latter was worshipped

as the protector of oaths and war and as the Sol Invictus, 'the

Unsubdued Sun'. There exist connections with the Vedic Mltra

("Friend') who was also revered as the Sun God, In Kanichaean

texts of the Uighurs, Mithra is called 'Son of the God' and

burxan ('Buddha, Gesandter'). Similarly, Maitreya Ajita ('the

Unsubdued') is identified with the sun and, as the protector

of Buddhism, his future exploits are described in the different

Central Asian versions of the Maitreyasamiti . Iranian Influences

on the treatment of the Bodhisattva Maitreya and other Buddhist

concepts during the Kusana era are certainly possible, but the

author's conclusion that the title •bodhisattva' itself might

be Iranian seems implausible since we possess early textual evi-

dence for the concept (Pali 'bodhisat ta '

) . (C£ .
Lamotte, op.

cit.
,
pp.625-<<.)

The second section, 'Das turkische und chinesische Zentral-

asien', comprises four articles: Andre's R6na-Tas 'Materialien

zur alten Religion der Turken', Wolfgang Hage "Das Christentum

der Turfan-Oase. Zur Begegnung der Religionen in Zent ralasien '

,

Hans-Joachim Klimkeit ' Buddhlstische Obernahmen im lranischen

und turklschen Manichaismus' and Helwig Schmidt-Glintzer 'Das

buddhistische Gewand des Manichaismus. Zur buddhistischen Termino-

logie in den chinesischen Manichaica '
.

On the basis of Turkic runic inscriptions from c.720 to

760, R6na-Tas examines three specific problems: whether the Old

Turkic god was a Creator God; whether the Uighuric kagan was

a sacral king; and the relation between Turkic and Uighuric Ten-

grism. His conclusions are as follows: Tengrisra was the religion

of the ruling class of the Central Asian steppe peoples but lost

its importance when the Uighuric kagans proclaimed Manichaeisro

the state religion. According to the runic inscriptions, Tengri

is an active being, although he does not create ex nihilo but acts

In accordance with a universal law, just as a carpenter builds

a house guided by a plan. The sacral kingdom is closely connected

to Tengrisra; thus, in the Tez inscription of 750, the death of

the Uighur ruler. Kill Bilge, is described as sacral, i.e. accord-
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lng to the law. Important elements of the Uighuric sacral king-

dom are of Khazar origin.

Prom the extant texts one may assume that, as a religious

minority, Christians were present in Turfan simultaneously with

Buddhists and Manichaeans between the ninth and fourth centuries.

These Christian documents were written in Sogdian or Old

Turkic. In his article "Das Christentum in der Turfan-Oase'

Hage studies possible tendencies of religious syncretism in these

texts. He observes that the texts are orthodox according to

Nestorian Christianity. Their content is sometimes apologetic

and polemical against the surrounding religions, Buddhism and Man-

ichaeism, whilst Christian views are emphasised. In the Sogdian

translation of the 'St George Passion" the otherwise nameless

evil spirit is cailed Mahikala after the Buddhist deity. However,

Hage stresses that nothing can be said about the popular beliefs

at that time since no literary sources are available.

To the literature quoted by Hage the following title may

be added: H.-J. Klimkeit Die Begegnung von Christentum. Gnosis

und Buddhismus an der Eoidenstrasse ( Vort rage/Rheinisch-Westf all-

ische Akademie der Wissenschaf ten: Gelstesvissenschaf ten; G 283),

Opladen 1986.

Klimkeit discusses ' Buddhlstsche Ubernahmen la lranischen

und turklschen Man: :haismus ' in the context of three areas where

adoptions from Buddhism can be traced: terminology, motifs In

paintings and subjects in narrative literature. As an example

of the progressive borrowing of Buddhist terms, the author quotes

such concepts as Buddha, Parlnirvana and Samsara, the use of

which gradually increased in Parthian Sogdian and Uighuric texts.

The borrowing from Buddhist imagery can be seen in depictions

of Mani exactly in the manner of the Buddha; Other motifs in-

clude miniatures of Hindu gods and the image of the ciat.ama.ni

jewel. The Buddhist JItakas and Avadanas were the main source

for the adoption of narrative subjects. The final result was

that Central Asian ManichaeiBra lost its identity and was super-

seded by Buddhism.

In his article 'Das buddhistische Gewand des Manichaismus .. '.

Schmidt-Glintzer is also concerned with the adoption of Buddhist

concepts in Chinese Kanichaean texts. These borrowings were
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partly necessary because adequate translations for Manlchaean

concepts were available only in Buddhist Chinese. The author

illustrates Buddhist elements and terminologies in the 'Traite

Pelliot' (10th cent.), the 'London Hymn scroll' and in the 'Com-

pendium of Doctrines' (compiled 724. tr.731). In the last work,

Hani is not only an incarnation of the Buddha but also of Lao-

-tse, with Manichaeiam displaying both Buddhist and Chinese in-

fluence. Furthermore, the author quotes sources which indicate

Hanichaean. influence on China before the T'ang era.

The third section, 'Das mongolische Zentralasien' , comprises

seven articles: Robert Hamayon 'Abuse of the Father, Abuse of

the Husband, A comparative analysis of two Buryat myths of ethnic

origin', Dominique Dumas 'Die "Feuergottheiten" det Mongolen',

Alice SdrkOzl 'A Bon Funeral Rite in Lamaist Mongolia', Rathe

Uray-Kohalmi ' Synkretismus im Staatskult der frUhen Dschinglsiden ',

Walther Helssig 'Padmasambhava in der mongolischen Volksreligion
'

,

Rudolph Kaschewsky ' Zur sprachlichen Neuformulierung buddhistisch-

et Aussagen im Mongolischen' and Charles R.Baviden 'Shamans, Lamas

and Evangelicals in Early Nineteenth Century Transbaikalia'.

In this section specific aspects of syncretism in Mongolia

are described. Hamayon compares the myths of origin of two Buryat

tribes, of the Exirit-Bulagat and the Xori, and corned to the

conclusion that these two myths represent 'two Ideological models

o£ patrilinearity ' and that differences between them chiefly

concern the trends of clan relationships and the place to be

granted to women in them.

Dumas investigates the cult of fire deities in Mongolian

popular belief and 'Lamaist' religion on the basis of ritual

texts concerning fire. In folk religion the fire cult Is closely

connected with ancestor worship and the deity of fire is the

female goddess of the hearth, whereas in 'Lamaism' the deity

of fire is male. In Mongolia these two deities were combined.

SarkOzi presents in her paper a bilingual (Tibetan and Mon-

golian) text for a Bon funeral rite, i.e. 'a handbook concerning

an after-death exorcising ceremony'. This manual testifies to

the adaption of elements at Shamanism and practices of the Tibetan

Bon religion when 'Lamaism' was introduced into Mongolia.
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,

Uray-Kehalmy examines syncretic tendencies in the state

cult of Cinggis Khan's early successors, as it can be traced

in the 'Secret History of the Mongols'.

Helssig enquires into a group of Mongolian prayer texts

in which Padmasambhava is mentioned. In these prayers, Padmasam-

bhava is worshipped as initiator of the purificatory Incense

offerings or, more rarely, even as creator of the Fire God (Miran-

ca). As the position of Padmasambhava as an initiator-god gradual-

ly developed, he was increasingly appreciated, e.g. the custom

of Calling the Soul was attributed to him. In his conclusion

Helssig stresses the fact that not everything which hints at

foreign Influence and syncretic tendencies may be judged as such.

Kaschewsky deals with interpretative transformation in Mon-

golian renderings of Tibetan and Sanskrit texts. He considers

this as 'linguistic syncretism' and quotes parts of the Mongolian

translation of the 27th chapter of Candrak'irti ' s Prasannapada

as an example. Unfortunately, there are several misprints in

the Sanskrit. For example: p. 173, 1.12 - nltartfta (instead of ni-

tartfta); p. 175, 1.15 - a tnia.no ( instead of atmano); p. 176, 1.8 - ni-

nagati' (instead of nanagsti"); p. 177, 1.8 - upadana (instead of upa-

<?ana ) .

In his article, 'Shamans. Lamas and Evangelicals in Early

Nineteenth Century Transbaikalia', Bawden describes the 'confron-

tation between Shamanism and Lamaism on the one hand, and English

evangelism, represented by members of the London Missionary So-

ciety on the other'. The reports, articles and books written

by missionaries, e.g. E . Stallybrass , W.Swan and J.C.Brown, are

the most important source of information on the religious crisis,

the 'relative degree of co-existence" and the antagonism of Shama-

nism and 'Lamaism' at that time, whereas the influence of their

own religious activity remained quite restricted and no trace

of It has survived.

In the sixth section, 'Das tibetische Zentralasien', we

find only one item, ' Zu den Spuren des Nestorianismus und das

Manichaismus im alten Tibet ( 8 . - 10 . Jahrhunder t )
'

, by Geza Uray.

This article is a resume (with addenda) of the paper, 'Tibet's

Connections with Nestorlanism and Manicheism in the 8th-10th

Centuries', which appeared in Contributions on Tibetan Language,
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History and Culture (Proceedings of the Csoma de KHros Symposium

held at Velm-Vienna 1981, ed. E. Steinkellner and H.Iauscher, Wiener

Studien zur Tibetologie und Buddhismuskunde 10, Vienna 1983,

Vol.1, pp. 399-429) and where one finds the relevant bibliographi-

cal notes on the subject. As the most important literary source

for information on Tibet's contact with Nestorlans, Uray uses

two Syrlac letters from the Catholicos Patriarch, Timothy I,

who was head of the Nestorian or Chaldean Church from 780 to

823. Examples of Nestorian monuments are the crosses carved into

the rocks of Gilgit, Baltistan and Ladakh . One Tibetan document

of the 8th century containing a critique of Manichaeism is trans-

mitted in the bsTan'gyur and was discovered by R. A. Stein only

recently. Furthermore, two or three Tibetan documents which con-

cern this topic were found In the walled-up library of Tun-huang

,

Uray discusses these sources in detail and shows that in the

second half of the 8th century, when in Tibet it was necessary

to adopt a world faith as the state religion, Nestorianism and

Manichaeism also tried to compete with Buddhism.

In the concluding article, ' Synkretisraus in Zentralasien -

eine Zwlschenbilanz
' , Klimkeit summarises the various results

of the foregoing papers and gives a synopsis of the mutual influ-

ences of Buddhism, folk religion, 'Lamalsm', Manichaeism, Christ-

ianity and Nestorianism in Central Asia during pre-Islamic tines.

An index of names and technical terms concludes this impor-

tant survey. Finally, it should be emphasised that almost all

the papers include detailed bibliographical notes which will

provide a wealth of material for anyone wishing to pursue further

research on the respective subjects.

* Under this title it was subsequently expanded into book form, London 1985.

siglinde Dietz

Buddhist ische Bilderwelt . Ein ikonographlsches Handbuch des Maha-

yana- und Tant rayana-Buddhismus . Hans Wolfgang Schumann, Eugen

Diederichs Verlag, Cologne 1986. 381pp, 420 illustrations.

The author of the present work is a well-known Buddhologlst-

cum-d ipl omat whose book, Buddhismus . Stil ter . Schulen, Systems

(Freiburg 1976, 1988) / Buddhism. An Outline of its Teachings and

Schools (London 1973, Wheaton 1983) has enjoyed worldwide success.
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Another book of his, dealing with »er hlatorische Buddha (1982) ,

has been acclaimed in Germany as the best Buddha biography of

recent years. As in these books, in Bilderwelt Schumann treats his

subject of somewhat daunting complexity with competence, preci-

sion and lucidity. Rather than being Just a 'manual' of the icono-

graphy found in Northern India, Tibet, Nepal, Bhutan and Mon-

golia, due to Its systematic arrangement and analytical index,

this work is a comprehensive iconographic reference book. As

such it will prove helpful In identifying and understanding,

in their rellgio-iconographic contexts, the seemingly bewildering

variety of Buddhas, bodhisat tvas , celestial beings, tutelary

ideations (yidams) and historical personalities. In his descrip-

tion of the Maha- and Tantrayana pantheon the author discusses

the vast topic selectively, thus being able to concentrate on

the explanation of the most prominent and nonetheless plentiful

figures together with their symbolic accessories In Tibetan and

Nepalese woodblock prints and drawings reproduced in this book.

In his preface Schumann refers to the problem of dating

the historical Buddha Gautama whom he dates following the widely

accepted so-called revised Ceylonese chronology, according to

which the Buddha lived from 563 to 483 B.C. Schumann also mentions

P.H.L . Eggerraont and H.Bechert who have, with sound arguments,

thrown doubt upon the historical reliability of this chronology

and have proposed, on the strength of Indian sources, to date

the Buddha about 115 years later. Since no absolute proof can

as yet be given of either the Ceylonese or Indian chronological

systems, Schumann leaves it to the reader to opt for one or the

other

.

On p. 7 the author states that since the figures of the Budd-

hist pantheon, by and large, express philosophical ideas, one

has to acquaint oneself with Buddhist doctrine as found in the

Hlna-, Maha- and Tantrayana systems and with the history of its

spread so as to obtain a deeper understanding of that 'pantheon'.

Therefore, after a systematic overview of his book, the author

offers an introductory essay on Triylna Buddhism, on the spread

of the Dhartna in and outside India, especially In Tibet, and

finally on the art of xylography. 'The Canon of Symbols' conclu-

ding the introductory part, is a very useful compilation descri-

bing postures, gestures and attributes pertaining to the figures
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discussed in the body of the book and includes numerous drawings

apart from the 420 illustrations proper.

Accompanied by historical and iconographlc analyses, each

figure in the book is placed in its religio-traditional setting

through apt doctrinal remarks and abundant legendary material.

It is impossible here to go into details in view of the wealth

of iconographlc items. Just four of them - admittedly rather

arbitrarily - may be singled out.

A special feature of Bilderwelt are the biographical sketches

and engravings of the 84 eiddhas, the former being based on the

Caturaslti-siddha-pravrtti, an llth-12th century hagiographic

work by Abhayadatta, lost in its Indian original, yet preserved

in Tibetan. Schumann's bibliography shows that there are a number

of publications on the slddhas; all the same, literature on the

subject including complete pictorial accounts are comparatively

scarce, so this section is particularly welcome.

On p. 106 Schumann puts forward an interesting hypothesis

when speaking of the Mibuddha . Perhaps inspired by the monotheism

of Islam advancing against India, in about the 10th century Budd-

hist thinkers conceived of the idea that the absolute, so far

referred to only symbolically, might also be represented in per-

sonified form, namely as the Primordial Buddha (Sdihuddha)
.
Asso-

ciating the idea of an Adibuddha with Muslim monotheism comes

full circle when considering Buddhist modernism in present-day

Indonesia. Buddhists in this predominantly Muslim country are

required, hesides their taking refuge in the Three Jewels, to

declare somehow their having faith in God. Thus, in 1965, a lead-

ing Indonesian bhiksu stated that Buddhism in Indonesia was

by no means atheistic because of its acknowledgment of a supreme

being in the form of the Adibuddha! (See H.Bechert 'Buddhismus

im heutigen Jawa und Bali', Internationales Aslenforum 19, Cologie

1938, p.27ff.)

The birth of Siddhartha Gautama under a sal tree in the

LumbinI Grove is depicted on p. 51. It may ba permitted in this

connection to refer to three important articles whose authors

conclusively show that the traditional Buddhist representation

of the would-be Buddha's birth must have influenced Christian

art in medieval Europe as far as pictures of Jesus Christ's nati-
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vity are concerned: (a) F.Weller ' Buddhlstlsche Einfltlsse auf

die christliche Kunst des europaischen Mi ttelal ters ' in W.Rau

(ed.) Friedzlch Heller, Klelne Schrif ten (Stuttgart 1957, pp. 1477-

1558); (b) Weller 'Besnch eines Indologen im Halberstadter Dome',

ibid. (p. 1559f . }; (c) G.Roth 'The Birth of a Saviour Related in

Buddhist, Christian, Islamic and Jaina Traditions' in H.Bechert

and P.Kief fer-PUlz (ed.) Indian Studies. Selected Papers by Gustav

Roth (Delhi 1986, pp. 351-65, and plate nos XVI-XXV).

The caption of figure no. 19, representing Sakyamunl Buddha

with a flower in his right hand (p.69), is 'The Buddha Founding

a Tradition without Words'. We are told the well-known Zen story

according to which Sakyamuni, whilst teaching on the Vulture's

Peak, showed his disciples a flower without saying a word. It

was Kahakasyapa alone who understood this message beyond words

and thus became the first patriarch of an esoteric tradition.

In 'Some Remarks on the Origins of the Zen School' (The Journal cf

Religious Studies IV, 1, Patiala 1972, p.U7), this reviewer gave

some thought to the possible origins of the 'flower episode'

belonging to the Zen tradition. He came to the conclusion that,

apart from vague reminiscences in the Hikaya/Agatna literature

(see, for instance, the significance of the mandarava flower or

the position of Mahlkasyapa at the First Council of Rajagrha),

at least in the earlier textual traditions of Indian Buddhism

an equivalent of the flower story describing the genesis of the

esoteric Dhyana school could not be traced. It is a remarkable

fact that Tibetan iconography knows of a Buddha holding a flower

in his hand, and Schumann's mentioning that this Buddha 'is occa-

sionally called in literature Kusuraasri', might point to relative-

ly late Indian origins, traceable only in Tibetan translations,

of the story of the Buddha's founding 'a school beyond words'.

The few examples given here are intended to underline the

importance of Schumann's fine work as an indispensable Btudy

tool for further research, e.g. in the field of intercultural

history of art or history of religion. Misprints in siliJemsIt are

minimal. Tibetan names are given in their original spelling -

e.g. Khri-sron Ide-btsan - and in a phonetic transcription: Trhi-

song Detsen (p. 28, passim). On p. 336, however, a slight inconsis-

tency occurs with regard to transliteration: 'Thrisong Detsen'.

For Istadevata (p. 209) read istadevata . Btiikkhu Pasadlka
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An Evaluation of the Vedantlc Critique of Buddhism . Gregory J.

Darling. Hotilal Banarsidass, Delhi 1987. xv , 393pp. Rs 175.

Distributed by Motilal Books (UK), Oxford, @ £17,50

The author was a research student under AltfR Wayman at Columbia

and acknowledges his gratitude to him for assistance in preparing

this book, parts of which are somewhat dependent on Wayman's

work. One can, therefore, assume that the book is based on the

author's doctoral dissertation, although this is not mentioned.

Moreover, the style also suggests it, e.g. some repetitive passa-

ges and summaries and the careful stating of facts and bits of

information generally well-known to scholars and students. How-

ever, this can only prove useful to general readers who will

find the book quite readable despite its expertise. They need

not even be put off by the numerous Sanskrit quotations in the

book, as they are always reasonably well translated. The book

meets the usual requirements placed on an academic research work

in terms of documentation and cross-references, textual analysis

and systematic presentation.

Part I, which forms about two-fifths of the volume, gives

the introductory background to the main purpose of the work which

is a study of the three main commentaries to Badarayana's Brahma-

sutra by Sartkara, Ramanuja and Madhva in Part II. The study is

concerned with just fifteen sutras (11,2,18-32) and the three

commentaries on them which comprise criticism of Buddhist teach-

ings.

After some brief Information about the main text (the Brahma-

sutra), the author states the positions of the three Vedantins.

Sankara. as the 'unqualified non-dualist', maintains the identity

of the Stman and brahman which is always present in everyone;

the realisation through knowledge that this is so is, to him,

liberation. Ramanuja, as the 'qualified non-dualist', regards

the world with all its beings (that which is conscious and that

which is unconscious) to be the body of the Lord or supreme person

who is the atman of all; this is a qualified identity parallel

to chat of the individual life or soul ( jlva ) with its body,

Madhva teaches what we could call a structural dualism; while

there is a real difference between creation and the Lord, there

are further differences within creation: between individual jlvas
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who retain their individuality even after liberation, between

jlvas and matter, and also between material entitles.

Here the author fails to resolve the problem connected with

the translation of itroan which he sometimes renders 'Self' and

sometimes, misleadlngly , 'soul'. It is not clear whether he under-

stands Ramanuja 's atma.ii to mean 'universal soul', in which case

he should have spelled it 'Soul' (at he does with 'Self') to

avoid its possible confusion with the jlvt which he translate*

as the 'individual soul'. However, the use of the term 'soul'

in any context of Indian religious thought Is altogether question-

able.

Next we get the discussion of the Buddhist schools, starting

with the two 'realistic' ones of Sarvastivada and Sautrantika

which the Vedantins often failed to distinguish. The former asser-

ted in their Abhidharma texts the existence of ail three time

periods, viz. past, present and future, and further taught that

each dftarma has its own nature (svabhava ) to be distinguished

from Its characteristics (laJcsana ) . The latter rejected all teach-

ings not contained in the sutras and accused Sarvast ivadlns of

contradicting the principle of impermanence . Then the author

turns to their teachings on Dependent Origination, the aggregates,

momentarlness and the ' unconstructed ' elements of Nirvana and

space ( akS&a ) and points out where one Vedantin or the other

misconstrued, did not grasp or confused the mutually differing

Buddhist positions. E.g. Ramanuja attributes to the Buddhists

the tenet of origination from emptiness or passing into emptiness

and Sartkara also presents a similar misrepresentation; both fur-

ther interpret nirodha, which virtually stands for Nirvana, as

absolute destruction and fail to grasp the subtlety of the Budd-

hist notion of space.

The discussion then turns to the Vljfianavida school and

the Buddhist logicians. The most interesting topic here is about

the general tendency, which is reflected also in Sankara ' s and

Ramanuja 's commentary, of ascribing to the VIjnanavadlns the

denial of the existence of objects external to the mind. However,

the author points out, following an earlier paper by Wayman,

that this is incorrect. Different beings (animals, humans etc.)

may construe an object differently in their perception, but that

does not rule out the external existence of the object itself.
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Dignaga spoke of atoms as (presumably external) causes of percep-

tion, even though they are not perceived. Nat even the notion

of alayavi jliana , which the author renders 'ideation-store' (others

as 'storehouse consciousness'), with its archetypal vasanis rules

out external object-entities, as unjustifiably interpreted by

Sankara. It is true that Dignaga explains vasanis as the inner

forms of the knowable, but of course the cause of their perception

{or, shall we say, conception by the mind) is the impact of atoms

on the sensory process, and they have to be regarded as external.

The crucial concept of the Madhyamaka school , sCnyata (empti-

ness), was misinterpreted by all three Vedantins as nihilism.

It is, of course, well-known that the Madhyamaka, particularly

in Nagarjuna's works, avoids adopting any definite position and

refutes all positions as mere views and therefore untenable.

But this does not prevent Vedantins from trying by all means

to attribute the nihilistic position to this school.

After a chapter on the later logicians (Santaraksita , Kamala-

Slla and Ratnaklrti) the author turns to the theme of Sankara 's

alleged "crypto'- Buddhism, a charge made against him and his

school initially by some of his Vedantic opponents, including

Ramanuja . He starts with Gaudapada, reputedly the teacher of

Safikara's teacher, but possibly the name of a whole school. Much

of the work which goes under Gaudapada 's name seems to be drawn

from Buddhist sources and may have been an attempt to syncretise

Mahayana Buddhism and Vedanta. The question of Sankara 's neo-

-Buddhism is not simple. The strongest parallel to Buddhism in

Sankara is the notion of the two truths. Then there Is the con-

cept, of ignorance ( avidya ; the author prefers the translation

nescience'), and the concept of namarupa , name and form (or

name and formation, as the author puts it). All three topics

have some Upanisadic, and therefore possibly pre-Buddhist , pedi-
gree. The author's treatment of them is not exhaustive and fully
conclusive, but he does provide useful materials and hints for
further investigation. It would seem that in employing the notion
of two truths Sankara is to some extent indebted to Buddhism
via the influence of the Gaudapada school on him, whilst his
treatment of avidya parallels, in particular, the i ga Cara Budd-
hism of Asanga, The problem of namarupa in Sankara and Buddhism
was investigated extensively by Prof .Wayraan who has found a rudl-
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mentary basis for Sahkara's dual notion of it in the Satapatha
Brahmana. The author suggests that perhaps Sankara 's 'crypto'-
Buddhism consists in his denial that there is a self in man to

be identified with the Lord. However, whether Sankara took it

from Buddhism or not, it does follow logically from his unquali-
fied non-dualism. If brahman is the sole reality, then man in

the state of avidya , as a separate namarupa or jlva , does not
have true reality and cannot harbour within himself a real self
(Stma/i). Unlike other schools, Advaita Vedanta does not apply
the term jlvitman to man, but reserves it for the Lord.Isvara
i.e. the sagunabrahman

. That, of course, means that man (nama
rupa or jlva) in Sankara is, in Buddhist parlance, anat ta/anat-
man| Much more will have to be written in future on this highly
interesting and philosophically important theme.

The second part carefully documents by a comparative textual
study the various doctrinal disagreements among the three Vedan-
tins In points of Vedantic philosophy, compares their representa-
tions of Buddhism with positions expounded in Buddhist texts
and confronts the interpretations of Buddhism given by the three
with each other. Despite its typically academic nature, it can
be followed with profit by any educated reader interested In
the fine points of Buddhist philosophy and in the history of
Buddhist thought in its relation to VedSntic thinking which has
remained the prevalent trend in the Hindu tradition till the
present day. Some misconceptions about Buddhist teachings current
in Hindu circles, in the Hindu-orientated Yoga movements in the
West, and even in earlier academic studies on Buddhism can he
traced back to the misrepresentation of crucial Buddhist tenets
by one or other of the three great Vedantic teachers. The most
notorious of these misconceptions is the interpretation of the
Buddhist Nirvana as total annihilation or ceasing to be (cf.
G.R.Welbon The Buddhist Nirvana ana its Western Interpreters Chi-
cago 1968). The book under review goes, of course, into further
detailed and specialised issues, some of them subtle, others
abstruse. On the whole, one can agree with the author's mildly
understated conclusion that the Vedantic critique of Buddhism
is for the most part misdirected. The book has a limited index
of Sanskrit words and proper names.

Karel Werner
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The Christ and the Bodhlsattva . Ed. by Donald Lopez and Steven

Rockefeller, State University of New York Press, Albany 1987,

viii, 274pp. Hbk S44.50, pbk SI*. 95

Those contributing to this book include a Benedictine monk. Bro-

ther David Steindl-Rast , on one side, and the Dalai Lama on the

other. It was inspired by a symposium on the subject at Middlebury

College in 1984, and it Eaces many fundamental differences in

the basic doctrines and assumptions from which Christianity and

Buddhism arose and in which they have developed.

The whole subject requires much deeper study and discussion

that usually characterises the interfaith dialogue to vhich we

are nov becoming accustomed. Perhaps this is summed up well in

the Epilogue, signed by Steven Rockefeller, when he writes: 'Since

Buddhism does not conceive of the problem of liberation as invol-

ving the reconciliation of a theistic God with humanity, it finds

no need for the kind of Atonement proclaimed by the Christian

tradition. Buddhism does not deny the seriousness of the human

predicament, but it finds the root problem to be of ignorance'.

He goes on to say: 'Nevertheless there are mystics and liberal

Christians with a strong humanistic emphasis in their thought

who have crossed this line and use a Buddhist-like Christian

vocabulary speaking of becoming Christ, each person in his or

her own unique way. Once this way of thinking and speaking is

accepted, the possibilities of creative dialogue are legion'.

These discussions bypass the wearisome generalities and cliches

so often trotted out by well-meaning (but superficial) inter-

faith enthusiasts. There are very great differences between the

two faiths and they have to be faced. Perhaps the greatest single

difficulty is to find scholars with a wide knowledge of other

religions who are also practitioners of the religion which they

profess

.

Wide Investigation is needed but it has to be combined with

deep commitment to a chosen path to make the experimental base

necessary. It is never easy to find this combination. Adherents

of one religion tend to be limited by the refusal to question

the ultimate superiority of that particular faith. Many an exposi-

tion of Buddhism by a Christian scholar or devotee ends with

the conclusion that Buddhism is good 'so far as it goes". As

the Catholic Truth Society pamphlet on Buddhism by de La Valine
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Poussin concludes: 'It must nevertheless be admitted, even by

the most biassed Western theoreticians, that Buddhist thought

attained a very high summit of religious speculation 1

. Generous

in its context, one supposes, but hardly an acknowledgment that

about a third of the religious world has found that 'speculation'

supremely adequate as a guide for religious life, with no refe-

rence whatever to Christianity over the centuries.

There are interesting examples of local and cultural ideas

being put forward as religious Ideals. Following the apocryphal

story of the Buddha In a previous life, a Chinese of the Liang

Dynasty, one Ta-s.hin, persuaded his wives and children to be

sold as slaves to raise money for famine victims. After this

"self-sacrifice', moreover, he suggested burning himself to death

as an offering to the Three Treasures of the Buddha, Dharma and

Sangha - to benefit all beings! Such misplaced 'sacrifice' is

entirely contrary to the Dharma and yet was accepted widely as

being 'pious' amongst Buddhists.

Other misconceptions of the teachings of their faith were

to gain currency amongst Christians also. As Brother David points

out: 'For a Jew at the time of Jesus, Son of God did not mean

physical offspring of God. That would have been utter blasphemy

for all early Christians who were Jews. Jesus himself would have

been devastated by the very idea of an offspring of God. When

he referred to God as Father, he spoke the language of Jewish

religion. There was no hint at something like Zeus who goes around

and sires offspring left and right.... A parallel expression

is Son of Peace. That doesn't mean an offspring of peace. It

means someone who is perfectly peaceful .... Son of Man meant human.

Son of God meant perfectly divine. Hold these two together and

you have an early Christology ' .

When we have a willingness to dig for the real roots and

the real meanings of religions, especially those of the theistic

Christian and the atheistic Buddhist faiths, and a willingness

to question and discard accretions which have been accepted for

long periods as integral to the faiths, then, and only then will

meaningful dialogue be possible. That there is a more fundamental

ground where religions meet is evident to some people now, and

if there is to be a future for religion generally that ground
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must be sought with determination.

Who finds the common ground sought? In 'The God You Touch',

Ann Belford Ulanov makes an important point often overlooked

by starry-eyed Buddhist converts: 'Claiming the ego is important.

The simple truth is that we cannot go beyond it until we have

first arrived there, cannot transcend it if we have not found

it, cannot go out of it in an askesis of disldentif icatlon and

oblation until we have first possessed it'. The facile statement

that there is is no ego, often made by Buddhists who ought to

know better, needs to be replaced by the acceptance that the

ego is real enough, on this plane on which we live, but that

there is another dimension in which it can be subsumed. Brother

David gets the point better than many. In 'Who is Jesus Christ

for Us Today?', he says: 'Truth is ultimately not a truth which

we can grasp, but the truth that grasps us; reality that lays

hold of us. We give ourselves over to the truth to the extent

to which we expose ourselves to reality". Or, as he says else-

where: 'If Jesus Christ is to be relevant for us today, he has

to be relevant to all religions".

This is one of the books now appearing which repay close

study and much thought. The time for platitudes is past. The

time has come for the courage to look fearlessly at all our be-

liefs and see how they stand up to our present knowledge and

our actual experience.
Jack Austin

Ed. The other contributors and their papers are: Malcolo David Eckel 'Pers-

pectives on the Buddhist-Christian Dialogue', Robert A.F.Thurman 'The

Buddhist Messiahs: The Magnificent Deeds of the Bodhisattvas' , Uiis 0. Gomez

"From the Extraordinary to the Ordinary: Images o! the Bodhisattva in East

Asia", Langdon Gilkey 'The Meaning of Jesus the Christ', Donald S.Lopez 'The

Dalai Lama of Tibet". Tenzin Cyatso (the Dalai Lama) 'The Practices of Bodhi-

sattvas' and Steven C. Rockefeller (Moderator of) 'Symposium Panel on the Christ

and the Bodhisattva'.

Buddhist and Western Psychology . Ed. by Nathan Katz. Prajna Press,

Boulder 1983. xi, 271pp. $15.

Within the field of Buddhist Studies a new focus of interest

has recently appeared. Known generally as East-West Psychology,
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contributors to it are attempting to compare, contrast, evaluate

and sometimes synthesise with Western psychology, views of the

human mind emanating not only from Buddhism but also from Hindu-

ism, Taoism and other Eastern religions. This field is not so

far a fully transcultural psychology, however, since it restricts

itself to the mainline cultures of India, China, Japan, Tibet

and S.E.Asia, omitting the thought systems of more local verna-

cular philsophies, shamanic ideas for example. Buddhism is, more-

over, a favoured source for many of the discussions and this

is clearly due to the intellectual quality of its psycho-philo-

sophy .

Recent works in this field include studies of the social

and historical anchorage of Eastern ideas about the mind and

the way they contribute to a psychology interpreted primarily

as a Western discipline , a volume of essays relating humanistic

psychology to Eastern perspectives , another discussing the

relations between Western psychotherapies and Buddhism and a

companion work focussing primarily on the relation between Budd-

hist thought and Western identity theory and the way in which

practical applications of such a perspective may be influential

In contemporary social change . It may well be argued, however,

that the first work in this genre was that of Alan Watts in 1961.

The volume reviewed here appeared early in this sequence

and takes yet another line, a rigorous comparison between a set

of precisely delineated Buddhist themes and their parallel treat-

ments by Western thinkers. This is not an easy book, for there

has been no attempt to write at a level appropriate to the intel-

ligent layman whether Buddhistically or psychologically inclined.

Rather, we have here a set of essays which, while exhibiting

scholarship, acumen and enthusiasm, read like a set of private

letters between professors in a language that never attempts

a simple clarification or to eschew jargon. The result is that

few who pick up this book will either understand It or persist

with it. And this is a pity because the work is an important

endeavour to examine parallels, contrasts and problems In the

hermeneutics of shades of meaning in an East-West dialogue of

serious academic integrity.

The editor adopts an unfortunately minimalist role, for

he provides no introduction to the major sections into which
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the text is divided and no rationale for the organisation of

the work as a whole. Each essay simply stands for Itself. Prof.

Katz does, however, contribute a short and quite sharply worded

preface in which he argues that the Western field of study called

'Buddhism' amounts to a 'reflection of a pernicious cultural

imperialism' which, like 'Orientalism', holds Asia as inarticu-

late, monolithic, passive and reactionary - a nostalgia in fact

for treating traditional cultures as elements in a bygone politi-

cal scenario. Such geographically dictated parameters, he argues,

lead to an avoidance of any real cultural dialogue. One can see

what he means: classes of devout children in Christian public

schools being taught 'Buddhism' by fundamentalist schoolmasters

- or university students taught by rationalist humanists or sur-

vivors from the age of logical positivism.

Buddhist ideas are certainly far more than a cultural curio-

sity requiring occasional handwaving, but to separate them out

and enbed them in disciplines like 'Philosophy' or 'Psychology'

so dependent on pre-existing Western paradigms leads to a diffe-

rent problem. Katz tells us that this is a book about psychology

not Buddhism and thereby tries to assimilate Buddhism to a system

of thought already encompassed and managed within a Western

tradition. There are two mistakes here. Firstly, Western

psychology is by no means an integrated subject with a clear

cut basis in theory (like Biology or Chemistry for example);

there are a host of alternative and often conflictful orientations

circling about a hlo-medical core that some far out practitioners

prefer to ignore. Secondly, Buddhist psycho-philosophy is itself

a large enough system of thought to take on Western psychology

in debate on any of its main tenets. One might even attempt to

assimilate Western psychological thought within a Buddhist basis.

Contrary to Katz, I believe this book actually makes the

case foT a careful, non-comparative, teaching of Buddhism (not

of course as a catechism or ideological programme) in order to

present Western students with a comprehensive view prior to

comparative elucidation in relation to Western ideas. After all,

as a psychological perspective. Buddhism, being 2,500 years old,

is the elder brother here,

The contributions to this volume are grouped in four aucces-
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sive sections: S.Asian Theravada, Japanese, Sanskrit and Tibetan

Buddhism, an ordering which seems geographically meaningless

and historically misleading. The introduction by Chdgyam Trungpa

Rinpoche then tells us: 'Considered from the viewpoint of Buddhist

psychological tradition, there is something missing in the West-

ern approach. This missing element... is the acknowledgement of

the primacy of immediate experience.' True to form the book then

plunges into unredeemed academicism.

The articles range over a wide set of topics. Buddhism ie

related to a number of Western concerns none of which would,

however, be described as 'core' psychology in any British Univ-

versity: psychoanalysis and the Pali Nikayas, Jungian analysis

and the life of the Buddha, the concept of citea and the Buddha's

enlightenment as selbst veruickl ichung , Hume, Spinoza and the Budd-

hist view of emotions, Horney and Japanese Buddhism, the meaning

of death in existential Phenomenology and the Soto Zen of Dogen,

Double bind theory and Prasahga, YogScara and Holography, rDzogs.

chen and Heidegger's BaseinanaJ yse , and the 'feminine' in Tantra

and Jung.

Each of these papers is a valuable contribution to the her-

meneutic project necessarily engaged upon whenever a Western

academic attempts an interpretation of Buddhist ideas from within

his/her own paradigm. For those equipped to read them, these

essays are provacative, Informative and interesting. There is,

however, a prevailing attempt to bring Buddhist ideas within

the purlieus of a Western equivalent. Often these somewhat biased

understandings of Buddhism seem to lead to rather trivial reduc-

tionisms of the sort to which Western thinking is only too prone.

Only two pieces, by Masefield and DeHartino, control their com-

parative drive sufficiently to present a truly in depth account

of a Buddhist point of view.

The problems inherent in the comparative approach are well

discussed by Steven Heine at the end of his stimulating essay

on the concept of death in Heidegger, Freud, Sartre and Dogen.

Heine remarks wisely: 'If some modern methodology or terminology

is to be used in analysing Dogen then it is imperative to clari-

fy precomparatively which ones are appropriate and for what rea-

sons.... The fact that no Western standpoint is adequate in exa-

mining Dogen suggests the need for exploring a variety of Inter-
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pretive models to uncover his view without obfuscating its com-

plexity, reducing it to or identifying it with any particular

framework, or unacknowledglngly superimposing that stance on

his' .

Heine goes on to ask whether the fact that Dogen's account

evades assimilation by the thought of these major Western thin-

kers implies a 'fundamentally more comprehensive and univer-

salizable outlook than any of the Western thinkers' or whether

it implies there are ambiguities to be re-examined. Possibly,

he says, Dogen has a flexibility arising from a deeper founda-

tion which exposes the partialities of Freud, Heidegger and

Sartre,

Such honest self -criticism would not be amiss among those

enthusiastic advocates of Jungian or other Western perspectives

too often taken implicitly and without an argued justification

to have global significance. Certainly, Western psychologists

closer to the core of contemporary psychology would approve such

caution

.

John H . crook
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Buddhism and American Thinkers . Ed. by Kenneth K. Inada and Nolan

P.Jacobson. State University of New York, Albany 1984. xix, 180pp.
#

The fifth of these nine essays , by Inada, studies the concept

of sunyata and reveals the fundamental difference between Buddhist

and scientific thought. There is a facile distinction drawn in

others of these papers between Western or Anglo-European (Kali's

term) and Eastern or Asiatic 'culture', which ignores the multi-

plicity of philosophical systems on both sides of the divide, wher-
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ever the line is drawn. Even the mere fact of interest in Buddhism
at all marks off the eight American philosophers writing here

as belonging to a limited section of such people. Nakamura repre-
sents their counterpart in Japan. Inada is quite clearly of Euro-
pean science, now a worldwide phenomenon, and his most suggestive
comparison occurs in the paragraph overlapping pp. 81-2, Sunya
is the Sanskrit word for nought and emptiness. In Buddhist thought
it is used for a highly abstract quality of things, leading to
a proper understanding of the world, but by an extraordinary
and lengthy historical journey became the instrument in Europe
of the decimal notation and of scientific calculation. Inada
makes the point that is most inadequately summed up by saying
that just as numbers have meaning only against the background
of no number, so empirical experience has meaning only against
the background of experience empty of sensation. Neither scien-
tific knowledge nor sensation has any life of its own, but is

the background, the sine qua non of life. In both cases it comes
as a great difficulty to think of nothing positively as something.

The European philosopher most referred to in these essays
is A.N. Whitehead, He could write such things as 'everything is
everywhere at all times*. Common English usage just didn't let
him write 'everything is everywhere everywhere'. Such a sentence
strikes most European thinkers as obscure or self -contradictory
but sounds perfectly sensible, even obvious, to a Buddhist thinker.
The mutual misunderstanding arises from the very nature of know-
ledge which distils from the flow of sensation nearly repeating
patterns. Science concentrates on the patterns and thinks of
the world as a sort of still life painting of these patterns:
Buddhism sees these patterns as empty of meaning until realised
in experience. The underlying common factor is the Instinctive
longing for permanence which built up scientific theories in
Europe and drove the Buddha from riches and power to an enlight-
ened view of the unchanging varieties of life. Whitehead, with
his process philosophy and feeling that science missed something
out, approached some way towards a Buddhist position even as
he largely alienated himself from the mainstream of Western philo-
sophy. Incredibly, histories of modern philosophy often only
refer to him as joint author (with Bertrand Russell) of the
Principia Hathematica

.

..
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Another thread running through these essays is the current

vogue of ecumenism, that the world is one community; that no

one tradition has the monopoly of truth and all would benefit

by listening to each other. Considering the missionary confidence,

the scientific certainties and the European colonialism of the

nineteenth century, and bearing in mind the longing for certainty

referred to above, this marks a revolution in European thought.

Inada sketches the growth of interest in and understanding of

Buddhism in Europe and America, reaching a fruitful exchange

of scholarly interest at the second East-West Philosophers' Con-

ference in Honolulu 1949. Jacobsen goes so far as to maintain

Lhat local cultures imprison and blind their adherents into a

narrow understanding, impregnating their very language with false

assumptions. Nakamura, from a Japanese point of view, sees in

this modern emphasis on intercommunication as basic to the reali-

sation of the true self, which is incomplete or non-existent

by Itself, being largely composed of relations with other selves.

It is by sharing each other's concerns, Joys and happiness that.

we achieve our full nature, and by no other way.

Mc Daniel cites the opinion of Hisamatsu (a Japanese philo-

sopher) that Mahlyana Buddhism needs to go beyond individual

enlightenment as the aim of student and teacher and consider

the social factor. Applying the principle of the empty concept

only realised in the momentary experience to the concept of the

self, he contrasts the cognitive historical person with the true

self which always and only exists in the immediate present. En-

lightenment Is not something that happens suddenly to a person,

but is a constant condition of the here and now selves that add

up to such a person. This should lead to some thought of what

sort of a world Zen Buddhism would hope to see emerging if It

took the lead.

Miller, inspired by Henry Nelson Wieman's Man's Ultimate Com-

mitment (19B5), gives an account of the book. Uieman would make

an empirical science of religion, whose truth is vouched for

by the degree to which it produces Joy. This has to include

a full realisation of 'the dark realities of life' which is his

phrase for all the suffering that fills the world. Dogmatic reli-

gions, as they exist, are only partly good, being also partly

evil. Evil in that they divide people from people and prevent
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that communication of ideas that can lead to each individual's

creation of his highest nature, the condition for the emergence

of real joy.

Chi's essay is a successful summary of his book.Buddhis t For-

mal Logic (reviewed by me in BSR 3,1, 1986). Both book and essay

point out how Dlgnlga's Hetucakradamaru from fifth century India

goes beyond Aristotle and provides corrections to Principia Mathe-

matics (1910-3), despite the brevity of the former and the extreme

length of the latter. This purely academic exercise is a typical

modern philosophical one, but he makes it relevant to the purpose

of this book by pointing out the loss to human thought when ob-

structed by poor communications, whether cultural, distance or

language. The same problems can be studied in different places

at different tiroes, revealing the similarity of human thought

processes, which can lack the interfertilisation that makes for

completeness.

In BSR 1,1 (1983-4) a review was published of Buddhism and

western Philosophy , It contained twice as many essays as in this

book, only one of which was written by an author who appears

also In this one, namely, Inada; so there is no lack of American

philosophers interested In Buddhist thought. I don't think the

substitution of 'thinkers' for 'philosophers' helps at all (since

we all think!). The purpose of the substitution Is to avoid the

use of the word philosophy whose field of study has become so

blurred and obscure as put people off, but it still gives some

indication of the sort of things they write about. Human needs

are broadly the same everywhere at all times and the problems

that the Buddha sought to solve -were the same as those the Greek

philosophers tackled. In language like 'What is your philosophy

of life?' the key word still refers to a way of thinking about

life and acting on it. But what is called modern philosophy has

become so intellectual, so academic, almost esoteric, that it

has lost touch with the problem of how to face the world for

the best. It is the cold and lifeless nature of modern Western

philosophy that these contributors seek to transcend under the

vibrant appeal of Buddhism to all who feel they have lost touch

with the common glories of human life.

Alban Cooke
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